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THERMAL AND RESISTIVE . INSTABILITIES IN THE SOLAR ATMOSPHERE
ABSTRACT
The magnetic field greatly influences the plasma in the solar 
atmosphere and.in this thesis we consider the effect of the field on the 
stability of the plasma.
The many observations that have been made suggest that two types of 
field structure play a major role. Firstly a current sheet - this has 
field lines which change direction in a thin, current forming region, but are 
fairly uniform outside. We consider the case where the field strength is 
zero along the neutral line so that a gas pressure gradient is required 
across the sheet to balance the magnetic pressure gradient. Secondly a 
force-free field ” here the magnetic force is zero, which requires the 
magnetic pressure to be much larger than the gas pressure. In the neutral 
current sheet we examine the thermal instability and the tearing-mode 
instability. While in the force-free magnetic arch system we look for a 
thermal instability which can occur when the foot points of the arch are 
sheared.
When we investigated the thermal stability of the current sheet we .
found that as its length increases it passes through a series of stable
equilibria until a value, is reached when the sheet cools down to a
new stable equilibrium. For coronal conditions, values for L andmax
cooling time are in fair agreement with the observed values for quiescent 
prominences.
We calculate the growth rate of the tearing-mode instability in a neutral 
current sheet with no energy sources or sinks and find that the maximum
growth rate can be significantly larger in the current sheet than in the |
/ .  .  .  ^sheared field of constant magnitude considered by others. Also the growth
rate decreases when the ratio of gas to magnetic pressure is reduced. We
find that the growth rate is significantly inhibited if the current sheet has
a transverse magnetic field which is large enough.
Lastly we examine the thermal balance in a sheared, force-free magnetic
field and show that thermal instability can occur if the field is sheared
enough. We assume thermal equilibrium between radiative loss and thermal
conduction and we take gravity balanced by a pressure gradient. If, for
example, the density at the base of the field is ten times larger than the #■e
normal coronal value, as it may be in coronal condensations, then there is p
instability if the shear angle is greater than 63°. Tlie presence of a 
large enough mechanical heating is found to prevent the instability occurring.
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CHAPTER 1.: INTRODUCTION,
The object of this thesis is to study two instabilities 
that may be of importance in a wide variety of phenomena 
in the solar atmosphere, but are of particular relevance 
for the formation of solar prominences. We begin this 
rather extensive introduction by describing the basic 
equations we shall employ and the assumptions involved in 
their derivation. In particular, the possible terras that 
may appear in the energy balance equation are described at 
some length.
Next (Section 1.2) a comprehensive summary of previous 
work on the type of thermal instability in which we are 
interested is presented. This acts as background for 
the work of Chapters 2 and 4, in which the possible 
occurrence of the instability in current sheets or sheared 
magnetic structures is investigated with relevance to 
prominence formation.
In(Section 1.3)a summary of resistive instabilities in 
sheared fields, especially the tearing mode, is given 
including an outline of the numerical technique of Cross 
and Van Hoven for finding the growth rate. Their 
technique is extended in Chapter 3 to current sheets both 
with and without a transverse field component.
Then (Section 1,4) a description of solar prominences is 
presented. This is followed by an account of the 
suggestion that prominences may form in current sheets, 
which acts as a basis for Chapter 2.
Finally, (Section 1.5) the main objects of the research of 
this thesis.
1 .
1.1; THE BASIC EQUATIONS
The study of the motion of individual particles in an 
ionized gas or plasma has advanced greatly over the past 
few decades. However, to make the problems tractable 
it is necessary to approximate by using the macroscopic 
equations of motion. For rigorous results in situation 
with small scale lengths, the study of each particle |
cannot be avoided but we shall find that in the plasma 
of the solar atmosphere the macroscopic equations are for 
many purposes adequate.
The macroscopic quantities, electric current density, J , 
and mean velocity, V , are related by the macroscopic 
equations of motion. It is possible to derive these 
equations from the Boltzmann equation (see for example |
Spitzer (1962) which is a source for much of this Section).
The equation, in electromagnetic units, for ions of mass m; 
and charge 2 e/c (e denotes the electi'on charge in 
electrostatic units) is
- + fie j C I • 0
where r\[ is the particle density, 0 is the gravitational 
potential and ïi^the mean velocity of the particles in an 
element of volume AV, is
Z w ,li « hi A V
and Wj: the velocity of each ion. The quantity is the 
stress tensor defined by
—  I " Av L  y  i. ~ Z! 0  ^ W -, - V 0  ) 
the summation extending over the volume element. I
■1 2, g
variables, V and J, which are defined as 
V  - h  l + Og V g  ) ,
X  " ^  C De 2: y-. - ï\g V g )  ^
where the mass density f is
f = Ml + Me M\e .
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is the total momentum transferred to the ions 
per unit volume and time by collisions with the electrons 
where we assume that only electrons and one type of ion 
are present# The electrons have a similar equation of 
motion with e and i interchanged and S » -1.
Although equation (l.l) is exact, it is not very useful 
unless the stress tensor is simple. If the distribution 
of random velocities (W^ - V^) is isotropic then we have 
the simple case
2 . >  = £  , (1.2)
. ■ ■ '!
where p ig the scalar gas pressure. The velocity §
distribution becomes isotropic if these collisions are 
frequent enough, so this is valid when the mean-free 
path for collisions between particles is short compared 
to the distance over which the macroscopic quantities 
vary. In only the main diagonal terms of the stress 
tensor have been retained, the off-diagonal terms giving 
rise to the viscous stress which we shall .neglect.
From equation (l.l) and the corresponding’ equation for the
electrons we get an equation relating the macroscopic
1.1: THE BASIC EQUATIONS (Contd.).
■3
■ÿ
%
-a
From the equations of motion (l.l) we get with (1.2)
" lv.v)y)= . J . B  (1-3)
w V v e r e  tlie c V i O k r g e  d e n s i t y  ;s
f = y\l "T"c  ^ c
The interaction terras . end P.^ have cancelled out byei le
Newton’s third law of motion.
Also from equation (l.l) and the corresponding one for 
the electrons we deduce
E . v . e  - H I
+ TT(. ^ ^ 3  ^c ^  5
2where we have neglected terms of order <J . Also we have 
assumed electrical neutrality ( f^»o) and let,following 
Spitzer,
p . - ï ± ^  ' j  Ip >- c ^  -
3When "T^ t. )-  ^ V all vanish, the. equation
reduces to Ohm’s Lav/, v/ith l| equal to the electrical 
resistivity which Spitzer gives as
h “ G ' 5 3 X 10 ?.n.: e.m.uL. L I - 4)
 ^ T^/2.
where the Coulomb logarithm în.A is tabulated by him. a
4#
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These equations are supplemented by the equation of 
continuity of matter,
+ 2 . C? Y) = o , U-5)
and Maxwell’s equations, namely,
V. b - 4-YT
> (1.6)
\7. 6 O . (1.7)
= VtrJ + ^  (1.9)_ __ -
Another useful equation which describes charge 
conservation is, from (1,6) and (1.9)
2  -3 ^ V f° ■
The constitutive equations are,for a linear, plasma 
medium
D = Ê  + U-TT £  ,
B ” Ü  " , ^
Where the velocity of light C «3x s“*, P is the
polarization and M the magnetization vector.
The boundary conditions at medium interfaces are 
E, /V h c E 2^ A. n_
Bi .Û = Ea-n + k-TT
Si -Û = Si ■ £ .
H, A, Ü = Üii'ü i  .
• "3
’• 1
J 
îï1.1; THE BASIC EQUATIONS ( Contd. );
The unit normal vector h points from medium 2 Into 
medium 1. ^ is the current sheet density at the 4
interface and is the charge layer density there# |
We have been discussing the equations so far from a 4
laboratory frame of reference relative to which the 
plasma is moving with a velocity V# However, they 4
may be re-written in the rest frame of the fluid by
1
Ï
using the Lorentz transformations. For non-relativistic
velocities the transformations are
= F  Y a 5 ,
D* = D + Y  A H
B' = &
H * Ü  — V O ,
= 3  - L  Y ,
Jc ° ” Ll5- .c***
These are exact for transformation between unaccelerated 
frames of reference and are good approximations if the 
acceleration is not too large. Primed and unprimed 
quantities refer to the rest frame and laboratory frame 
respectively.
THE M.H.D. APPROXIMATION
In addition to the non-relativistic approximation 
certain additional simplifications can be made for flow 
which is steady or has low frequency time variations and in 
which the imposed electric field is of the same order of 
magnitude as the induced field V a B ,
6,
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This type of flow is usually referred to as magneto 
hydro dynamic (#ID) flow#
The following assumptions are made in the M.H.D. 
approximation
1.. Iy I^ y  (The non-relativistic approximation)
The electric fields are of order V a B# This implies 
that the magnetic field is the same in all frames of 
reference :
B B b '
since the Doppler shift Y S/gZ “ 0 ( B /c^ ) ■‘■i 6
by 1. However, the full lorentz transformed electric 
field must be reta-î ned s^  nee all the terms are of the 
same magnitude. Certain results can be deduced from
1 and 2.:
a) Phenomena involving high frequencies are not 
considered in the M.H.D, approximation, so that the 
displacement current à D. /(^  t is neglected compared to
2 , the conduction cui*rent, and equation (1.9) becomes
Y N B. =
B , àJ: -I- ~This follows because 2  ^  (" c>-t. dt. d t
c> D. /c> t ^  ,
so that the displacement current is much less than the 
conduction current by 1.
7t
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b) The electric energy is negligible compared to the
o P / ? 1magnetic energy. Comparing to H ^to order V /C \
‘ C
with E m 0 (V A B)/^ we get
2which is negligible compared to H . Since the 
displacement current and the electric field energy are 
neglected, the main interaction is between the magnetic 
field and the fluid.
c) The force density is re p m  sen tod by
however by 1 we are able to neglect E.
The ratio of ^  3
is very much less than one and so the E term 
can be ignored compared with J a B.
Under the MHD approximations Maxwell’s equations become
2-1.= - ^  , U  1 o')h t
S - si ■ 3  > C ' ■ " )
V . B = o , U  • ' 2.)
2 . 3  = - ^
8.
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A useful equation is the induction equation , 
which is a result of Ohm’s law and Maxwell’s 
equations. From the curl of Ohm’s law,we have
Y a (.ij 3) - Y - U  + y .s') . i\-\0
Then from equations (l.lO), (l.ll) and (1.14) we get
I f  ■ Î - W . â l -  z ^ j a -  ,1.1,,
If the first term on the right hand side dominates 
then the magnetic flux through any loop moving with 
the local fluid velocity is constant in time. We say 
that the lines of force are frozen into the fluid and 
are carried along with it. If the second term 
dominates then the magnetic field will decay in the 
diffusion time,
t = U-tr d  1
where f is the length scale of the magnetic field
variations. a,1In summary, the basic equations v/e shall use are (1.15) ,
together with the equation of motion from (1.3) and (1,11) |
9. 1
'5
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The equation of continuity,
(1.5)
and the equation of state for a perfect gas,
° ^ (1.17)
where R is the universal constant. I
Equations (1.15), (1.16), (1.5) and (l.l?) determine 
V, B, f and and are supplemented by an energy i
Iequation for T, which we derive below.
The Energy Equation.
This is a statement of the first law of thermodynamics I’
in a volume of the plasma. The increase of heat per
d Sunit time of a unit volume as it moves in space, 
is equated to the heat influx, ~ £ , due to various 
sources and sinks in the plasma;
(1.18) I
where S, the entropy per unit mass of the plasma, 
is given by
J
in terms of the temperature T, the internal energy,6 , 
per a^nit mass and the density / . The internal energy 
of an ideal gas is dependent only on the temperature T.
10,
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When, as is usually the case, the energy is assumed 1
to be proportional to T, the gas is called polytropic j
and we have "
4
e = Cv “T , (1.20) f
where C is the specific heat at constant volume. %V ^  Î
j Using equations (1.18), (1.19), (1.20) and the perfect s
gas law (1.17) we have J
i p -  = j
or alternatively, a.t. cor\$t.a.nt j^ressure^ j
i
where is the specific heat at constant pressure, |
Normally the energy supplied by conduction is taken ^
out of the JL. term which is then written as |
f.Cf^T)= L  - Y. U-7|) I
where K is the tensor coefficient of thermal condictivity. |
For heat conducted parallel to the magnetic field, the ï%
relevant coefficient of thermal conductivity is^from 
Spitzer (1962),
,
r  ^ -  5 Vz .
K,^ ■ 10 _J— . eras >aec“ ie o “ cm"' (, i ‘ 2 2.)
fn.A
11
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where ® 0.225 for a hydrogen plasma. While, for 
heat conducted perpendicular to the magnetic field, the 
coefficient of thermal conduction is^also from Spitzer (1962)J
K  = h 5 IO  Gras. aecT* d ca ’ ' crv\"' ( h  23^1 3 3
which is valid only for
a 1-1 X 10^ _ K I ! Z  »  \
U K  Ml
where w  is the ion cyclotron frequency and is the 
ion collision time. Spitzer (1962) has tabulated 
values of the Coulomb logarithm which we reproduce here,
n, c m ‘^ 10® 10^ i d''2
T ° K ,
10^ 1 6 3 12 8 9-4
10^ 19 7 16-3 12 8
1q S 2 2  8 19 3 15 9
10^ 2 5  1 21 6 1 8 1of the thesis we use tn. A.B 20. Also
applications K„ > b- , which has important effects 
that we shall consider later.
The energy equation then becomes
= - L  + , d . % )
where the operator V)\
1 2 .
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This is the form used throughout the thesis.
Various alternative forms of the energy equation can 
be derived by combining the energy equation with the 
equation of motion. Now the total energy per unit 
volume is
U  = A : f  -  f e  ,
ignoring gravity and magnetic field effects. Then, 
after differentiating this equation with respect to time 
and using equations (1.5), (1.16), (1.18), (1.19) and 
(1.21), we find
1 “  + 2 . 1 f y (."k 0  -'<23') = - L  , (1,25)
where L =" G + -y is the enthalpy per unit mass.
Using equations (1.17) and (1.20) the enthalpy can also 
be v/ritten as
i. = "Y "m 3" , (1.26)
where m is the average mass of the particles and K  is 
Boltzmann’s constant.
13
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The Energy sources and sinks in the Corona and 
Chromosphere.
In the last section we stated the energy equation (1,24) 
in terms of a general energy loss function L  , which 
we will now discuss in more detail.
The amount of energy radiated out of a plasma has 
been calculated for an optically thin medium, as 
a function of temperature, by many authors (e.g. Cox 
and Tucker, 1969). A simplified version of this 
function has been used by Nakagawa (1970) and Hildner 
(1971), who represent the temperature variation by a 
piecewise linear function, so that the radiative loss 
per unit volume and time takes the form
L-fcfto = >  J ' J
in each of three temperature regions. The value of the
constants, "X and K  , taken from Hildner (1971) are
M B -[■% T  > 2- 5 X. 10^ “ K
3*t> 0 s5 x \ o + T  a Sx lo
X to" k. 37 T  < 5 X i * 1<
This simplified radiative loss function is plotted in |
Figure (l) page 14, along with those radiative loss J
functions calculated by several authors from which Hildner |
derived this approximate version. |
L o g LAO /
15
15
U
13
12
11
(X = o
' y I O
X  = 4- • 3*7
y, = lo X  - ( ' 3•y. - 11%)^ (O3k
o Cox & Tucker (1969)
# Raju (1968)
A  Doherty & Menzel (l^ 65) 
Orra 11 & Zirker (l96l) 
Average
6 7
L o g ,J ( ° K )
1
U.|
1
i
Figure (l). The radiative loss function per unit volume 
and time, = y  sec"' , used in this
thesis. It is the one devised by Hildner (1971), and is an
approximation to the radiative loss , in an optically thin 
plasma calculated by several authors as a function of the 
temperature T. The various symbols represent the functions 
derived by each of the people shown.
15
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Hildner (1974) has also used a radiative loss function 
similar to this one but divided Into five temperature 
regions. In this case anci cX are given by 
y  sec^ 'cm^  9'^  T**^ ) ^
u.;
—. \ • o
\ 3- S? X -%'S
4 1-1 o \o'^ o
\.o%  ^lo" 1%
((.'le3 1 .tv
s& ^ 1 0  K 
3x10 ~ \  ^ 10
% X I o**' ~ T f- 3 V-1 o
I S X k T  ^  s y. \0* 
T  ^ I • S X V o J<.
We have, however, decided to use his original function 
drawn in Figure (1) page 14. The function is unreliable
gfor temperatures much below 10 where radiative
transfer effects become important.
The problem of how the corona is heated is not fully 
resolved, but the generally accepted mechanism (see, for 
example, Raiu 1968) is that waves propagate up from the 
convective zone into the corona and steepen into shock 
waves which then dissipate and release their energy.
The energy in a wave is transferred locally into kinetic 
energy of the particles that are subjected to the ordered 
forces of the wave. When a wave is dissipated the wave 
energy is thermalised by collisions into the kinetic energy 
of random motion.
$16. «
■S
1.1. : THE BASIC EQUATIONS (Contd.) SIThus dissipation is faster the more particles there |
are present. So the heat input by wave dissipation |
is generally assumed to be proportioned to density, as 
suggested by Weymann (i960). Thus an approximation to 
the heat input is
where b is a constant that will in some of our 
models be determined by the equilibrium conditions in 
the corona and f represents the density.
It is assumed that b has the same value throughout 
the magnetic configurations we consider, but it could 
be that the heating mechanism is affected by a magnetic 
field. However, this effect, and also any temperature 
variation will, since they are not sufficiently well 
understood, be ignored.
In a recent paper by Pneuman & Kopp (1977), it has been 
suggested that'material'that has been carried up into 
the corona by spicules returns to the surface of the 
sun after being heated to coronal temperatures, and 
deposits this extra energy in the transition region. I
17.
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There have been several observations of a steady downflow
of material at a few kilometers per second in the #
transition region overlying the chromosphere network.
15Pneuma.n & Kopp calculate that about 4 x 10 particles
— 2. — Icm~ secT are falling and note that this is about 
the same as the upward particle flux in spicules 
(Beckers , 1972) so they suggest that the downflow 
is simply matter returning after being carried into 
the corona by spicules.
The importance of the downflow is shown by comparing 
the energy that it releases with other energy sources 
and sinks in the transition region. The energy 
equation is, from equations (1.25) and (1.26)
V . . [  M V ( - b  4. - f  k -T ) -  K 2 t "] = -  L  (. f  T )
or, for one-dimensional (h) variations
A &  L ,
where the effects of gravity and the magnetic fields |
are neglected. The only energy sources are the enthalpy
s k-rper unit mass, L = a. ' > and thermal conduction and the 
only energy sink that Pneuman & Kopp consider is radiation, .•
18. %
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The downward particle flux, taken as positive, is
% = NV l\
where N is the number density, V the velocity, and A the
fractional area of the solar surface occupied by the
emission network. They comment that, since the flow 
is subsonic, the dominant energy source associated with 
the flow is the enthalpy flux.
The ratio R of the enthalpy flux to the conductive flux 
is 4  k % T0 a — ----§— _
oL n
Pneuman & Kopp calculate R for the transition region 
by noting that the observed emission measure E «
A T* (. d T  om   ^ ( 4 1 b )
Then with V «-10 kvw secT^  , T « 10^ ^  K
and ^ = lO*^ to lo'^ ovw"*^  sec"'
they get R - lO t© lOo .
Thus the enthalpy flux is larger than the conductive 
- flux and so should certainly be included in any study of 
the transition region energetics. We have, however, not 
included it in the calculations of this thesis because 
the importance of this energy source has only recently 
been noted.
As far as the corona is concerned, the much cooler spicule 
matter extracts heat and so acts as a sink, but its 
importance relative to the other energy terms in the corona 
is not clear.
19,
:
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We can, however, see that spicules can inject matter |
. into the corona. We estimate the maximum height 
that particles will reach if they are projected 
vertically with the spicular velocity, U , under the 4
influence of gravity, 3 :
k  =  f  A a  I
‘fIf U is the observed spicular velocity, |
30 k m  sec"' I, I » n , (8 j iken k =• |• >' i o v w  ,
which in our model atmosphere Figure (2) page 20 
is at the base of the transition region, but if U  :■
is only slightly larger, 5 0 bm sec ' ^ tKe/» h - o r v
which takes us into the corona.
Another possible energy source for prominences is 
gravitational energy released by vertical motions.
Quiescent prominences are observed to have material 
flowing down at about 10 km sec"' (Rompolt, 1967) , 
which is very much less than the free fall velocity 
of 100 km sccT' , so some of the potential energy is 
presumably converted into heat rather than kinetic 
energy of downward motion. Order of magnitude 
estimates by Raadu & Kuperus (1973) indicate that the 
release of this gravitational energy is as important as 
the radiative loss term for quiescent prominences.
They point out that the gravitational energy would be 
released at the rate
9 V 1-2.^ y. e^s sec'
for a vertical velocity V of 10^ ovn sec
1
90
T (°
1 0 "
N (cm"
510
5 x1 0 '' Height (cm),8
Figure (2), The Billings & Alvarez (1975) model for a quiet 
region of the chromosphere and corona. The temperature, T, 
and number density, N, are plotted as a function of height above 
the photosphere using values given in Table I.
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This is comparable to the radiative loss in prominence 
material
^ p.ad ~  ^ V. \0 sec“* ^
1/  ^ 3where we have taken n « 10 c m “ and T « ® K
and also comparable to the radiative loss in the 
uncondensed coronal material (Cox & Tucker , 1969)
 ^ (d >^\0 e-ms Jr>Oyrt\.cle“‘ sec"'
\irK n = lO^ Ca^ “  ^ ckt\6. T  “ \ ’ S IO  ^ Kw
Thus this energy source should be important in 
neutral sheets in the corona and in prominences. 
However, it will, for simplicity, not be included in 
the energy equation.
The heating of the plasma by the current density 
is  ^ o-wi Sec
where the electrical resistivity, ^ , is given by
(1,4 ) as
h - 53 V-. lo'^  e.m.a.
This heating term will be neglected for prominences 
but we shall leave the justification until Chapter 2. 
Finally, in summary, the energy equation that we shall 
use in the rest of the thesis is
f C p  = )>? - V . U . V - T )  (i.jg)
where ")L and o< are given by Figure 1 page 14, K is given 
b y *(1.22) and (1.23) and C^ is the specific heat at 
constant pressure.
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ORDER OF MAGNITUDE DESCRIPTION
It was Parker (1953) who first pointed out that, 
if thermal conduction were ineffective, thermal 
instabilities would occur in the corona and upper 
chromosphere, because of the form of the radiative 
loss term in the energy equation. To illustrate 
this effect, suppose that the plasma is initially 
in equilibrium under a balance between a constant 
mechanical heating, h , and an energy loss by radiation. 
The energy lost by radiation per unit mass and time may 
for simplicity, be assumed to be proportional to density 
with a constant of proportionality a = fc-3 v*
sec“' 0  rrc^W &  Z i rker , ,
so that the equilibrium equation is
o = k O'
In his analysis, Parker assumed a temperature perturbation 
at constant density. However, as pointed out by 
Field (1965), such a perturbation is inconsistent with 
the equations of motion and continuity, since a temperature 
decrease leads to a pressure decrease, which produces an 
inflow of matter and so a density increase. So Field 
suggested that a constant pressure perturbation would be 
the relevant one. The perturbed density and temperature 
then satisfy the energy equation
K - aj> ,
'i
t .  - Gp-TR a f
However, in general the coronal plasma is not unstable.
The conduction of heat prevents the thermal instability 
from developing, since the heat is, in many situations, 
transported more rapidly by conduction than b y  radiation. 
In a flux tube or a current sheet of length L  , the time 
scale for heat to be conducted along the distance L  is
e  ? c , T
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where, from the equilibrium equation, g
k = * fo
and the perfect gas law at constant pressure gives
b - R ? T .
A reduction in temperature from equilibrium therefore 
causes an increase in density, which in turn makes 
negative according to (1,29) and so drives the instability. 
Similarly, an increase in temperature causes the plasma 
to heat up. The time scale for this thermal instability, 
driven by radiative loss, is found by equating the orders 
of magnitude on both sides of (129) to be |I
K„ ar
where K , the coefficient of thermal conductivity along
the field lines is,from (1,22), for coronal conditions
(T  Io^ ^  K , n = lo^  c / Y v \ " " I  Gy&uss) t
Ku ~ T  sec"' c-yv»"', |
and AT is the temperature difference between the interior
of the flux tube or shee’tand its ends,
:
24.1
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This time scale, c , may be compared I'd.th the radiative
time scale 't-R . The plasma is stabilized by thermal
conduction tc ^ •
However, if the length of the flux tube or sheet is so
large that then the destabilizing effect of
the radiative loss term dominates and the plasma is cooled 
or heated. The critical length above which the flux tube 
or sheet becomes unstable is given by equating tic. and 
as
If T « 10^ 1< and Pn % v ^ , characteristic
of the lower corona, then with AT T/lO we find
L- 3 X I 0 Ow\ ,
It may be noted that this value of L. c. is the same
in order of magnitude as the height of a large quiescent
prominence or the length of a large X-ray loop. ^
The value of is important because it gives an order of
magnitude estimate of the length at which a current sheet
or flux loop becomes thermally unstable. A better i
estimate, which we call Lent: > for such a critical I
length can be found by using the less crude approximation
for the radiative loss term, namely
G-rao ~ 'y* ? e>r^ s sec"' , 
where and (X are given on Figure (l) page 14.
If A T  —  T  , the corresponding critical length is found 
to be given by
Lerit ~ 3 % \ o  l\ 3ù)
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it is plotted in Figure (3) page 26 as a function of 
height for the model chromosphere and corona drawn in 
Figure (2) page 20. The model atmosphere on which 
this is based,Billings & Alvarez (1975), measures height 
from the centre of the transition region (T w )
and so, in order to give the variation of Lcrit 
with height above the photosphere, it has been assumed 
that this point in the transition region is (O
above the photosphere (Vernazza, Avrett and Loeser,1973). 
There are two main sources of error in using it 
to estimate the length at which a current sheet or flux 
loop becomes thermally unstable. It approximates AT by 
the temperature T outside the tube or sheet and the value 
of the density inside by its value outside. , A more 
accurate value of the length at which instability first 
occurs.for a current sheet is given in Chapter 2.
26
Log.„L
8 9 10 
Log Height
Figure (3)> The critical value L crit (cm) from equation (1,30) 
as a function of height (cm) for the atmosphere model given 
in Figure (2), page 20. L crit is the order of magnitude 
estimate for the length of a current sheet or magnetic flux tube 
above which a thermal instability occurs.
Because the equilibrium temperature is uniformdoes 
not include thermal conduction.
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Parker (1953) suggested that, if the thermal equilibrium |
iof the medium is a balance between temperature-independent i1energy gains and temperature-dependent radiative losses, '■3instability results if, near equilibrium the losses increase '
with decreasing temperature. Then the cooler-tban-average 
region cools more effectively that its surroundings, and 
its temperature rapidly drops below the initial equilibrium 
value.
Other authors, notably Zanstra (1955 a,b) pointed out that 
the strong tendency towards pressure equilibrium in the 
medium would naturally result in compression of the cool 
regions and expansion of the hot ones and in this way one 
could understand the formation of cool condensations in a 
medium of high temperature, f
Field (1965) in a thorough analysis of this problem 
points out however that Weymann (i960) was the first to 
give the correct instability criterion for the formation 
of a condensation due to thermal instability. Field 
analysed the different possible instability criteria 
in an infinite, initially stationary uniform medium in 
the absence of magnetic fields, using the linearized 
equations. For the equilibrium energy equation, he 
takes
L l  = O , (. I 3 t )
where L is a genealised heat loss function, defined as 
energy losses minus energy gains per volume per second.
28,
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It can be written as a function of the local values 
of y and T  if the gas is optically thin, because then 
the heat loss function is not complicated by radiative 
transfer effects. We now perturb the equilibrium in 
density and temperature while keeping some thermodynamic 
variable A (e.g. pressure) constant. In the energy 
equation the entropy S is perturbed to and the
heat loss function to , both and Lj being
calculated at constant A. Then the energy equation 
becomes
I
- f T  ^  . U, = >
SO that there is instability if
I Vs) ft ^ ® •
In an isobaric perturbation A is pressure and T  Cp A.T
so that the instability criterion becomes
I  1 4 ) /  l l 4 )y -  I? l&%)
the perfect gas law being assumed applicable.
This condition, as Field pointed out, is consistent 
with the equation of motion because the lack of pressure 
variations ensures that no forces will destroy the density
structure. Hunter (1970) has genealised this stability
criterion to include an arbitrary flow in the equilibriumIstructure and thermal conduction in the heat loss 
function L.
29.
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He shows that there is thermal instability if
t l l j V  -  L ,  > o .
‘ u J u
where the subscript u refers to variables in an 
unperturbed flow. This reduces to Pield*s criterion 
in a uniform medium in the absence of effects of 
thermal conduction, since L-a O in that case.
The isochoric perturbation, for which A is density, 
has the instability criterion,
(. ^ o >
and is the one given by Parker (1953).
If entropy S is kept constant during the perturbations 
the isentropic instability criterion is
For instance the near-isentropic oscillations in a sound 
wave are subject to a slight heating during the 
compression phase, which tends to increase the amplitude 
of the wave. Hunter (1966) applied this instability to 
small amplitude disturbances in the chromosphere and 
suggested that the optical flare event could result from 
the formation of shock waves when these chroraospheric 
waves became thermally overstable. However,we shall be 
concerned here only with the condensation mode thermal 
instability, which is governed by the isobaric criterion 
equation (1.32) .
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The thermal instability was applied by Kleczek (1958) 
and Lust & Zirin (i960) to the theory of active 
prominences. These loop prominences or *coronal-rain’ 
prominences seem to condense out of the corona, above 
active regions, in a few minutes. Kleczek (1958) 
considered an equilibrium energy equation of the form
The coronal matter was first compressed by some 
undefined process, and then allowed to cool by radiation, 
Kleczek did not include the effect of thermal conduction 
and found the time for condensation to be quite long:
10"^  - lo'^  seconds.
Lust & Zirin (i960) pointed out that the temperature in 
the initial compression would become very high so that 
conduction becomes an important energy sink. In their 
work they considered coronal plasma with density , 
temperature T^ in a magnetic field H, An element of 
this plasma in some tube of force, is subjected to a 
radial compression,resulting in a density increase
— h = h o U  -V o<- ■t') .
If this compression is adiabatic then
where . r /_ _ <
The energy acquired in a unit time by each particle of 
the plasma due to compression is
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The energy losses in the compressed tube are due to 
radiation and thermal conduction. Owing to the 
magnetic thermal insulation, there is a heat flux only 
through the end surfaces of the tube, of magnitude
L S  = K  T  ^  I T T  r ’ - , d-t dr
where r is the radius of the tube. Hence the heat 
loss from thermal conduction for each particle in the 
plasma per unit time is
tWerrvx H
where and C is the length of the tube.
Lust & Zirin estimated the energy loss to the plasma 
by radiation per particle to be
L„.,» [ t o .  ,.08.10-"^
Hence the energy balance can be written as
jLt  ^ ^  COMP ^ ttxerm " •
The solution to this equation, T (t), was found for a 
series of values of oA o/v^ d To • Lust Sc Zirin found 
..that -the temperature first increases to a maximum, 
at a time, , due to the initial compression, and
then decreases as the increased internal energy is 
radiated and conducted away. They defined a cooling 
time, , as the time taken to cool the plasma to a
temperature of 2 x 10^ ÎC. The higher the compression 
rate oC, the faster the initial temperature increases, but 
the subsequent cooling is also faster.
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With T in the range I - Z *  10  ^K  o/v\d l O ~ 10 cwv»
-1 , ^  oCovalues of 10 - \0 sec
make '^Yv^(xx. of the order of & hour or less and 
an hour or less, which seems reasonable for the formation 
of active prominences. However, the means by which 
- compression is achieved is unclear.
Raju (1968) considered an infinitely long cylindrical 
magnetic flux tube containing an optically thin plasma.
' He assumed that the plasma is heated by the dissipation of 
waves propagating up from the chromosphere. Such 
(mechanical heating per unit mass is assumed to have 
the constant value,
QmecU = O- >
where (K is determined by the thermal equilibrium 
conditions in the corona. Raju considered the plasma 
to be cooled by radiation
(.1 35)
the cooling function Q(T) being more realistic than 
the one used by Lust & Zirin. Raju used two cooling 
functions, one by Doherty & Menzel (1965) and the other 
by Raju (1968).
To produce instability in this case he perturbed the 
density while holding pressure constant, as in (1,32),
An assumption that the total pressure remains constant 
gives
I? +  = K  ) Il 3k)
where t^ o and Bo are the equilibrium values.
V J)
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The energy equation is
^  ^  ^  . w _ , / L q - L ]  Ci-31)(It ) (L <L
swith Y  - > and
11 -3 8)= R 5 T  .
Another equation is still required in order to solve 
for the four unknowns t^,f,T,B inside the flux tube.
Raju assumed that the plasma and magnetic field would 
remain uniform inside and outside the cylinder, so 
any variation in the parameters is one-dimensional 
and the particle density in the cylinder at any time 
is inversely proportional to the square of the radius. 
Thus, from conservation of magnetic flux,
f  -  X  ■
Raju solved (1.34) to (1.39)
to give, in particular, as a function of time
and found that after an initial perturbation the 
condensation rate is very slow until some threshold 
time when the density increases very rapidly. For 
larger initial perturbations the threshold time was 
a little smaller. His results depend strongly on
For I the magnetic field inhibits the thermal
conduction but plays no ot:er role; the density drops
by a factor of 60 while temperature drops from 1,5 x 10^ 
to 2.5 X 10^'' in about 10^ seconds.
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For y3 > i , compression of the cylinder quickly 
raises the magnetic pressure until the gas pressure 
is unimportant in the isobaric condition (1.36).
Wheny3 -50 the density increases only by a factor of 6,7 
while the temperature drops from 1,5 x 10^ to 3 x 10^ 
in about 1.6 x 10^ seconds.
When y3 44\ the cylinder behaves as if it were 
filled with an incompressible fluid. In this case a 
/ small percentage increase in magnetic field strength 
yields a magnetic pressure which can balance even 
an extreme decrease in interior gas pressure 
produced by cooling, so that, from (1.39), the density 
remains almost constant. With a small density 
perturbation, the density remains almost constant, while 
the temperature falls from 1,5 x 10^ to 3 x 10^ in about 
3 X 10^ seconds.
Raju showed that prominence conditions are reached 
in about 10^ seconds, which is a little long compared5with the observed formation time of about 10 seconds.
But he also pointed out that intensification of the 
magnetic field produced by condensation effectively 
prevents the density from increasing to prominence values 
if the final prominence value for the magnetic field is 
greater than approximately 0.1 Gauss, which is much less 
than the observed value of 10 Gauss. It should, however 
be noted that, in this model, Raju has neglected motions 
along the flux tube, and we would expect, in the strong 
magnetic field case, that prominence densities could be 
reached if these motions are included.
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Hildner (1974) solved the non-linear time-dependent 
MtID equations in an attempt to model the formation of 
solar quiescent prominences by condensation out of the 
corona. The effects of gravity were included and so 
the equations were
+ V. (,?y) - O ,
11.àt-
He wrote his energy equation, for computational reasons, 
in the form
à t.
where the total energy density U, is
i-.
and 2: is the vertical co-ordinate, parallel to gravity 
The energy flow, S, the vector, is
Ê V . S  + c & &  F V") V .
Thermal conduction is not included in the energy equation. 
In equilibrium the heat loss function L vanishes, where L 
is a balance between the radiative loss
defined earlier, and a mechanical heating
36.
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The constants and are determined by
equilibrium conditions in the corona, at temperature 
T *= and in the final prominence with
temperature T » GSOo^Kand with a constant pressure 
assumption. Initially, he also assumes that there is 
a uniform magnetic field in the X direction where the 
X - plane is perpendicular to the long axis of
the prominence and ^ is parallel to gravity.
He considers a two-dimensional geometry in the X - 
plane, which is reasonable since the prominence is very 
much longer than it is high or wide so that ^ 
variations are much less important than the otlier spatial 
variations.
At the boundary of a rectangular domain in the X "2 
plane the variables T, f and are held constant at their 
equilibrium values, while B remains horizontal there.
The equilibrium withLs^O and V « o is then disturbed 
by an isobaric 5^ density increase in a small region 
near the centre of the domain of calculation and the 
resulting cooling is followed by solving the equation 
numerically.
Hildner considers four particular cases:
(1) Bq- a = o
In this case the sound speed is very much greater than 
the Alfven speed, so that the condensation proceeds 
isobarically and also, because there are no fields to 
direct the motion, isotropically.
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The inflow is gentle at first but rapidly increases 
as cooling drives on the instability. The maximum 
density of condensation,at t. « 5 x lo^sec ^
is approximately 18 times the initial equilibrium value 
The condensation does not reach the final equilibrium 
because the conditions at the boundary begin to be 
affected by the condensation,
(2) Bo - o 3 ^ 0
I In this case denser matter forms at the centre and falls 
under gravity, generating vortices as it does so.
Again the condensation is isobaric but large condensations 
are not achieved because the plasma falls more rapidly 
than it condenses. This indicates that some support 
for the condensation is required if prominence densities 
are to be achieved,
(3) 5 = 0
In this case the condensation proceeds at a similar rate 
to case (l) but the matter is compelled to flow along 
the field lines even for fields as small as 0.1 Gauss .
The horizontal flow speeds are larger than in Case (l) 
to compensate for the reduced vertical flow,
(4 ) Bo / o 9 o
All the effects of cases (l) and (3) are combined 
in this example. The strength of the field is 
important in determining the reaction of fluid to 
the ins tabi'l i t.y.
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(4) ^ ^  O (contd.)
If the field is so weak that the denser
region falls, accompanied by a vortical flow pattern 
and the field is deformed by the fluid flow only in 
the vicinity of the falling condensation. In a strong 
field 4 I ) the vortical motion is suppressed and
a slight increase in density causes the fluid to flow 
down everywhere, so that it reacts as a rigid body.
It would have been of interest to take account, if 
possible, of line-tying at the boundaries.
In all these cases prominence conditions were not 
achieved, because the disturbance reached the edge of 
the domain before that was possible. However, the 
general trend of the thermal instability in the 
non-linear limit is clearly established. It seems 
that non-linear dynamical effects, which are included 
in this numerical study of the problem, make the 
• instability grow more rapidly than in studies where 
the dynamics of the problem are neglected as, for 
example^ in Raju (1968),
Heyvaerts (1974) considered a uniform, perfect, fully 
ionized gas with a uniform magnetic field, 6^ j io 
the 2: direction. He also assumed there was a
current flowing parallel to B  g, in this
equilibrium state. In order to do this he considered 
wave numbers k such that
-h Lo = ) U - L O )K  » 4--n- 3o
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where zero subscripts refer to the equilibrium state 
The equations he considered are 
Ï  A B tv-TT 3  ,
-  _ 51&
V . B  - O  ,
+ 9. C f  y') = o ,
p c l t ' ^  (.v.S^y) = -21^ + 3 a B  ,
•*• )^L.2) \>) - ^ 1 4  * ('2.9') f)
CY-Ù l - ÿ  - + 9. . y
In the energy equation,he has included joule heating, 
thermal condition and an energy loss term defined‘by
L  CfjT) = - H  f -V f’’ 9  iT") , C
the amount of energy lost per unit time and unit volume 
due to radiative loss and mechanical heating.
The radiative loss term is that used by Raju (1968).
The equilibrium state is given by
J/. = O , = ( O, O, Be) ,
- H  Po -  fo S) -^^ o) = O .
This state is then perturbed by a small amount, where 
the perturbed Quantities have the form
L wt. - hj.r’)
f ,  (. r_,  t") oc e
39.
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Equations (1-41) are linearized by ignoring terms of 
order and then all the variables are eliminated
except velocity. This gives a dispersion relation
dat. Dj.j Iw, k ) = O  ,
which is approximated, by means of an expansion in terms
I K \ bti (. .of order ' '
Heyvaerts finds four solutions:
C O  ^ L L), , (1.43)
(for which ^ O or O andV%V o)
[3 ” o j ( 1.44 )
^ 1 ,
w ^ l t u - L w , " ) -  Lo^ Cu> - c to,) + C 03 - L u)
7, % ■ '
+ te kT, c - 1 u j  = o , (1 .4 5 )
(for which we only have O and Vj, ^ O ) and
k u  - co^ C D  ^  = O  (1.46)
(for which O } ,
The various constants are defined to be
fo - k Gos 9
o
L'-r To b, = k  Sin 6
To"
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U)c ”
toc ^ C It ■ Ü . k) T o  ,
CO, - 1 -0 I- co^ . - 4^°sfe. CO - U t )  ,è LoaTo ^
W p  - ,
D s 1 -V L i^.TT ^Jii3 1+.'
which measures the importance of diffusion, and
& = 1 1%-0 ( ^  —  ,dio^ Tc,/ W  - L W| 10 ivTT <fo
which measures the importance of the Joule effects.
When  ^oo and no thermal effects are included 
(so that CO; = - O ), equations (1,43) to (1.46)
give the usual MHD modes. In this limit,(1.45) 
becomes
- co^ L Cos^  0 w  = o )
which has roots
w "  = k" C  , 
c u 0
w  - o
where and G ^ are the fast and slow phase speeds
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gives Field’s modes,
CO^ (cO"utO,)~ k 6^ ( W  "" o ^ 2.) •
When 6^^ (so that D 1 oml & = O ) ,
equation (1*46) gives Alfven waves,
Co = -tCs-i') k  ■ ■ k  - p
and so the plasma is stable. If thermal conduction 
is not important (i.e. over long wavelengths), then
  4-x * o c) 3 ^CO LI (_ . \
CO = k„ .
However, in the diffusion region, an expansion to zero 
order in the small parameter (w/w^) reduces equation 
(1.45) to
D + & =  O .
This is just equation (1,44) in the diffusion region, 
and will be considered later.
After pointing out these simple cases, Heyvaerts discusses 
the solutions to equations (1.43) to (1,46) in general. i
U) + lCO, is the purely thermal mode, and its physical 
nature is determined by whether thermal conductivity |
is important or not. When thermal conduction dominates ?
(i.e. over short wavelengths) ‘ i
1
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and 80 we get instability ( > O ) if,
using L as defined by (1.42),
d  O o , 3 q ! ^
A -T ,  ~ ^  - r ,  T *
The joule term has a stabilizing effect, because <^ o 
is proportional to Iq , so, if the temperature goes 
up, the joule heating goes down, thereby restoring the 
previous thermal balance.
The second set of modes satisfy equation (1.44), 
which may be written
CO t u ) - I  to,') + to -  4 t o b  I W  - 0  k  = o
When 3o R O , this splits into the thermal mode, CO" 1(01 ,
and the mode
4 -ir  cTq
which describes field diffusing through the plasma.
When 3c does not vanish, the two effects are mixed.
Two regimes are of interest:
(l) The Frozen-inregime ( CO >>(Oç^) In this case with 
joule effects dominating and 0 ^  "nr/2.
0 - 0
In mainly perpendicular propagation ( Sv/vn*^ 0 C&t* 8 )
we have an ’anti-diffusion mode’.
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The physics of this mode is that inequalities in 
the joule heating produce more condudive regions , 
where the temperature is higher. This causes the 
currents to flow preferentially in these regions, 
hence increasing the joule heating. The net effect 
is to concentrate the currents into thin threads, just 
like the tearing mode,as if there were an ’anti- 
diffusion* of the field .
(2 )The Diffusion regime ( GJ ^ ^  )
An expansion in co/u)^ gives
When thermal conductivity dominates, the mode is 
stable ( LCJ  ^o ), but when thermal conduction is 
neglected and lüJ-j.) 1 u) 3 \ the mode has cooling 
properties. So we get a thermal mode driven mainly 
by joule effects and called by Heyvaerts the ’*Joule Mode”. 
It is unstable when 8 > Cco^ G and the
thermal conduction is negligible, which occurs in 
practice only for perpendicular propagation. The effect 
of the instability is again to form fine structures, 
aligned to the field,consisting of hot conductive tubes 
in which most of the current flows,with cold tubes in 
between. These structures can exist side by side because 
we are assuming that thermal conductivity is small.
Also because the motions are not frozen-in, the 
instability is not upset at a later stage by non-linear 
developments,
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However, although thermal conductivity perpendicular 
to the field is small, and has been neglected in this 
linear analysis, it could become important in the 
non-linear development, and impede the instability. 
Heyvaerts points out, however, that these anti-diffusion 
and joule modes are not important in the normal 
conditions of the solar atmosphere, because the plasma 
is very conductive. However, if the resistivity is 
increased by turbulence, then the growth rate of the 
instability will also increase. If the resistivity 
is enhanced by a factor say, the growth rate would
be of the order of
u,, =3 K
which could be short.
The effect of the anti-diffusion mode in making the 
fields and currents coalesce instead of diffusing 
would favour the development cf the joule mode. He 
suggests that these modes may be important in some active 
phenomena, such as transitory absorbing, features 
(Axisa et al, ,1973), in which observations suggest
there are hot emission regions very close to cool 
absorbing regions. So the hot and cool regions set 
up by the joule and anti-diffusion modes could be 
relevant.
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Lastly we discuss the solutions to equation (1.45), 
only under frozen-in conditions ( co ' \ ),
so that Dwl, but in two frequency regimes:
(i) CO »  LJ,  ^LO2. . Four of the high frequency
solutions to (1 .4 5 ) are then
w  - - H* L L CÜ, - Wa,) "2 7? ^R. u
7. 7,
CO = t b.Cu + i- C w, - tOj.) \  Ls— 7 . ,6r ■" 6 L.
which are the fast ( W  - b ) and slow ( CO ~ b )
MHD modes, corrected by a thermal effect. At short 
wavelengths, conduction dominates and so the waves
are damped. At larger wavelengths, we have instability,
if C. cd>i - LÛ-2.) > o  ^ I.e.
which is the constant entropy condition that Field
found (1.33).
A fifth,high frequency solution (1.45) is
W  - L 10 z, j
which represents thermal conduction at short 
wavelengths and non-adiabatic effects at larger 
wavelengths.
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It is unstable ( > O ) when
l V “To “ L_p - "T ^ ^  ^  )
which is Field’s constant pressure instability 
condition (1.32).
(ii) CO  ^^  CO I , U3z. In the limit of small frequencies
equation (1.45) becomes
which is the usual dispersion equation for MHD modes, 
but with C\ replaced by c\ (cj^/co,). When 
(when for example, thermal conduction dominates) then the 
modes are stable, but when  ^ they are unstable.
In the latter case the solutions of (1.47) may be written 
in terms of  ^ as
CÜR - b " ^ C C C C ^ ~  Gg oy* e) ~ ^
which is a modified fast mode and is always wave-like,and
= - k % l i c C - C f +  ),
which is the slow mode and is a purely growing,unstable 
mode.
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The initial comprehensive study of resistive MHD 
instabilities in a sheet pinch was carried out by 
Furth, Killeen & Rosenbluth (1963). They assumed 
that the hydromagnetic approximation is valid and the 
ion pressure and inertial terms are negligible in
Ohm’s law. The resistivity ^ is assumed isotropic,
so that the small effect due to the magnetic field is
neglected. The fluid is supposed incompressible, ^ . Y =. o,
which they justify by saying that the growth rate of the 
instability is very much less than the hydromagnetic 
growth rate. To see how this follows, consider the 
one-dimensional equation of motion, when there is no 
magnetic field;
so that fvSvC::C.-S\> - U-%)
If we also take proportional to density f , then
where Cj is the sound speed, so that from (1,48) and 
(1.49),
f àv ■ ^  >
where M is the Mach number of the flow.
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Then, If M  cc|, the variations in density, i.e. 
the compressibility effect, due to velocity of the 
flow, is negligibly small and the plasma may be 
considered incompressible. Now, when there is a 
magnetic pressure present as well as a gas pressure, 
we could expect the incompressible conditions to be,
1 cc\ (1.50)
where is the Alfven speed. Now yg %
= Vd 1-0 in the prominence ( - S ^
T  ~ 10^  ®K ^ B-IOCçomss) to the coronal conditions 
{Ae-^ T =  , B =  I q&uaa).
Then,
^  - - 4  X
so that conditions (1.50) are satisfied for yg ^  1 
and the flow is incompressible provided
V CA .
We know from Furth et al(1963) that the maximum 
frequency of the tearing mode instability, Co , is 
I/ G t. A ) * where S = the ratio of the
resistive to the Alfvenic tiraescales, so that the 
maximum velocity associated with the resistive 
instability /js"
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Thus for incompressibility we require
■
Now S is based on the length scale of magnetic field 
variations, which for the current sheet we take as the 
width, such that if the width is small then 5 can be 
small, of order 10 say, and then this incompressibility 
condition could break down ifyg is small enough, perhaps
by having large magnetic field strength.
The relevant equations for resistive instabilities are, 
the induction equation,
^  " S/sly/.s') - V A i i h W  , C'-'s)
and the curl of the equation of motion,
2 f 51:) = 9 ^ [16; fS/l . kl-SO
Perturbations in plasma resistivity and ? ^  are 
assumed to result from convection, so that
I I  kvL.v) 1 ^ = 0 (1.52)
and
-t- (-v.v)(.3 ?) " o.à t:
The equilibrium magnetic field is 
which is sheared in the direction.
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The equilibrium velocity,
Vo = O )
so that from the induction equation (1.15),
V 9 A = o  ^ (1.54)
which they assume holds exactly. The equilibrium 
pressure can be found from the zero order equation 
of motion,
except when is force-free, which, since has
a general form, except for the restriction (1.54), is 
possible.
The equations are then linearized by perturbing the 
variables by small amounts which are denoted by subscript 1, 
Using 2. = 2. ~ o  ^ we find from
(1.15), (1.51) to (1.53),
I l  -
+ CU/A Bo A, C I - 5 s)
Lf .  M  4  [ " &  I (  BJ A B,  + I I n k ]   ^ Cl-st)
. I-' " )
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All the perturbed quantities are assumed to vary as
The linearized equations (1,55) to (1,58) can then 
be reduced to
^  ' 1 ^ )  I t "  '  % ir )  '
x ' - w l  f - f  )' c - 4fC
where dashes denoted differentiation with respect 
to yjL s /^cK. , l8 the scale length of the
equilibrium magnetic field, and the normalized variables 
and parameters are
y- - , S = ,Uo
w  = -  (, '
F = k.  ^ \ )
b Be
Also X. ^  o/^ cL t, H the characteristic resistive
time and the hydromagnetic time,
q-TT o?" /s _ d. (s. q'u ^
where 4 ^  ^ are average measures of
resistivity and density. G represents the driving
force due to gravity and is defined to be
2.
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In dimensionless variables the equilibrium condition 
(1.54) becomes
/P ~ ccT'\s*bcx/vv"t , 6l )
The magnetic field in (1.59) and (1.60) always 
appears as k. B and, since possesses shear 
we can always, for each k , find a value of yi for which
At this point diffusion is very important as can be 
seen from the induction equation (1.15),
Near the singular surface F = b, r. o  , the field 
and plasma are decoupled. Far away from this surface 
we search for solutions to the equations with |f^ » O
Equations (1.59) and (1.60) may be re-written as,
-f) - k | >  + WF)î_PF - X j   ^ US r q • -3
TT% Lg ? " P 34^  ^- p J ( I - G3)
In the limit S C, o  ')  ^ (1,62) and
(1.63) give p = - F W
0W\(
or- y." - -y- Lot}- ~ ° ^
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which is satisfied everywhere except near F = o . 
Furth et al. find from (1.64) asymptotic solutions 
to (1.62) and (1.63) which break down at F * O 
Then they make a power series expansion of (1.62) 
and (1.63) around the point F « O , Matching these 
two sets of solutions at the boundary, where they are 
both valid, gives the complete solution.
The formal solution does not give much insight into 
the physical processes at work in the instability.
An intuitive derivation for the value of 6 CL of 
the diffusion region width is as follows:
Assume in Ohm’s law ( A."*" Y.A.B - ) that the
plasma is moving but the magnetic flux lines are 
not, so that ^  o Thus:
and there is a Lorentz force which tries to prevent 
motion across the field,
Fj = 3 „ B ^ R  ly.B') - V s'"
This restoring force is arbitrarily weak near Bk o  
where, for the purposes of the description, B refers 
to the component b  , g_ . When instability occurs
a driving force, is set up in opposition to
and of the same order as it. Thus the rate at vfhich 
work is done on the plasma in the diffusion region 
(near k . S = c> ) is
y.Ej Ci - V. U ' f  > U-fcS)
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where B has the value 6 6 (X near the diffusion 
region, whose width we suppose to be G. cx ^
The driving force gives rise to motions in the ^ and b 
directions, where, from 2 . J Y - 0
S / e o .  “  “  ^  ■ I
But in general »  b  » so that the kinetic energy
in the b direction,m  , dominates. Equating the 
rate of change of this energy to the driving power, we 
get %
w  f v.*' = ^  LS'f' Ifeafk ^ ---------  •
So the width of the diffusion region must be
I
e a  = 8/Z C ( *
We shall now estimate the growth rates of the three 
resistive instabilities which are possible in a sheet pinch.
(1) Gravitational Mode, which is shown in Figure (4a) page 59 
has a driving force of the form |
CO
Thus, equating  ^ ^  with equation (1,65) gives
= f o 4 / c o
and,using (1.66), we find
CO = ( k\  e'
or, in dimensionless variables,
p ^  l o i  s . i
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(2) Rippling Mode In the rippling mode the circulatory 
motion of the fluid creates a ridge of lower-resistivity 
fluid into which the local current is channeled. If we 
were using an energy equation instead of (1.52), the 
effect of joule heating would be included and we would 
also have the ’anti-diffusion’ and joule mode thermal 
instabilities (Heyvaerts), described in section 1.2.
To consider the rippling mode descriptively, we must
take account of resistivity variations, so that Ohm’s
law becomes
- y  I c  - V , B  ^
where Vj ^ is given by the convective law
/uo .
The additional  ^ gives rise to the driving force
3  ^gs>_______
which changes sign as B passes from one side of the 
null point to the other. Hence is stabilizing on
the side of higher resistivity and destabilizing on that 
of lower resistivity. Equating V,. with (1.65) we 
have
1)0 iB'f ^
<tTT ~ Po
or- f c a  ^ ______ ____
p-TT Cu>
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Equating this with (1.66) gives
'/s
The rippling mode thus requires a gradient in resistivity 
which in turn depends on temperature. The perturbed I
field and velocities for the rippling mode is shown in 
Figure (4b) page 59.
(3) Tearing Mode This mode is of particular interest 
in the formation of quiescent prominences in neutral 
current sheets (Chapter 2). In this application, the 
main effect of the instability is to reconnect field 
lines across the neutral sheet and hence help support 
the condensing matter. Also, it reduces the magnetic 
field strength in the diffusion region and so prevents 
the build-up of magnetic pressure which would inhibit 
condensation. 9
The tearing mode is typically a long wavelength rather 
than a short wavelength mode relative to the dimensions 
of the current sheet.
The perturbed current is, |
^  4 .  “  ^- m l  , Ï
so that, from ; we get !
h ,  -  ^  • IivTTR I
If c & 1 , then the more detailed analysis gives '
g "  'v. ___ _____
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The plasma is not perfectly decoupled even n©ar the 
diffusion region and the component
must be included in Ohm’s law
3.^  = 5 1 B .
The quantity 6 ck is chosen so that dominates
V.) /\ in the diffusion region. Hence, equating
3, and £ I , we have
/W CaJ B v
or ecx - HoLV.TT k o} LO
Then from (1.66)
CO “V
Ks
or, in dimensionless variables,
%/s( V 4 }
The flow pattern and the perturbed magnetic field are 
shown in Figure (4c) page 59 .
(a) Gravitational Mode
(b) Rippling Mode
-Ç- F=0 V
e a
(c) Tearing Mode,
59.
Figure (4) , Schematic representation of the perturbed magnetic 
field and velocities (shown as arrows). In each caseÇCXis the 
width of the diffusion region. In 4(a) is sketched the gravitation; 
mode, with g the direction of gravity. In 4 (b) is the rippling 
mode, with V the required resistivity gradient, such that the 
plasma is stable in the upper half plane. In 4 (c) is the 
tearing mode.
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Tearing Mode with Uniform Resistivity
Barston (1969) studied the tearing mode instability 
in the same equilibrium that Furth et al. chose 
namely;
/
which can, as in the case of Furth et al., either be 
force-free or can balance a pressure gradient.
Also he supposes satisfied the
induction equation exactly, so that
s  A. IV  ^  - o ,
or, in dimensionless units,
/F  ^ c c ^ t o ^ t : .
Now Barston considered the constant case
so that
F" = o . U  - t7)
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He then was able to show, using equations (1,59) and (1,60) 
with the boundary conditions ~ W  = o oJc ± oo ^
that the plasma was stable.
Van Hoven & Cross (1971) then considered the same problem 
but used instead the boundary conditions
V/  ^“ o 'y-' ^ DO ocfc. yiA z ± ,
They were able to show that the plasma was unstable 
to the tearing mode for small values of OC 
I and found the growth rate ,
which is in agreement with the small cK case of 
Furth et al.(1963, Appendix D).
Cross 2^  V a n  Hoven (1971) then chose to study the tearing
'mode in a sheared equilibrium magnetic field that was
periodic in space and constant in magnitude,
B o ' Bo (. X  ^  ). I ^ y %)
This .sinusoidal variation was chosen to ease the analysis.
In this case, unlike the general case of Furth et al, the 
equilibrium field is force-free, i.e.
To A .  B o  - O .
This time, again unlike Furth et al, the field does not 
identically satisfy the diffusion equation, so that the 
field slowly decays at the diffusion rate , z — -— ^ •
Thus they must assume that the growth rate of the 
instability,^ , satisfies the condition,
W  »  -r- . C.V-TO')a
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Their equilibrium magnetic field (1.68) satisfies 
in dimensionless form,
p  - ~\T P  L \ ' "7 I )
Cross (1 9 7 2) has shown that the tearing mode instability 
can occur with F satisfying (1.71) if O ^ c< ^ ^
while, i-f P  satisfies (1.67), then the tearing 
mode will occur only if
For Cross & Van Hovenls work, the equilibrium 
temperature T~o and density are taken uniform
in space since no variation is required to satisfy (1.69) 
also they assumed that the equilibrium velocity is of 
the order of the resistive diffusion velocity, so that 
it can be ignored by (1.70).
The MHD equations are linearized^and perturbations of 
the form
and
(1,72)V.^  = i  £  S:^  OoVx e'
are considered, where the sums run over even h
for and odd n for V\t^  . Incompressibility
is assumed so that, since is uniform, we have
f, = O .
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. Also, no energy sources or sinks are considered 
so that, since T o  is uniform and the plasma is 
incompressible,
Then^from the ^ component of equation (1.55), we have
W  8,^  = K ^  I b;'^ - 8,^ 1 I M3)
and^from the % component of (1,56), we find
(1.74)
We now obtain the coefficients of the Fourier series 
by multiplying (1.73) by and (1.74) by
and then integrating from to
to get
■“  I k ' .
&  Bo , (1.75) ‘
-i
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where we have used V . V, = O  to remove the term.
Equations (1,75) and (1,76) then give
[
- -+ F"n- = O  , U - n )
wUere .
II
Equation (1,77) gives a recurrence relation between I
the Fourier coefficients of the V|u series. Starting 
with n = I we first get, since V i ^ -Çrc^  ( l' 1 z) I
I
S 3
We can then calculate the ratio of successively higher 
coefficients to Vt^^by using higher values of M in (1,77), 
The only unknown in (1.77) is the growth rate so that 
the technique is to put a trial growth rate, ^t, say, in 
(1 ,7 7) and then calculate the ratio of the coefficients 
Vu / Vu for higher and higher values of n 
In general the series of terms diverge but for one critical 
growth rate, ^c, say, they converge.
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Since we require the Fourier series to converge, Pc is the 
value of the instability growth rate. Following Cross &
Van Hoven, we plot in Figure (5), page 66, the values of the 
series for several trial growth rates ^t when (X = 0*\ TT 
. From this we see that when ^t is too high 
or too low the series diverge but they tend to converge as 
Pt approach Pc, which in the Figure is 1996,
In Figure (6), page 66, is plotted the growth rate Pc as a 
function of wave number ©C , for several values of S 
which show that there is instability only when o ^ ^ IT
and that P
where their assumption of small o<. in Furth et al.(l963i
is similar to the assumption of p »  TT^ which is 
the dimensionless form of (1,70), The growth rate of the 
fastest growing mode approximately obeys 
the relation
S >  'O .
In their small . limit, Furth et al (1963) find
~ b so that this result is in good agreement 
with theirs.
In Chapter 3 we compare these results for a constant 
field strength, sheared field with those for an 
equilibrium magnetic field that models a neutral sheet
Vy n 
Vy1
6000/ 3000 0004
0
4
1000 1980
40
1
,th'igure The H coefficients^Vyn^of the Fourier series of ;
the tearing mode instability in a sheared field as a function of Hi
for several trial values of the growth rate . For this case ;
the ratio of the resistivity to hydromagnetic timescales 6=10^ the j
dimensionless wave number and P q  = 1996. (From Cross &
Van Hoven,^971). '
L o g , / c
S=10
S=10
10
S=105
9 «/^
Figure 6. The growth rate Pc for the tearing mode instability 
in a sheared field as a function of the dimensionless wave 
number 0( . Each curve is drawn for a different value of the
ratio of resistivity to hydromagnetic time scales, S . The 
fastest growing mode, > is marked by O  , (from Cross & Van
Hpven, 1971).
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Prominences are cool dense objects situated in the hotter | 
corona. They are called filaments when seen in 1
absorption against the disc but, when seen in emission ^
at the limb of the sun, they are usually called prominences. 
Many classifications of the observed features of the solar 
prominences have been made. One of the earliest, by 
Secchi (1875), divided them into ^quiescent* and ^active* - 
prominences. The long-lived, slowly changing quiescent 
prominences are normally seen away from active regions, 
while the short-lived, rapidly changing active prominence . 
is seen in and around active centres. These active 
prominences can be further sub-divided, for instance î
in àe Jager^s (1959) classification, into many types.
One of these, the "active region filament" or "active ;
sunspot prominence" may have some features of its 
formation in common with the quiescent prominence, f
We shall describe both of these types in this section, ■
while ignoring other ones with which they have little 1
in common.
Basic Data
The quiescent prominence is typically 200,000 km long,
50,000 km high, but only 5,000 km to 10,000 km thick |
(Tandberg-Hanssen, 1974), so, when seen on the disc |
it looks like a long, black, meandering ribbon. ‘
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The temperature in the central region of these prominences J
is about 6,000^ K to 7,000^ K., determined from the |
optically thin Balmer lines, while at the edge and top, |
the temperature is about %2,000° K (Bruzek & Kuperus, 1972)4
The electron density,obtained from Stark broadening |
10 '6of the high Balmer lines, is in the range of 10 |
to 5 X 1 0 (Hirayama ,1971) . Observed end f
on, parallel to the long axis, one generally finds that f
the inner corona surrounding the filament has a region |
of reduced brightness (Wesley,1927). t
It has been shown that this region of reduced |
brightness, called the coronal cavity must be due to I
a reduced electron density (Waldmeier^1970). |
The active region filament looks somewhat like a 4
quiescent prominence but is a factor of three or four |
smaller. Also it is only seen inside active regions %
. and has one or both ends attached to a sunspot, 7IThe temperature is much the same as in the quiescent I
prominence but it has a large electron number density, |
^  I O ( H i r a y a m a  ,1971). 4
The lifetimes of solar prominences have a large variation, 
but averages can be calculated from the studies made by |
-ithe d'Azambujas (1948) for both large filaments in active |
regions and quiescent prominences. For three-quarters |
of the active region filaments that they studied, it |
can be deduced (S, Martin 1973), that the average lifetime J 
is approximately 26 days. |
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Also the d*Azambujas found that for quiescent 
prominences the lifetime varied somewhat with latitude; 
for low latitude prominences the lifetime is about 
3 rotations (51 days) while for those at high latitudes 
the average duration is 5.1 rotations (138 days).
The diAzambujas found that filaments drift towards 
the poles at a rate of about 2.3^ per rotation, when 
situated between 0° and 10° latitude^down to 0.8° per 
rotation, when between 51° and 60° latitude.
The decrease in drift rate with increasing latitude 
along with the increased lifetime of the high latitude 
quiescent prominences explains why there is frequently 
a band of long lived filaments appearing to encircle 
each polar cap. The effect of the differential 
rotation is to orientate them in an East-West direction, 
making it possible for some of the filaments to join 
end to end, an effect which the d’Azambujas called 
the "polar crown". This drifting of prominences 
during their lifetime is in the opposite direction 
to the trend of sunspot appearances during the solar 
cycle. Along with sunspots, prominences are formed 
at high latitudes in the early stages of the cycle, 
but then form at progressively lower latitudes as the 
solar cycle continues (Kippenheur^1953).
Observations of the Magnetic Field in Prominences 
In his review of the observational data on the magnetic 
field of prominences, Tandberg-Hanssen (1974) says that 
the line of sight component of the field, observed at the 
limb of the sun, B , for quiescent prominences can range 
from no observable field to 30 or 40 Gauss ,
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From a study of 135 quiescent prominences, he finds 
that the average value of this field, ^ ;
is approximately 7.3 Gauss, with about half the 
observations in the range 3 Oj - Bn ~ ^
Rust (1966) found <6 T" — 5 (p for data from 
1965 and Harvey (1969) found ^ Bu 7 ^  
for date from 1967. It is also found by Rust (1967) 
that the magnetic field strength, B , increases 
by roughly a factor of ij over the height of a quiescent 
prominence. (Active region prominences, by contrast, 
have larger values of B,, , Tandberg-Hanssen (1974)
gives a range of 20 (p to 70 Gf , )
Information about the orientation of the magnetic 
field with respect to the axis of the prominence was 
given by Tandberg-Hanssen & An%er (1970), who calculated 
that the average value of cK , the angle between the 
direction of the field and the long axis of the 
prominence, was about 15°. In this work it was 
assumed that the value of the field strength did not 
affect . However, observations by loshpa 1(8GS) 
indicate that, while the vector of the field seems to 
be aligned with the filament in the active regions, 
the field in the higher, more massive quiescent 
prominences runs mainly across the filament. From 
loshpa’s results, Rust (1972) concludes that there is 
evidence of a relationship between the strength of the 
magnetic field and its direction in quiescent prominences 
of the form,
o< - 0° ®mao'-
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where —  3 0  G[ou\SS • This, says Rust, is
not founded on a detailed study of the data but only 
on a review of the observation results.
On the disc of the sun, observations of the line-of-sight 
component of the magnetic field indicate that, for both 
quiescent prominences (Babcock & Babcock , 1955) and 
active prominences (Smith & Ramsey^196?), the filament 
forms between areas of north and areas of south magnetic 
field.
Given the normal magnetic field component on the surface 
of the sun, it is possible to calculate the unique 
potential field in the atmosphere above. Using this 
method, Harvey (1969) compared the predicted structure 
of active region filaments with the observed structure 
and found that these filaments, unlike some other active 
filaments, cannot have a potential field. It has been 
suggested by Raadu & Nakagawa (1971) that a force-free 
field configuration could represent the magnetic field 
in these prominences, however, if, as observations suggest, 
the gas pressure inside the prominence is not negligible, 
we require a magnetic pressure to balance it, so that the 
field can not be force-free.
Prominences and their Link with Active Regions.
The strong connection between the evolution of 
prominences, not only active region filaments but also 
quiescent prominences, and active regions has been 
reviewed by 8. Martin (1973).
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She discusses three characteristic locations for the 
formation of prominences; within active regions, between 
active regions, and in the remnants of old active regions. 
It was shown by Smith & Ramsey (1967), that all filaments, 
observed within active regions, formed at the boundary 
between the areas of positive and negative magnetic 
field shown on magnetograms, which only displays the 
line-of-sight component of the field. Smith (1968)
I has shown that a second condition for the formation of 
at least some filaments, both in centres of activity and 
also between adjacent active regions, is that the 
fibrils (in the chromosphere) align themselves end to 
end along a path,called a "filament channel"^which 
eventually becomes the filament. The alignment of the 
chromosphere fibrils within the filament axis supports 
the observations of loshpa (1968) and Harvey (1969) that 
the magnetic field vector points approximately along 
the axis.
The process of filament formation between active centres 
seems to be the same as that within an active centre, 
except that in the latter case the filament does not form 
until the boundaries of the two separate magnetic field 
regions have come into contact. No filament forms as 
long as there is a zone between the two active centres 
in which the fibrils have a random orientation.
The formation of filaments in the weak fields of remnant 
active centres is, in many ways, similar to the formation 
between centres of activity, but there are some differences.
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The timescale for formation of these filaments, as
noted by the d^Azambujas (1948), can take several days
while, in active centres, the filaments form much more
rapidly, the timescale ranging from a few hours to a
few days. Also the direction of the fibrils
in the adjacent chromosphere is not necessarily along
/the path which forms the filament. These differences 
perhaps indicate that the formation is taking place at 
a greater height above the chromosphere than for 
filaments within active regions.
In addition to stressing the above three main areas 
for prominence formation, S. Martin (1973) points out 
that there are many filaments that form near the boundaries 
of active regions and display the formation characteristics 
of each of these areas.
Motions within Prominences.
According to the d'Azambujas (1948), the most common 
form of quiescent prominences takes the form of a 
bridge, with one or more supporting arch connecting the 
prominence with the chromosphere. This,Nakagawa & 
Malville (1969) interpret as the manifestation of an 
instability at the interface between the prominence and 
the plasma beneath it. It is suggested by the 
d'Azambujas that all prominences would evolve into this 
form if they lived long enough.
The most common pattern of flow in a quiescent prominence 
is back and forth horizontally along the axis, with an 
additional continuous flow down the arches into the 
chromosphere.
I
I1
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The velocities range from 0 to 100 km Sec*"' (Dodson^1948} 
However., measurements by Dunn (i960) for quiet quiescent 
prominences have shown that the vertical velocity is ]
significantly less than the random motions^ of 5 to 10 km 
of threads of plasma in the prominence. But, if the 
quiescent prominence interacts with a sunspot in such a 
way that matter is streaming out of the prominence into 
the spot, then the vertical velocities are much higher.
Also, within quiet quiescent prominences, there is hardly 
any mass motion along the axis of the filament and, indeed, 
this is one of the main differences between the quiescent 
and the active region filaments. When, hpwever, the 
quiescent filament interacts with a sunspot, the motions 
along the axis are greatly increased.
Active region filaments interact more with sunspots than 
quiescent prominences and so there is much greater activity 
within them. Most of the motion seems to be out of the 
prominence into a sunspot, but there is an example of a 
rarer type in which matter flows out of one spot at about 
28 km tec"* , and flows into the other at about 39 km sec”'‘ 
(Ellison 1937).
The Dissolution of Prominences
Only three types of prominence dissolution have been 
recognised (Kiepenheuer, 1953): the slow dissolution, 
the quasi-eruption and the "eruption" or "disparition 
brusque".
The slow dissolution of a filament occurs when the rate 
of mass loss, due to material flowing into the chromosphere, 
is greater than the accumulation of matter into the 
prominence,
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This often occurs for filaments associated with active 
regions.
In the quasi-eruptive dissolution, the prominence 
ascends, breaks into fragments, and then its mass flows 
into the chromosphere at several places called "centres 
of attraction" by McMath & Petit (1938). This type 
is often, but not always, associated with a flare.
The disparition brusque occurs when the whole prominence 
ascends and disappears, most of the matter rising higher 
in the corona and the rest flôwinè'back into the disc.
The disappearance is permament for about one-third of 
all cases while, for the rest, the prominence reforms 
after a period of time ranging from a day to a few weeks, 
with nearly the same shape as before. This dissolution 
was considered by d ’Azambijas (1948), who observed it 
in about one half of all low latitude filaments, to be 
a natural phase in the evolution of the prominence.
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In this section we give a background to the work 
described in Chapter 2.
As already mentioned in section 1.4, the observation 
of quiescent prominences indicate that they form, 
sometimes, in regions between active centres which 
may well be current sheets. Also of interest is the 
paper by SaitoSc Tandberg Hanssen (1973), in which many 
observations are listed of quiescent prominences present 
at the base of coronal streamers. Such streamers 
outline the shape of the magnetic field and indicate low 
lying closed field lines surmounted by an open structure. 
In this section we shall consider a model which suggests 
how a condensation can occur in_ condensation
is influenced by, and how the final condensed prominence 
is supported by the magnetic field of coronal streamer 
type structure,
Kupertrs and Tandberg-Hanssen (1967) proposed a model 
for the condensation of plasma in a coronal streamer. 
They assumed that,above an active region, the magnetic 
field has initially a closed dipole type structure 
(Figure (7a),page 77). The corona above the centre of 
activity is more intensely heated than the surrounding 
corona ( K u p e r 1965), so that the gas pressure in 
region A becomes higher than at the same level outside 
the active region. The active coronal region is heated 
until at some height B the gas pressure exceeds the 
magnetic pressure.
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(7d)
Figure (7), The possible magnetic field configuration over an 
active region. In 7(a) the plasma in region A is heated 
more strongly than at the same level outside until at some 
height B the gas pressure exceeds the magnetic pressure and the 
field lines open to give 7 (b). After this active phase the 
field lines come together again as in 7 (c), Aunroximating 
for this final magnetic field structure by the parallel straight
■'=iilines in'7 (d), Kuperus & Tandberg-Hanssen (1967) investigate the 
thermal instability.
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And 30 the field lines are opened and the matter blown 
out (Figure (?b),page 77). This is the safety-valve 
mechanism suggested by Parker (1963).
In region B the field structure is determined by the 
outward flow, while region A possesses a more or 
less potential field. After this active phase 
(Figure (,7c))j the outward flow of matter ceases and the 
field lines are no longer kept open. The region 
near the plane of symmetry has a very weak field, so 
/ that the matter is easily compressed there to 
maintain lateral pressure equilibrium. The matter 
near the neutral line has a higher density than the 
surrounding corona and so loses more energy by 
radiation. If we assume that the only heat source 
is mechanical heating, the same both inside and 
outside the neutral current sheet, then the greater 
energy loss by radiation in the denser neutral sheet 
cannot be balanced and so the gas cools down.
The neutral sheet formed in Figure (7c) is 
approximated by the uniform anti-parallel field lines 
drawn in Figure (7d).
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The coronal conditions,Tc, fc » ^ are supposed
uniform as are the conditions inside the sheet where 
we have no magnetic field. Initially the temperature 
inside the sheet is taken equal to . During the 
instability it is assumed that the inflow velocity is 
very much less than the Alfyen speed, so that, from 
the equation of motion, there must be lateral pressure 
balance,
g.TT j
and it is supposed that this pressure remains constant 
throughout the condensation,
Kupereus & Tandberg-Hanssen took as their energy equation, 
which with the perfect gas law,
t? = R f -r , I 178)
and the fact that the variables have no spatial 
variation gives,
. 3 T  __ L,
C p  ' T ” ' -  —  .p (1.79)
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In^ Lj the heat loss per unit time and volum^e, they 
include Q ’mecU the mechanical heating term and 
the energy lost by radiation. Thermal conduction is not 
includedfor simplicity, but as noted in section 1.2, this 
is an important effect, which we take account of in 
Chapter 2. For radiative loss they use the Orrall& Zirker 
(1961) expression,
â >‘ lo^ '*' j’’" e^s. ov« sec"' ^
S’which is a little low in value at X  = lO ^ K .
For they take the usual expression,
where the constant, a, is determined from the coronal 
equilibrium condition,
L - t  - t-3 * lo"-" f  - °  •
Thus the energy equation (1,79) becomes
’ (=-3 f L  " n  ,
which from (1,78) may be re-written
à T  b 3» P.( _k
a t  C p  \ Ti 'p So)
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Figure (8), The occurrence of the tearing mode instability 
in the current sheet of the Kuperus & Tandberg- Hanssen (1967) model! 
The main effect is to reconnect magnetic field along the neutral 
line (xrro) reducing the magnetic field strength in that region 
and forming magnetic loops as shown.
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Equation (1.80), in which we assume that pressure remains ;
constant^determines T as a function of time. The result 
is that the temperature of the neutral sheet drops by a ^
factor of 10 and the density increases by the same factor
5 -in about 10 seconds from an initial coronal temperature j
of 10^ ° K  . This condensation time gives good 3
agreement with the observed time for prominences to form |
(d*A%ambuja,1948). It is faster than Rajufs time
because the build-up of magnetic pressure is, in this case, ■
not considered, so that the condensation is not impeded by j
magnetic forces. However, because the timescale for
the instability is greater than the resistive diffusion time,
we would expect magnetic pressure to build up as the
condensation increased. However, the neutral sheet
configuration is susceptible to resistive instabilities
such as the tearing mode, which forms a series of magnetic
loops along the neutral line (Figure (8)^  page 81) * At the
same time, the magnetic pressure is reduced, allowing the
condensation to continue. Also the magnetic field is
re-connected across the neutral sheet, so allowing support -
for the condensing matter. This is essential, as
Hildner has shown in his - c>  ^ O case, where
he is unable to get reasonable condensation of the plasma
when the denser matter is not supported. |
The question of support for the condensing matter in a #
neutral sheet has been discussed by Kuperus & Raadu
(1974). They point out that the separate currents
(Figure(8), page 8 ij , which form in the later stages of the
condensation process, due to the tearing mode instability
will coalesce and form a structure shown in Figure(9)page #4
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This may be regarded as the sum of a vertical field, $
supplying no vertical supporting force and a field f
structure, shown in Figure (10), page 85, which will supply 9 
the upward LOrentz force necessary for support. This field; 
structure can be thought of as being caused by two I
currents, one,+ J,at a height h above the photosphere 9
and the other,- J, at a height -h below the photosphere. <
The force between these two currents is.
' . I ' » ' )  j
where B^çis the azimuthal field at the boundary of the 
condensed region which we suppose to have a radius R, Thus- 
to support the mass condensed into the filaments, we require,
(f- -= f  TT i f  ^ ,
t^V\
which, for f IO cW^  ^ ^ i A ^ gw\
gives B ^  " G in good agreement math observations 4
(Rust, 1972).
In the calculation we take the initial background field to f
be vertical. However, as suggested by Figure (8), page 81, j
there may be components of the field curved downwards near 
the photosphere and these will tend to pull the plasma down 1 
in opposition to the force F in (1,81). The plasma will j
then fall if this downward force is large enough, but then n
the plasma could be supported as in Kippenhahn & Schlutcr : 
model (Figure(13), page 94).
During the condensation process the plasma will bring in the 
magnetic field lines because they are frozen-ln.
64, ■ ?
Figure (9). A sketch of the expected coalescence 
of the currents formed during the tearing mode instability 
in the current sheet of Figure (8), The magnetic field lines 
drawn here provide the necessary support, as shown by 
Kuperus & Raadu (1974), for the condensing matter.
85.
h
Figure 10. The azimuthal component,0 0  , of the magnetic field 
shown in F i g u r e p a g e  84, which supplies the upward Lorentz 
force necessary to support the condensed matter, inside the shaded 
region of radius R, at a height h above the photosphere.
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However, these field lines are attached to the photosphere 
and any magnetohydrodynaraic perturbation that travels down 
the field line is slowed down since the Alfven speed is 
proportional to î/jy• Also the photosphere has a higher 
inertia than the coronal plasma. Thus the foot “-points 
of the field lines are hardly affected by the condensation 
process and the field lines will be bent so that Lorentz 
forces are set up opposing the process. Thus it may 
seem that this 'line-tying* effect could prevent the 
condensation from occuring but, as Raadu & Kuperus (1973) 
show, this is not the case. They consider the field 
structure drawn in Figure (11), page 87, where it is ^
assumed that the frozen-in plasma pulls in the field 
lines during the condensation with horizontal velocities.
Now, since the field lines are tied to the photosphere 
there will b® no condensation there, but there will be '
progressively more condensation the higher one goes as 
the effect of line-tying is reduced. For this reason 
they expected the condensation to form in a wedge (Figure (12),? 
page 87), so that the variables of the problem depend only 
on 9 ,
VJe expect the condensation to occur more slowly than the ?
Alfven timescale and so the field and plasma will remain ;
in horizontal force balance, i
r
where -r ~ i ^  Eu^ r Co:) B B ^
and, because the plasma is frozen into the field,
^/fo = ® a / 6 owhere a zero subscript denotes the initial values.
£7.
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/
Y
Y
Figure 12« A model for the line-tying effect of Fig
%I
4i
Figure 11, Half of the magnetic field structure in a 
neutral current sheet with a neutral line at X= 0 
The field lines are attached to the photosphere at y = 0 
and are hardly affected as the condensation process occurs 
at larger y where the matter flows horizontally, in the . 
direction of the arrow, dragging the field lines with it*
page 87. According to Raadu & Kuperus (1973) they expect th| 
condensation to occur in a wedge formed between the line 
X  ^0 I and the line at an angle 0 , but that for
angles greater than 0 , no condensation occurs.
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The energy equation is,
ck Fck't
where
and
Thus
? d-t
^  ~ ^  R A t> ^  \rv\ed )
L-r a d  ■= f  'i-l-r') e ^ s  s.ec',
^  ïwacU “ ? fo t  c W ^ S e c ”'.
“  - ^  = l%-0 f L t l - W -  f % M ]  .
I
P  d t
L\ S3')
The equilibrium given by (1.82) and by
L - o
is perturbed by putting
f = fo C I + & c ) >
t» = l?o + hi©) ■
When substituted into (1,82) and (1.83) these give
c « ’-e y h  Bo <k&.
A/v\d
where
and
Sl=r
\ /c)h\ A  %-
C, v i ©?/p Cp & . T  C p TA'
-_L (f CyT \ ? d ‘V-C v  c&T
are the growth rates at constant pressure and density ^
respectively. ■;
• ,Elimination of from (1.84) and (1.85) gives
L C ^  ^^  (,6 - A j] ^  = O . U-26Ï
For the radiative loss function %% Ct ) = 'X-T*
(Figured), page 14), (1*88) becomes
^ > - i  ■
In the corona jequation (1.2?) gives “ 1 * C)
so that this condition holds. Thus the maximum growth 
rate occurs for 0^  ^■= o  ^ i.e. for the thinnest wedges
<  .
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Thus £ is constant except possibly at © ,
where the term in the bracket vanishes, so that
^   1  "
I - ©■^Do
At the photosphere ( 9 = ) there is no compression
so the solution is
e ^ e* ,
, 9  >  © *  .
It is possible to show that the maximum growth rate
occurs when 9*^  = o , provided SU ^   ^ I
or^for - 5 / 3  , provided ■.:(
.1
I
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From these sections we see that a neutral current 
sheet is a good place in which a thermal instability 
can occur and cause the condensation of a prominence.
In other-fieid configurations, as the plasma condenses, 
it drags the"frozen-in" magnetic field with it, so the 
magnetic pressure builds up and inhibits the condensation 
Inside a current sheet, on the other hand, magnetic flux 
can be annihilated by the tearing mode instability, so 
that the magnetic pressure does not build up so much.
Also the tearing mode creates magnetic field-loops, which 
may thermally insulate blobs of plasma and also support , 
as suggested by Kuperus & Raadu (1974), the condensing 
plasma. It may have seemed that line-tying would have 
prevented the instability occuring in a neutral sheet 
but Raadu & Kuper.us(l973) demonstrate that the plasma 
is still thermally unstable when this effect is 
considered and that the formation of a thin condensation 
region is favoured.
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THEORIES OF PROMINENCE SUPPORT 
In section 1.2 on the discussion of thermal 
instability we saw that the magnetic field plays 
two roles. One is to prevent heat conduction into 
the plasma (so inhibiting the occurrence of the thermal 
instability) and the other is to support the condensing 
matter and then allow the condensation to continue.
In the last sub-section we saw how prominence material 
may be supported in a current sheet. Here we shall look 
' at another magnetic field structure which may support 
the prominence material.
It is commonly suggested that prominence material is 
supported against gravity by the krentz force. If the 
magnetic field lines are in a plane perpendicular to the 
long axis (y direction) of a prominence and a current flows 
along that axis, the Lorentz force has a vertical 
( 2: direction) component opposing gravity.
The plasma is taken to be in mechanical equilibrium under 
a balance between gravity, pressure gradients and the 
Lorentz force, so that
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Any magnetic field component along the prominence is 
neglected ( = o ) , as are variations of the variables
in that direction = Also the atmosphere is
supposed isothermal so that the perfect gas law gives
|o = n k T  = ? Ho , (1.90)
where the scale height Ho “ is constant
Finally, we have
3. B  = o . (1.91)
Kippenhahn & Schluter (1957) combined equations (1.89), 
(1.90) and (1.91) to give
Once the magnetic field has been determined, the density 
distribution followfs from the y. — component of (1.89)
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They argued that Bx varies slowly with X in a thin
prominence, and so took B k independent of x
They also neglect variations of Bx witt height so that
B>ç ” ccmsiûw'c .
Then by (l.9l), is independent of % and (1.92)
becomes
(1.94)
The boundary conditions = ^  ^ and
o , . = give the following solution to (1.94)O-g. C.X—■> V. V' J
. a . , 5 ,  ;
The resulting field lines are sketched in Figure (13), J
page 94. ^
V Equation (1.93) for the density reduces to |
H -  =  -  m . ^  B \  Ic>x 2-irfcr "àx. i
with the solution |
f '  - ^  L tu a H  ^  l l  . IM .) 1
subject to the boundary condition f - o  asy.-^tx> ♦ s
94.I
I
i
Figure 13. The magnetic field structure which Kippenhahn & 
Schluter (1957) developed to support the condensed material 
in a quiescent prominence.
The field structure is given by equation (1.95)..
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The density distribution has a fairly sharp maximum at 
the prominence centre, ( x = o ), and falls to half its 
value at X - + | L S *  / .
If tVvis value of X is interpreted as the width of a 
prominence we see that the model predicts a width of 
approximately H© , the scale height,
Own
>
where Boltzmann's constant ~ lO ,
t U c .  i o v \  v^<x/u> ^  ”  f • G 7  1 o ‘~ )
gravitational acceleration ^  ^1 k- y- ow\ sec ^
and temperature T = * K .
This agrees with the observed values of the width of
C/>v\ .from S X lo^ ov^ to I O
The maximum value of the density ^ ,
which for a prominence with "T ~  ^ o/v>cl
- 2. (q^£XAA.S.S  ^ S x \ ^  OyvT^ err I ^  ^
which also agrees with observations.
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STABILITY OF THE KIPPENHAHN & SCHLUTER MODEL
At first sight one may suspect that the Kippenhahn 
& Schluter model is unstable to the interchange instability,! 
since the supporting field lines are concave to the plasma, 
Anzer (1969), however discussed the stability of the 
model against arbitrary perturbations and found the model 
to be stable under certain conditions. He uses an 
energy principle due to Bernstein et al. (1958) , 
modified to include configurations where the normal 
component of the magnetic field does not vanish at the 
discontinuity surface between a plasma and a vacuum.
A perturbation, f , of the plasma everywhere produces 
a change in the potential energy of amount
C A-
S w  “  ■  X 1. L? (-X 1.215)-^  2/vovA (.i.B'f
“  B  ^ CAjwl A  V ^
(1.97)
the plasma being unstable if there is a particular 
displacement 2 for which S W  O
97.
X
Figure 14» The model of a prominence with width, Cj , 
supported by the magnetic field, which Kippenhahn & Schluter 
(1957) calculated and which was tested for stability to 
general perturbations by Anzer (1969).
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Anzer considered a thin vertical sheet of width d,' 
as shown in Figure(14^  page 97, containing a current
~ 7  U ~ ^ ^ A ^ L
In the limit , with ~ y.o
equation (1.97) becomes
/ = -I (( - 3 %  L  + %  î\
+ positive term, 
from which we find the following sufficient conditions 
for stability (j W  >o):
4=0 .ck c
If the mass is supported by thelorentz force, so that 
5> ■= - Ju = B ho
Thus
and (1.99) becomes
~  A  ° . Cl-ioo)
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so that for stability the current density decreases |
with height. While measurements indicate that (1.98) 
is correct in quiescent prominences, direct observational 
proof of (lo99) is not yet available. '
Observations by Rust (1966) and Harvey (1969) that |
magnetic fields in prominences apparently have no |
preferred orientation with respect to the prominence
axis lèd Nakagawa to consider the possibility that the |
shear between the prominence magnetic field and the 4/ %field below might provide support. Nakagawa & Malville Z
(1969) considered an upper half plane of plasma with a
uniform magnetic field supported against $
gravity by a magnetic field (,  ^  ^o') !
in the vacuum below.
They linearized the MHD equations, neglected radiation |
and thermal conduction, and investigated the stability of 
the interface 2: - o as a function of the angle |
between the magnetic fields in the two regions.
The fastest growing unstable mode is obtained from the -Î
resulting dispersion relation and predicts a break-up |
■ Iof the prominence plasma into regular spaced sections Ï
with a certain wavelength. Nakagawa & Malville suggest |
that the regular arch structure of many quiescent 
prominences is produced ]3y such an instability.
The angle of shear between the lower and upper field affects J 
the wavelength at which the instability occurs, and by I
comparing this wavelength with the observed spacing, they *
predict this angle to be between 60^ and 90°. 3
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THE AIMS OF THE THESIS
We consider two instabilities which can occur in the 
solar atmosphere, the thermal instability and the 
tearing mode instability. Both of these instabilities 
are applied to neutral current sheets in an attempt 
to understand the processes involved in the formation 
of prominences within such structures. Also we 
examine the thermal instability in a magnetic arch 
I structure to see if it could be the cause of condensation 
in the solar atmosphere.
In chapter 2,we extend the work of Kuperus& Tandberg-Hanssen 
(1967) on the formation of quiescent prominences in a 
neutral current sheet. We first set up the equilibrium for 
current sheet plasma under a balance between radiative 
loss, constant mechanical heating and thermal conduction, 
and then investigate its stability. The object is to 
verify the order of magnitude prediction of section 1.2 
that instability occurs when the current sheet length 
exceeds a certain value and to obtain more accurate values 
for both this length and the time it takes the plasma to 
cool to prominence temperatures.
In their paper on the formation of prominences ,
Kuperus& Tandberg-Hanssen (1967) suggested that the 
tearing mode instability occurs along with the thermal 
Instability, and so we have examined, in chapter 3, this 
resistive instability in the neutral current sheet.
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As described in section 1.3, Cross & Van Hoven (1971) 
have developed a numerical technique to calculate the 
growth rate of the linear stability problem for a sheared 
field. They search for the unique value of this growth 
rate which brings about convergence of the Fourier 
series that describe the perturbations of a spatially 
periodic equilibrium configuration, We use this method 
to calculate the growth rate of the tearing-mode instability * 
in a neutral current sheet. In addition,we investigate v
the influence of a component of the equilibrium magnetic ikfield across the neutral sheet on this growth rate. ^
In particular we want to find how big such a component 4
needs to be to inhibit the tearing-mode, since this is |
of relevance to a possible trigger mechanism for solar %
flares. t
We expect some types of prominence to form in neutral î
current sheets, but others may form in closed magnetic ?
field configurations. In chapter 4 we consider a force-free? 
magnetic structure and examine the effects on the thermal ?
instability of moving the feet of the arches and so ?
shearing the field. We expect that, as the shearing |
Increases, so the flux tubes become longer, until thermal J 
conduction is no longer able to prevent the occurrence i
of a thermal instability. The object is then to verify 
this intuitive idea and find how much shearing is necessary ; 
to initiate a condensation. Presumably at the onset of the  ^
instability plasma is sucked up along field lines until ?
enough material is present to allow a new equilibrium in |
the form of a prominence. |
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CHAPTER 2.
THERMAL INSTABILITY IN A CURRENT SHEET
In this chapter we present a model for the thermal 
equilibrium and stability of a current sheet in the corona 
or upper chromosphere. The energy balance of the neutral 
sheet is between thermal conduction, radiative loss and a 
constant mechanical heating. When the length of the sheet 
is small enough, the plasma in the sheet is kept stable by 
the dominance of thermal conduction in equalising any 
potentially unstable temperature differences, but as the 
length of the sheet increases the effect of thermal conduction 
is decreased considerably. If the length exceeds a certain 
maximum value no equilibrium is possible and the plasma cools 
down. We calculate in this chapter, the values of this 
maximum length and also the time taken for the unstable plasma 
to cool down.
We also outline a method originally devised by Cross & Van Hoven 
(1971) in their study of resistive instabilities, (see Section 
1.3) for calculating the linear growth rate of the thermal 
instability. This may prove to be useful in establishing 
how the thermal instability interacts with other instabilities, 
in particular the tearing-mode instability.
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'fIn this section a simple model is set up for the
energy balance in the neutral current sheet whose
interior field vanishes. The sheet has width Ç 
and length L and is bounded by anti-parallel magnetic 
field lines of uniform field strength B. Equilibrium i
conditions inside the sheet are characterised by gas 
pressure P 20, density 20, temperature T 20 and a 
vanishing magnetic field, while the corresponding |
values outside are P, , f, , T , and B  ^as indicated
in Figure(15)page 104, All these values are assumed 
uniform so that our simple model takes no account of the 
spatial structure of the sheet. Plasma motions in the
equilibrium state are also neglected, although a more
comprehensive treatment would be expected to include them, 
as well as the vertical pressure gradients produced by 
gravity.
The neutral sheet is assumed to be in a state of 
magnetostatic equilibrium under a balance between plasma "i
and magnetic pressure, which gives
P ï o  - . C 2 - l )
The perfect gas law gives the internal gas pressure as
K o  -- Tlo'Tzo . IZ b
Y:1C4. j-g
/\ /k /\ \/ \/
L
bI lO 
/^ ÎO
K o
p,
p,
T,
V
X
Figure (15). The simple model for a neutral current 
sheet of width I and length L in equilibrium energy 
balance. The values of pressure Pio , density f 2.0 ^ 
and temperature T 20 inside the sheet, where B%0, are 
calculated for both coronal and chromosphere values of the 
corresponding conditions outside the sheet.
I
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Finally the equilibrium energy balance equation for a 
unit volume of plasma is
^  .iT") = o  , (2.3)
where L is the heat loss function, which is defined 
(section 1.1) as the difference between the heat lost 
and heat gained by,a unit volume of plasma per unit time 
due to all sinks and sources in the atmosphere except 
thermal conduction, and 5? . C iç.. 2T^ is the amount 
of energy conducted into the volume per unit time.
We need to detail the terms which must appear in the 
energy equation for a plasma in the corona and upper 
chromosphere. As already mentioned in Chapter 1 
(section 1.1),the main heat sources and sinks in the 
neutral current sheet that we shall consider are the 
loss of energy by electromagnetic radiation, heat 
conducted into or out of the sheet, the constant 
mechanical heating and the joule heating.
In our analysis we shall approximate the conduction of <
heat into a unit volume per unit time by
1<-M Ct ,-Tao)/ e  'K -"^ ioVg > 11 4 )
where L is the length of the sheet in the y direction |
and Ç is the width in the X direction. The conduction 
of heat is affected by the magnetic field, B, such that <
the coefficient of thermal conduction parallel to the field, 
is much larger than the coefficient perpendicular to the 
field, Kj , where from equations (1.22 ) and (1.23) 1
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= 2*10 Txo sec"' dej"' c/vw~' (2.5)
and
^ \o ^ s e c " * '  cle^‘C/w,”* (2.6)
I 8>
In the sheared magnetic field of a neutral sheet there 
is an electric current which heats the plasma at a 
I rate  ^ , where the current density T  ~
c/Y^^and the conductivity  ^1-1 e.mn.
from equation (1.4). Thus the joule heating is of 
order w\ vwa^v^ i*tu.c(.e,
3 %  =l-3>-^o'‘ (2-7)
-1 — tsec O'VVA
Both joule heating and thermal conduction depend on 
the dimensions of the current sheet while the other 
main energy term, radiative loss, does not. Thus, to 
see which terms are important in the quiescent 
prominence model, we shall compare joule heating and 
thermal conduction with radiative loss. In fact we 
shall calculate first the ratio, R; , of the radiativepT. _  C<loss given by Y- 3 ao ' ao to the joule heating 
given by (2.7), and then the ratio, , of the 
radiative loss to the thermal conduction parallel to 
the field which is given by equations (2.4) and (2.5), 
and lastly the ratio, , of the radiative loss to 
the thermal conduction perpendicular to the field, 
which is given by equations (2.4) and (2.6).
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Thus,
•y. f a o  W o  c U-Ti V ) U o  j
1-3 x i o " ^  ' I
We have tabulated Rl, R2 and R3 in Table 2 using as 
the dimension of the quiescent prominence,
L - ST X \ Ow\  ^ ( = S' X \ O ^  ow\ ^
and with coronal values of temperature and density ,
“T, ~ lO^ ^ 1<  ^ n& = Z * lo^
(corresponding to a height of 3.7 x 10^ eras in the
Billings & Alvarez model of the corona, Table l).
It can be seen from Table 2 that,in the coronal current 
sheet we are considering, the joule heating is very small 
compared with the radiative loss and so can be neglected. 
However, in the chromosphere, joule heating can be 
important, lke.re “T‘2 o~"T"i/io ~ S x \o^ ^ K ,
and, if the width of the current sheet is less than or
equal to 5 x 10^ cnis, then joule heating is as important
as the radiative loss term. For this reason joule heating 
has been included in an energy equation by Heyvaerts & 
Priest (1976) for their study of a current sheet which 
forms as new magnetic flux emerges from below the 
photosphere
1C8.
T A B L E
The Billings and Alvarez (1975) model for a quiet region of the 
solar atmosphere. Numbers in parenthesis give the power of ten 
by which the value has to be multiplied.
HEIGHT (cm.) LOG T(K) LOG M(
2.3804 (8) 4.70 9.98
2.3891 (8) 4.80 9.88
2,3964 (8) 4.90 9.78
2.4000 (8) 4.955 9.73
2.4037 (8) 5.01 9.67
2.4074 (8) 5.06 9.62
2.4115 (8) 5.11 9.57
2.4212 (6) 5.20 9.47
2.4349 (8) 5.30 9.37
2,4566 (8) 5.40 9.27
2.4950 (8) 5.50 9.17
2.5724 (8) 5.60 9.07
2.7477 (8) 5.70 8.97
3.2014 (8) 5.80 8.86
4.5649 (8) 5.90 8.74
9.3620 (8) 6.00 8,60
l;6320 (9) 6.05 8,50
3.7199 (9) 6.10 8,31
2.0440(10) 6.135 7,46
atmosphere, Billings & Alvarez measure h
the centre of the transition region (T 10^°K) and so, in order to
give the height relative to the photosphere, it has been assumedO Ïthat this point in the transition region is 2.4 x 10 cm, above |
the photosphere (Vernazza, Avrett & Looser, 1973). |
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T A B L E
The size of the various heating terms relative to the radiative
loss term In a structure with the dimensions , L ” S  X ow» o/^ cL 1
^ - S  X o w Y ,of a prominence and surrounded by coronal plasma ’
at a temperature of K •= i ^ K and a density of - 1 X ow%“ ^ 1
a . 1^2.
MagneticFieldStrength(Gauss)
The ratio of the rad. loss over the joule heating.
The ratio of the rad. loss over the conduction of heat parallel to B,
The ratio of the | rad. loss over the ? conduction of heat ■ perpendicular 1 to B .  1
The temp, inside the sheet. The temp, inside the sheet. The temp, inside 1 the sheet. f
* V K o  lo Ko-qss, •ao— 'i '2-o” io 'to joo ■p fU-T- -y *~\'-L —‘to““ M 'to lO ‘ <*.o lOO
0.1 7‘\y(o'” io‘® 1 X \o‘'‘ t''\o^ 10^
‘4:
1.0
ft 5? ^0*10-
10.0
8 Q
100
110. 1
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tIt can also be seen from Table 2 that the heat conducted 
across the sheet is small compared to the radiative loss 
in a structure with the dimensions of a prominence, where 
for the case T^o — ^  we have put - T, ) ^  ^
in both R2 and R3. In what follows, therefore, thermal 
conduction across the sheet will not be included in the 
energy equation. From the values of R3 we see that the 
heat conducted along the field lines is important 
when and B \ o so we include it in
the energy equation.
For neutral current sheets in the corona and upper 
chromosphere, the terms which we are including in the t
energy equation (2.3 ) are the radiative loss, thermal 
conduction along the field, and a constant mechanical 
heating, so that (2.3) reduces to
>  T K  T z t  - O (2.8)
If the mechanical heating rate per unit mass inside the
sheet is the same as that outside, where it balances a 
radiative loss alone, b is determined to be b = 'Y*, '
so using (2..5) for , (2.8) becomes
~ Ko Ti.c> Lh- Ko) _ Q (2.9)fxo L?"
The three equations (2,1), (2.2) and (2.9) are solved |
p _____________________________________________  .1for the three unknowns rzo * \ 3.0 with L and B
as parameters.
Ill
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In particular the results for L as a function of T 20 for
various values of 3 are shown in Figures (l6),page 112
and (17), page 113. Figurell6)is plotted fur coronal
conditions ( 1“j = “ iO^owC^) . It shows that
as the length L of the sheet increases, so the
equilibrium solution moves along a curve from the
bottom right-hand corner; the temperature T20 inside
the sheet decreases slightly from the coronal value
/ ( )• Eventually, where the length exceeds the
maximum value L max (which, when B 1 Gauss, is
approximately the height of a quiescent prominence
(5 X 10^ cms)), there is no longer any neighbouring
equilibrium. It can also be seen that for values of
L between this maximum and a certain minimum, there are
in fact three possible values of T20. Figure (17),page 113
is plotted for the upper chromosphere case (T, -
- lO^C/wT^) where we have included the high temperature
solution ( “F, > lo ‘^tc)» This solution also exists in
the coronal case but the values of L are too large to be
relevant to the formation of quiescent prominences. .This
can be seen in Figure (18),page 114, where we have plotted
the minimum value of length , l-vn!n» these high
temperature solutions as a function of height, using the
Billings & Alvarez model atmosphere (Table 1.). The values
1 ?of in this model are greater than 10 cms. in the 
corona but drop to more reasonable values in the upper 
chromosphere.
Log L
112
10
max.
8
6 B = 5-0
200
I
.'■i.I
I'KI
-.Ç
!I
:ï
L o g , J z o
Figure (l6) ^ The length of a neutral sheet in thermal equilibrium(g
in  the corona (with ambient temperature Tj = 1 0  K  ) as a 
function o f  the temperature, T 20, inside the sheet for several 
values of the external magnetic field B (Gauss), The solid 
parts of the curves represent stable equilibria, while the dashed f: 
parts indicate unstable equilibria. If the length of the neutral? 
sheet is  increased beyond (shown here fo r  the p a r t i c u l a r  :
case Bt-1 Gauss) then the plasma becomes unstable and cools down J 
along the dotted line to a new equilibrium value of tem p e ra ture
Tk
10
Log L^10
8
6
L tnaK
U
B=10
B=100
B=10
113.
B=1Ü0
U 6 7 8
L o g J
I
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Figure (17), The length of a neutral current sheet in thermal
*T* 5^ Qequilibrium in the chromosphere (with ambient temperature |j” 10 
as a function of the temperature T 20, inside the sheet for 
several values of the external magnetic field, B (Gauss),
( stable eouilibria unstable eouilibria
instability path' when B-10 Gauss and L L max)
14
114. i
12
10-
8
Log L'-'10 B=10
B=1-0
B=01
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Log Height
'I%
Fiprure (18). The minimum length for a stable sheet, Lenin (cms) 
(see Figure (17) page 113, when as a function of
the height (cms) in the atmosphere model given in Table I 
for several values of the external magnetic field B (Gauss)
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In Figures (l6) and (17) pages 112 and 113, the 
discontinuities in slope at 2.5 x 10^ |< and 5 x 10^ ® R
are due to corresponding jumps in the values of 3^  and 
which are present in the approximation to the radiative 
loss term.
The slope and turning points of the curves in Figures 
(16) and (17), for the equilibrium temperature, T20, 
are determined by the size and sign of the temperature 
gradients of thermal conduction and radiative loss.
To see this we will consider the heat gain function, 
which is defined as,
H = ■V-, f.Tg' - > .o-"- CT,-TO
In an equilibrium neutral sheet we have
and fj. “ fxo ) where from (2,1) and (2,2)
The equilibrium value o f H ,H^say, can thus be written 
in terms of L and T20 only as ;
'-'oRto) = >, 7 - .  (a- n) ;
It is the equilibrium condition,  ^^  "Tio) - O
that gives the curves L L (T20) that are plotted in 
Figures (l6) and (1?). Thus |
hh) _ ^ H q d  L. I*= cLTi.- -SI: » *1
c«- ~  . c 2 .1Z) IS H c /Ssl. ii
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Now from (2.11)
so that an increase in L leads to a decrease in the heat 
conducted out of the plasma when T “, and an increase
when Ti > . Thus (2,12) gives a direct relationship
between the slope and turning points of the equilibrium 
curves and the value of ^ H o / ^ T ^ o  , which from (2.11) 
is determined by the size and sign of the temperature 
gradients of thermal conduction and radiative loss.
(2.12) is used in the next section to help determine the 
stability of each part of the equilibrium curves in 
Figures (16) and (l?) pages 112 and 113.
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We now set up the equations which govern the condensation 
and cooling in the current sheet as the temperature falls 
along the dotted line in Figure (16) page 112, (when 
B«1 Gauss). First of all the transverse component of 
the equation of motion is
f  ^F ■
But the X - component of the plasma velocity may be 
ignored, because the representative velocity V ”
secX t _ cooling time %= sec. ; G - width of the 
sheet ) is very much less than the Alfven' speed
“ \/C /t^'TXf) —  I e^c”' ( B ~ 1 CLUL&s ,
f  ^ lO" ^ ) .
Thus the equation of motion reduces to
K  ■ + S^/stt ) (2.14)
since the magnetic field vanishes inside the sheet.
The rate of flow of energy in a unit volume is
where = C  p / is the ratio of the specific heats.
Using the perfect gas law " R f T ’a, and approximating
the right-hand side of (2,15) as in the previous section, 
the rate of energy flow into a unit mass becomes
ji f n " ’ - y  t T  + 4. 10 T "  IT, --T.) , :1 , U - l b ) y
/ z ;:j1
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where the total derivative d/cLt, is approximated by the 
partial derivative è/^-t since we are not taking 
account of the structure of the sheet in our simple model. 
Equation (2.16) may be written^using the heat gain function 
from (2.10);in the form
= H C l.,-TO . (2.17)
/ Since the value of the sheet temperature T"^ which 
satisfies the equilibrium energy equation (2.9) is 
denoted by T^o > the equilibrium condition may be written
H„ = o .
Now suppose that the equilibrium temperature is perturbed
in time to a value
where A is constant. The stability of the equilibrium
is governed by the value of ^  ; a positive C) implies
instability and a negative <5' implies stability. By
expanding equation (2.17) in a Taylor's series about T=T20 
we find that
^ '^°/à I zo , (2.18)
or using (2.12)
/  = - Lie àh  , (2.19)
à L
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where the sign of is determined by (2.13).
Thus the stability of the equilibrium to linear 
perturbations in temperature is directly related to the 
slope of the L- T20 curves as indicated in Figures (16) 
and (17) pages 112 and 113, where the unstable parts of 
the curves are shown dashed and the stable parts solid.
We have shown that the slope of the L-T20 curye, and 
hence the stability of the sheet, depends on the size and 
sign of the temperature gradients of both the rate of heat
/ loss per unit mass by radiation and the rate of heat gain 
by conduction per unit mass (equations (2.18) and (2.11)). 
These energy terras do not both have the same effect on 
the stability of the sheet for all values of T 20 for
f, I I C 1 ^  ) l3
The terra is negative, and hence stabilizing ,
when T a c  > T ,  cx^ JL positive, and hence
destabilizing when TL© ^ ^  T, . The sign of the
temperature gradient of the radiative loss depends only
on cK . When ^ 5 x 10^ K ^  tUen K  & O ,
so that [- is positive and hence destabilizing.?
But, when T  G 5 ^  *=* K , c6 ,
tUoct [-à I Lrro') / 5Tzo]
is negative and hence stabilizing.
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Thus we see that in the temperature range 5 y- lo ° yO 
both [ - ÔCL,^,,„)/aTzû] and è (.Cul/^'il.o
are positive and hence destabilizing.
When, however, (  ^S \o^  we find L ~ ^  O 
while à (. Cu)/c>Ta,o ^  O , so that it is the radiative
loss which gives stability at these low temperatures.
But when T^o > ~H the opposite is true; ^ CCu)/3Tio ^ O 
o/v\cL JS.O so that, when T 20 is near the
temperature of the surrounding plasma, the thermal 
conduction is stabilizing and the radiative loss is 
destabilizing the plasma.
The equilibrium is neutrally stable ( = O ) at
àUo/3>Ta.o“ 0  which occurs, according to (2.12), at 
d h / dT%o - O . lu other words, the maximum and minimum 
points of the curves are neutrally stable. If these 
points are given a second order temperature perturbation 
the energy equation (2.17) gives
-Tzof  ^ (2.20)
where from (2.11)^  (-T.
where we have used ^ / ^ Ta. ~ O
Now we are only interested in H© / at the
turning points of the curves,whidh can occur only when 
•q— y —p- from the stabilityAO * I
considerations given earlier.
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Thus, In equation (2.21) the term in the square bracket t
is negative. The term outside the square bracket is 
positive when ^   ^ because from the stability
arguments given earlier ^ ^  is negative
in this temperature range. Thus, since the radiative 
loss inside the sheet, , equals the radiative J
loss outside the sheet, 'V-, f , ,  when T ^ » T^ ^^  ^
our constant pressure assumption implies that 36 >
’ %» when Tj and vice versa. Thus we
can see that is negative at both of the %
turning points. If the temperature is increased above 
T 20, it will return to its equilibrium value, but if the 
temperature is decreased below T 20 it will continue to 
fall since b'T2^ / becomes negative from equation
(2.20). Hence the turning points are unstable to 
quadratic perturbations in temperature and the gas cools 
down at these points.
For the formation of quiescent prominences in the corona, 
the neutral sheets are expected to develop along the 
equilibrium curves T 20 (Figure ll6)page 112). Begin 
at the bottom right-hand corner of Figure (16) with 
T 20 and a small sheet length L. As the sheet
lengthensjone moves along the curve through a series of 
equilibria characterised by slightly lower temperatures
inside the sheet, since less heat is conducted into the
sheet for larger values of L.
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If L remains less than Lmax, the gas keeps in stable 
equilibrium. Since it is found from the equilibrium 
curves (Figures (16) and (17), pages 112 and 113), L 
is a more accurate measure than 1 crK (given by (1.30)) 
of the longest stable sheet. The variation of 
(Em{xx / Ecrit ) with /S is shown in Figure (19)page 123, 
where the two curves represent different ambient 
temperature ranges. It can be seen that L is always 
 ^ less than Ecrit * For instance, when yS « I ,
E mcLx L cr it: /lO. The extent to which L crIt
overestimates the maximum length of a stable sheet becomes 
greater as /S decreases, the reason being that the 
approximation  ^ becomes more inaccurate. From
Figures ( 3 ) and (19) the value of E can be found 
at any height in the Billings & Alvarez model atmosphere 
for ^  én I
If the length of the sheet increases beyond L , 
the plasma becomes unstable. It cools down,under the 
influence of the radiative loss term in the energy 
equation,along the line which is shown dotted for one 
illustrative magnetic field value in each of Figures (16) 
and (17) until it reaches a new stable equilibrium 
temperature value. In the coronal case, when B»1 Gauss 
and ~ 2-2 X t o“  ^ > this new temperature is
approximately % x \o^  K ; inside the current sheet 
b , which we assume remains constant throughout theI 5.0 ^
condensation process, is by equation (2,1) approximately 
1 X io“  ^ cav\”"^  , so that the final number density
is * B from the perfect gas law.
123.I
u 1 13 2 0 2 3
Figure (19), The maximum length for a stable sheet,
(see Figure (17) page 113), divided by the approximate value 
^crii: (from equation (l-^ O) ) , as a function of , the 
coronal pressure, - a • S vc \ o”’’dL^v>€s , divided by the
magnetic pressure. The upper and lower curves apply to the
ambient temperature ranges "J^ > ^*S 1< and C
 ^I'S « K respectively.
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12':, 2
Observed values of these quantities are T=-t,ooo'’i< to "ijOoo ic 
and Mg = lo'°owv'^  to SAio’°cwr^^ iLoCt r I 1 » 10 cL^ nes ow'^I
to -T x\o'^<iijiiet ovn'^  (Bruzek & Kuperus, 1972). Thus the ï
estimated values are in good agreement with the observed i
values, considering the approximate nature of the 
calculation, for example the inaccurate form of the 
radiative loss function at the lower end of the temperature 
range, I
The fact that the equilibrium position at L 
unstable has already been mentioned, but,if one assumes 
that the sheet has a gradually increasing length, the 
actual development of the instability depends on the 
length I + £ ) which the sheet has attained before
the instability gets under way. The resulting 
approximate dependence of the temperature on time is thus 
found by integrating equation (2.17), while keeping L 
constant at 1 I f 6 ) ; this gives
~f"wX<XKwhere T^^^is the value of l.\ at , H is given by
(2,11) and we find fi from (2.1) and (2,2) to be
The temperature as a function of time is drawn in Figure (20)
page 125, for /gajo (B-O-S Gauss, " 2 • S
and several values of £ , It gives a decay time TL
(the time taken for the temperature to fall to the lower
stable equilibrium temperature) of between 10^ sec and 10^ see 
depending on the size of £ ,
2.
t
0 4 6=10
0 2
t {10 sec)
'1
1:î
its length from to L ( l 4' 6 ) . T , is the ambient
coronal temperature (lO ‘^K) and ^  , the ratio of gas to magnetic 
pressure, is unity. The calculation is stopped when T% 
reaches the new equilibrium temperature value T^roi 
(see Figure (l6), page 11?),
m
Figure (20). The time development of the temperature T%, 
inside a neutral sheet which has been made unstable by increasing
f
1?6
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In these temperature decay curves the temperature stays 
almost constant until the time is close to ^ and then j
suddenly falls. This feature is noticeable in other (
temperature decay curves associated with thermal 
instabilities (e.g. Raju,1968 and Hildner,1971) and is 
more pronounced the smaller the value of 6 .
The solution of equation (2.22), shown in Figure (20)^page 
12$ was calculated numerically; however, it is possible to ge 
an approximate, analytic solution with which to compare 
these results. Since the length of the sheet is kept
constant at  ^ ' + 6) , the heat gain function H is a
function of only so that we may expand it in a ’
Taylor*8 series about T r: .
^  + C (2.23)
w U e r e  a . >
 Vi / -r _ -r- \t  ^4» » It. 'mo.x)
^ I 1 4-
C I 4* <=.)^
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Row substitute the approximate form (2.23) for H, in
equation (2.22) to give
f ' *" ^
 ^~ ck^  4- ÇCe')
where
T" ”* i *“
Performing the integration,we have
/
where
When Tp as a function of *t , as determined by (2.24), is 
plotted on Figure (20) page 125, the result is 
indistinguishable from the numerical solutions.
We shall now calculate an approximate value for the 
decay time, , the time taken in equation (2,24) for 
T to go to zero, that is T" —> “T'mo.jc *
We consider € ^ c I and also ^  ^C* )
which, we shall show later, is true. Also, we only use 
= cK, , so that from equation (2.24)
■iCO
since
U V-r  - \ ~ ^ i .
1 2. > '0 "X, ?, »  0-2,?''^ ;
or, approximating further.
t, ^ „ l _ b l —  (2 .2 5 )
>/C“ S
since
&  \ .
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Equation (2.25) shows how T depends on 6 , now if c|
we let T , we can see how iZ depends
on yQ . With these approximations we find that, for j
a, = -v-, ^  0 ' 3 i i - >
0.1 = - -Y-, 1^.-1 U  '
aj = (.-2,0-5(+-^) , I
large y3
h o  ^ - 2 1 ,
so we see that, as we assumed earlier,
I % o< ^ \ > \o ■>> .
Then
^   . (2.26)
^ S7<1~ H )
In Figure (20) page 125, we see that for t  ^ tZ 
the temperature T is approximately equal to T  ^
but when ca: ^  the gradient of the curve is very 
large. We will now show this effect by calculating 
an approximation to the gradients using equation (2.24) 
and comparing these values with the gradients of the 
full solution. Equation (2.24) may be written
t  = - - A P  + W  (.Ap ] ) (.I-2.7)
where _
A  ■= l i l L -  ~  yo Mr_108-^)_______  ^  _ S T
v/CCi-0 .-30.7^ .V é) ^
(^ 1
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To calculate the approximate value of the gradient 
when *T~ we use the fact that A i \
and Aa. ' to get
.  Z't A. \_0_ 't
so that the gradient
- T
jThls is compared with the gradients, G, calculated 
using (2.24)
e /S T t. t
1 I - 1-4-10 -5^v;
I o
-4-0o 0-852. \-<\ K\0^ \C>^ -’3-8^ 10“^
lO"' Z o-8foS 5-8 - (s 3. >! lo"*^ **G' 1 ID
o x O %35 2. SX - U-'S -G- ii- O X lO
where T is the temperature at a time t:- on the temperature 
decay curve and G is the measured gradient, while G^ is the 
approximated gradient. We see that Q- and Q- , are in 
reasonable agreement and their values are typical of this 
slowly varying initial phase of the decay.
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To calculate the gradient at the final phase of the 
decay, when 1z — Tz , we assume that T  is 
sufficiently large and £ sufficiently small that
i A XI A cwvd- A ^ ^  \ .
Then in (2,27)
, The approximate value of the gradient Gp is
I ^— \ 5 IT 1
XT: J T
and is compared with the gradients, G, calculated 
from (2.24),
“ T t : Q -
f
X 0  G I ' L L ' "  1 0 ^ 1 \ 0 ^ -  R - U  1 0 “  1  I v .  1 0 ~
o x O  • G %  * i ( f -  2 ' Z > ^ \ o -  ( ' 7  X  1 o "
X O  • G H  1 0 ^ Î - G
- s
i c T '
1 0 " '
o x
0  - G 2 - 1 4 2 - S  ^  l o ^ * * ! •  G ‘M O -  h G * ^  l o ”
where the gradients G are measured from T == o,6 at time
't to TwO at time t We can see that the gradients
are much larger when "t is close to t: and this is
followed closely by the approximate value of the 
gradient Gp .
aI
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From the numerical solutions, the dependence of the 
temperature decay time T crv\ & is given in Figure (21), 
page 133, for several values of /B I y3 - 10^ 
to 10 ^ I.e. 6 ” O'03 to wKar-e.
I “ 2 • ^  10 ^ cl^  n e s  ^) .
A decrease inyg reduces the decay time for the following
reason. From (2.14) and the perfect gas law, for given 
values of and » & decrease in leads to a
higher value of , which in turn increases the radiative 
loss terra and decreases the conductive term in (2.16).
Thus - /'h’t increases and the decay becomes
more rapid. The fact that a decrease inyS reduces the 
decay time can be seen in (2.26). Another feature of the 
curve is that an increase in & above about 10 hardly 
affects the decay time, since the conduction term in (2.16) 
becomes negligible. Furthermore, as 6 decreases, so the 
decay time increases. In fact, in the limit as 6 
approaches zero, t: becomes infinite. This effect of £ 
on the decay time can be seen in the approximate solution 
(2.25). So the decay time increases like V as £ 
approaches zero, which agrees with the variation found 
in Figure (21).
The decay time TZ depends crucially on the value of £, 
so the problem arises as to which value of € .to .choose. 
In the above analysis we supposed that the sheet length 
jumps instantaneously from L to (l f £ ) .
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It may be assumed instead that the length increases 
at a uniform rate above , so that Lc I 4. CdlG/cJLt)‘tl , 5
where /clt = constant. In view of the time
profiles in Figure (20) page 125, we then expect the 
sheet temperature to remain approximately constant %
until t « , say ( and £ = I d e/dt 1
at which time the temperature falls sharply. The 
relevant decay time in this case can therefore be 
estimated from the intersection of an 6. - T: curve
in Figure (21), page 133, with the straight line 6.= Ccle/dt) t: 
for each value of ,(3 and cLe • The result is
given in Figure (22) page 134, for several values o f .
(, yS - 1 0 ^ to 1 0 ^ I.e. (3 = 0 0 % to S - % 3 (^  cxm. ss
where  ^  ^ 2 B dunes owi“^ )
Quiescent prominences are formed over a period of about 
510 seconds, which from the graph, requires a very small 
value for the rate de/d.-t at which the sheet length is ^
increasing, namely 1 0 “  ^ - 10 ^ for ^ 1  to 0 ‘i ,
8
Log X
5
/3=1
U
2
0
Log 6 10
Figure (21)« The decay time X for an unstable coronal neutral 
sheet whose length has been increased to L ( I + 6  )
as a function of € for several values of yg , the ratio of 
gas to magnetic pressure.
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F l e u r e  ( 2 2 L  The variation of the decay time T  
with C l £ / ^ |  ; fo r  a neutral sheet with a uniformly
increasing length 1 (dS/(jt)^ ) * for several
values of the r a t i o  yB  of gas to magnetic p re s s u re .
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In this section we describe a method we employed to 
try to calculate the linear growth rate of the thermal 
instability in a neutral current sheet. The method 
was developed by Cross & Van Hoven (1971) and used to 
study the tearing mode instability in a sheared 
magnetic field, as described in Chapter 1, section 1,3,
We had already successfully applied their method to 
the study of the tearing mode instability in a neutral 
current sheet, (see Chapter 3). We had hoped to study 
the thermal instability first by itself, when, by .|
suitable choice of parameters, it was the fastest 
instability in the neutral sheet, and then coupled with 
the tearing mode instability, when, by changing the 
parameters, both these instabilities were important.
However, as outlined in this section, we were unable 
to calculate the growth rate for the thermal instability 
itself.
The Initial Equilibrium
We model the neutral sheet by taking the following 
equilibrium magnetic field
^  (2.28)
where the zero subscript denotes an equilibrium variable.
I
a#;
i
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From the induction equation, with the equilibrium velocity
c: O  , we get
2. A l Y  A B j ]
which is only valid, with the equilibrium field given 
in equation (2.28), when the time scale of the thermal 
instability is very much less than the diffusion time 
of the equilibrium magnetic field.
From the equation of motion, we get
"iT AÊo') . (2.29)
Equation (2.29) with the equation of state for a 
perfect gas r. 'R , gives
The energy equilibrium is established by a balance 
between the constant mechanical heating and radiative 
loss,
■ o = L L  y- io‘^  , (2.31)
where the constant, b , is found by assuming an 
equilibrium balance in the corona. In order to satisfy 
equation (2.30) the density must vary with and then
equation (2.31) implies that varies with y .
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However, in (2,31), 'T’q is raised to a non integer 
power oi and the method developed by Cross & Van Hoven 
involving the Fourier transform of such functions, is 
unable to deal with this awkward variation and so we 
are forced to take To uniform. With this condition
we can satisfy (2.31) only if is uniform, which
implies, in (2 .3 0) that
/3 »  1
When the equilibrium is perturbed by a small amount, 
the linearized equations become
^  £.y, = o > U-3Z1
Ô T
Lvzz)
Iz 3k)
Cvî„L|!f-vU->'iToL£.yj3 = t?,~ -r,
- z ?o ?,
t', = BC ?oT, + % f,') ,
where spatial variations in the equilibrium are
negligible when y3 >> 1 .
If, in the linearized energy equation (2.35), we choose 
the equilibrium variables such that the radiative loss 
terms are negligible, then we find that T» - O , 
if the flow is incompressible. These conditions will 
give us the tearing mode instability, which is dealt with 
in greater detail later.
i:s
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However, if the radiative loss term is important in 
the energy equation, the thermal instability will occur 
more quickly. From order of magnitude considerations 
we have shown in Chapter 1, section 1.2, that the thermal
instability time scale is L - r  *T •“"T -y- fo T ^ "
which is also the time scale we get from (2-3S)apart from Cythe factor , when the radiative loss term is included
in (2.35). If the growth rate of the instability W  
» “^ I^then we get the tearing mode instability, while 
if GO —  we expect the thermal instability.C-r
Following the method of Cross & Van Hoven we take 
perturbations with the form
CAj-t
oOt
Y\-%
: :  e
Cov>k«
f (.X) = e.
Slvxkx S  B Cco ’^ l^L—  jn c\i\-X00 _
Sw.kx I
2  Sirv
1  L  c -  T
n  I S
even ,
nubcv n IS 
( OclcL .
r»“ I&o
y
Coo Wx
T  Lx , b t) ' Coo kx. 2  ^  Cco ^ nr=,
Equations for the Fourier coefficients are found by taking 
the appropriate Fourier transform of the linearized 
equations (2.32) to (2.37), This gives us, as will be 
seen Chapter 3, where the solution for the tearing mode 
instability is calculated in detail, six equations for t;e 
six coefficients 8 *^, 6 5 » , , L  ^
in terms of coefficients with index less than n ,
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Howeverj a problem arises, as it does in the tearing
mode case, with the coefficients with n at its smallest
value, A - 3 . Here the equations relate the coefficients
and to the corresponding
coefficients with 3 replaced by 1 but^since A cannot
be made smaller, there are no more equations from which
we can calculate the first terms of the Fourier series,
R o V \/ ? and ■y, and so we must make ran
assumption about these terms in order to find them.
We assume that '-rr- ,
where the constant cl is zero when these coefficients 
obey the incompressible equation, as we assume in the 
tearing mode case, but will not be zero in the thermal 
instability case. It can be shown that this assumption 
is sufficient to solve for all the coefficients of the 
Fourier series by using the Fourier transformed % 
linearized equations (2.32) to (2 .3 7).
V/e then calculate these coefficients for several trial 
values of the unknown growth rate,CO^ , to find that value 
for which the coefficients converge as n is increased.
The unique value of w  will then be the growth rate of 
the thermal instability. However, we were unable, for 
several values of d , to find a value of W  for which 
the Fourier series converged*
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The typical behaviour of the coefficients is shown 
in Table 3 where the values of , are shown for
several values of and uj' (where U)' ~ J±2__ \o^
and w  Tm\ - , the value that Furth. Killeen & ^ U A / * ^
Rosenbluth (1963) found for the growth rate of the 
tearing mode instability), also cl is chosen such that 
the first coefficient of the sequence, f, - 1-0 *
(when yg >7 I the continuity equation for the first terms 
is IT" , -1 'T'
Î, ><xR
so that we are taking cl - “ \o.h. ' ‘
T A B L E  3 
Va\ikeç, o\
-3I o ^ 1 o 1 5-h- S'G 1 0 10^ " ^
1 I'O 1-0 to l o r- o I • o 10 I
3 0 g U-y- 10 s10 Z.IO* - Lf vt 10^ -5"^  lO ^
5 Z X 1C? Z>c lo" Zxio'^ iG10 - Zx \0^ 12.
7 (o ^ Z»10^ icf'
-Zx\o'^ “ Zx \o 10^ ^ 3^
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We see in Table 3 that, for large or small W  , the 
terms of the sequence change sign alternately, but for 
the range in between we find, as did Cross & Van Hoven 
(1971) that for values of on one side of some 
critical value, (here —  G - S" ) the sequence
has positive terms, and that they are negative on the 
other side. However, unlike Cross & Van Hoven we find 
that, as we get closer to , the sequences diverge 
and so we are unable to find a value of OJ for which 
the terms of the Fourier series converge.
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2.4.: SUMMARY.
In this Chapter we have presented a simple model f
-Ifor the thermal equilibrium and stability of a neutral i
current sheet in the corona and upper chromosphere, |
We have shown that in a current sheet, with approximately !
the size of a quiescent prominence ( L “ loei^Wt ~ ;
( = w  idtL - 5 y \ o^caw the main terms in the energy 
equilibrium are mechanical heating, radiative loss, and 
thermal conduction.
It is found that as the length of the sheet increases 
it passes through a series of stable equilibria until 
a certain value, , is reached, when the sheet
cools down to a new equilibrium. We also find, for 
temperatures in the sheet that are approximately equal 
to the temperature of the surrounding plasma, that the g
stable sheet is kept stable under the influence of the 
thermal conduction, but that the radiative loss is a 
destabilizing influence, while at the lower equilibrium 
the plasma is kept stable by the radiative loss term
and this time the conduction is destabilizing. :For an unstable sheet with length L ^  j we i
calculate numerically the value of temperature as a 
function of time and also find an approximate analytic 
solution which agrees closely with the computed solution. 
For coronal conditions, the values of and the
cooling time (for small 6  ) are in fair agreement with the 
observed values for prominence formation.
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Using bobh the numerical and the analytical solution 
we calculate the decay time for the unstable plasma 
to cool down to the lower equilibrium. This shows 
that the decay time depends on both 6 and ^  
the ratio of gas to magnetic pressure, in such a way 
that a decrease in 6 or an increase i n w i l l  increase J
the decay time.
After considering the neutral sheet with a static 
length we look at the effect of allowing the length 
to vary with time, and show that the constant rate of 
change of the length must be very small for reasonable 
decay times.
In the last section of this Chapter we have outlined 
a method for calculating the linear growth rate of the 
thermal instability, which may prove to be useful in 
establishing how the thermal instability interacts with 
other instabilities and, in particular, the tearing 
mode instability.
CHAPTER 3.
TEARING MODE INSTABILITY (T.m.I.) IN A CURRENT SHEET
In section 3.1 we calculate the growth rate of the tearing 
mode instability (T.M.I.) in a neutral current sheet using 
a technique that Gross & Van Hoven (1971) devised to study 
the T.M,I, in a sheared magnetic field with constant magnetic 
field strength. We find that their force-free equilibrium 
configuration gives somewhat different results to our case 
where, in the equilibrium, the gas pressure is required to 
balance the magnetic pressure. Comments on an alternative 
equilibrium structure and the possibility of an ideal instability 
are presented in section 3.2 and 3.3. Next, in section 3.4 
the effect on the T.M.Ï. of adding a transverse magnetic field 
component, , is studied numerically; in particular we find 
how the strength of 6 -^ affects the growth rate. An analytic 
treatment is given in section 3.5 for comparison.
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In this section the growth rate of the T.M.I. is i
calculated for a plasma inside a neutral current sheet, f
using the method devised by M.A. Cross & G. Van Hoven (1971)4 
We first set up the equilibrium configuration, a typical |
variable being , say. (A zero subscript is used to I
denote an equilibrium value) . The stability is then I|
tested by perturbing the variables to ^ fq and %
assuming c , so that squares and products of j
small quantities can be neglected and the equations ^
linearized. |
The M.H.D, equations, in electromagnetic units, governing 1
the tearing mode instability are the continuity ecuation, ,;
^   ^? V) = o , >
the induction equation ^ B 'g y  “ ^ xCy A 1 ) - 5/vbtj cv S')! ,
and the momentum equation, J
In this section, we neglect energy sources or sinks, I
under the assumption that the time scale for the T.M.I. !
is much less than the time scale for conduction, radiation 
and mechanical heating in the corona. Joule heating is J
assumed to be unimportant in the energy balance. So the
energy equation is,
— - + L v.slT + (.'iS-OT C-s.y') = o .St
t .
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. For a perfect gas, the pressure is given by
R?-r,
and for a fully-ionized gas ^ the Coulomb resistivity 
is given by
z G' S:3> K e . m . vx. ,
where X = j the ratio of the specific heats,
R is the universal gas constant, 
and Cva.A is the Coulomb logarithm (Rage ll).
The Equilibrium Configuration
We expect the T.M.I. to occur in a neutral current 
sheet, which we represent by the equilibrium magnetic 
field
So. ^
where <X is the width of the sheet. The equilibrium 
field is drawn in Figure (23), page 148, where we 
have noted that coronal conditions are assumed 
at = ^  so that t^c> = t^A, fo=fo.
ox^ cK = Q a  rl\ere .
The zero order equilibrium equations are
V „ = o  , 1 % 21
£a. 1 2 a Bot - J  (.1 ?)
£ IPo = "hr (-SA R J  A Bo , ^^•‘‘•1
z coni'han't ,
^ R ?» T. , IT- O
OAA& h = (, S3 «
1
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From (3.4) and (3.1) we have
b
with components à )>c> 01
and à
so that b -V Swv*^  = IpI o ^  gir
B. - 6 . &
cv^<3. V-o ~ ^
Note that (3.3) is not in fact satisfied by the assumed 
equilibrium magnetic field (3 .1 ), which must therefore 
be varying slowly with time. However, this time 
variation can be ignored provided that the growth time 
,^rni, of the tearing mode instability is very much 
less than the resistive diffusion time scale , ^ /%[%
for the zero order magnetic field,
i.d . T^t\& ^  ^ ^  Ar^ )
wUcre. ^  ft. = 4-Tr ^  / ^20 .Thus, the zero order equilibrium, which we take, is
characterised by
To = cons'tan't ,
Y
Pa
a
W
Pa Ba >
X
148
Figure (23) . The equilibrium magnetic field B. = B  S  î H v .     y ç h j  « i o i
which is perturbed to calculate the growth rate of the 
tearing mode instability. Corona] conditions are assumed
at
and
where w^e suppose p = p  PO ' U  ' /o f Ca
a
I
T:
A
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The Linearized Equations for the perturbed Variables.
We now write , T" - i o  ^ ^ - t^ o ^ ^
£. =• Y, , S = üo Ü, , If? = >?o V
with departures from equilibrium values indicated by a sub­
script of unity. After neglecting squares and products 
of small quantities, the basic equations reduce to
^  +  ?o CS.Y,) + t.Y, ,v) = o  ^ (3.10)
•= 2  a B o - ) V  a L 1],CVa'|c.')
>, , (3.11)
L  %  " Y b  , (3.12)
+ c ^ - 0  1. <a S. Y U  - o  > (3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
Following the standard method for the solution of 
linear stability problems, we next assume the 
perturbations take the form
t, e<jjtv Lbx (3.16)
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where the physical perturbation is the real part of 
5 '  We are assuming that there is no 
variation with 7 .
The object of the analysis is to solve (3.10) to (3.15) 
f o r w , the linear growth rate of the instability, as a function 
of k , the wave number of the perturbation.
p UIt is possible to assume fj is proportioned to £ 
and so remove the x-variation because the variable X 
does not appear explicitly C ^ - I o') tb (.%- I s) .
The boundary conditions on the variables f^  T^ y, ^  ,
that they remain finite as X t oo , imply that b. is real.
It is assumed theco is real, so that we are looking for 
purely growing unstable modes and not overstable modes.
The next stage in the solution is to expand f-Cy) 
in a Fourier series,
D
n=i
where is defined, at this stage only, over the
range - <x c 4, o
Now it is possiblejfrom previous work (e.g. Furth et al,1963) 
to say whether the variables are symmetric or
anti-symmetric about the neutral line of the current sheet 
y z. o , so that it is necessary to define C.ij') only 
over the half-range O 4= ^ ck and specify it as an even
or odd function in the other half-range. In this way 
the variables can be approximated by a sine or
cosine series only, as follows
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0>s> —\Y d  r . nlT B 
6 %  I") = L “ÏT ’v\-oOÛ
oo v\Tib<xy\=o 
0®
^ %. L_ f\ “T  ^A-oOO^  SjUa^-s?rv-o 
eo
f (."6) - Z _  (n bco
( %  \l)
niDiOxf\"-0
DO
U 1 L  T „  t o ,  ■ »  ■
1A~0 J
The %, components of B ^ and V , are decoupled from (3.10) 
to (3.15), because we assume that there are no 
variations with , so they need not be considered. 
The range of y of interest to us is only O ^  y é=. ^
since the current sheet has half-width a Thus we are
free to define (y) , over the range o 4:, y <= ck , 
as either symmetric or a n ti-s y m m e tr ic  about y =- /^z •
If we assume that y ( y ) and T  (y ) are a n ti-s y m m e tr ic  over 
this range then we see from (3.17) that only odd values 
of f\ appear in their Fourier series, which is equivalent 
to choosing boundary conditions - Ty^  = o a t  y = ,
the edge of the c u rre n t sheet, so th a t  the equilibrium 
is  not p e rtu rb e d  th e r e .  When t h is  c o n d it io n  is  a p p lie d  to  
th e  Fourier transformed e q u a tio n s , it can be shown th a t  
only even values of n appear fo r  By( y ) and B^( y ) while 
th e re  are only odd values for V^(y ) and ( y ),
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We have so far used only 6 boundary conditions on the 
variables as functions of X  , namely that each of
f X j ^ y , ^  X %  y
be finite as x -> t>o. However, in (3.10) to (3.13), the
sum of the orders of the differential equations with 
respect to x is 8 and so we need to choose two more 
-boundary conditions. The ones we take are that
from the expected nature of the tearing mode instability.
/Then, bearing in mind the form in (3.16) we see that the 
real variables B i C X j  and V,^  ^^  Y
need to be proportional to k x  .
'^ he Fourier transformed equations then imply that
and
' ' e a c U  jorojocrt-ticfyxcxl t o  V iX  .
So the final form for the perturbations is,
lOt ^
'  CcoWx ^ niy^ CK
n-7s
oo
r\-oOe> nTryCKViC. Kj Buvxkx Z.
Oo _
Vtul.x y t ) =  Ccokx Z.^   ^ ^  v\~\eo
t  C.cofe->0 2  L
*fc ^T) (.x^  “ C Ccoh-x Z_
nZ-y<x
mty
~  Os.
A  IS 
eve/n
Y\ IS
odcL.
\r\~\
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The approximate form of the magnetic field, once the 
equilibrium field is perturbed, is shown in Figure (24) 
page 154. The perturbations in this form, and the 
equilibrium magnetic field, density and temperature 
structure are then substituted into equations (3 .1 0 ) 
to (3.13), whose Fourier transforms give the following 
set of equations for the coefficients of the Fourier 
series.
rV\ ^ I Y\ ^  ^ X I ^X I i
“ — 1 — o Ll) zol
U+OTT
A-| I n A <^ L.'~B*n+<2.  ^v\-z~i
A r B x  Cr\H-0 B>x Cvi-v") *i I 3) " 2^ L  nto — T Z T  i
+ n A\o7~v^ y\ An ' v\-xl
^  ^ U-IZ3 TT
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Figure (24). The approximate form of the magnetic field 
once the equilibrium field, given by (3 .1 ) is perturbed.
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(3 .2 0) is a result of V  . g. %=. o and has been used to 
eliminate from the other equations. (3.14) and (3.15)
have been employed to eliminate and t],
The variables in (3.18) to (3,23) are dimensionless. 
defined by
where is the value of the equilibrium density
Jo , ûCt ,
V x =  %  ' ^
and h. = o, k. ,
The coefficients appearing (3.18) to (3.2-3) are
)w  aCv-yâ')  ^ .^Civ/s') ^
■^ 3,= 7  A. . A c, = \  ,
A - - A. ( I _ -J—  1 , A - - ^  -^--A s  s /3 2.0-1/31 s 2/1 ll
A-i - fe C I - u-Ci-t/Sl ’
At^ “ 4  ) A,o- " {.1 '■ 2,(1+^ -)) >^ Li+/gl '
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A »  = 4-1,+^) ' A,in' Ci+ZJl
- LO
A '3 = ’ A,^= c P ô T ” '
Bi ^  •=  --------  ) %%»-= % T T  ÈlYOO 4* 4- Cn‘ïï4 S
oo.
3ke. |3 CViT3k.ÿVV4è:iext“S
/3 = k  Stt/(5^ .
S - ^R./t:A , L 2'2p')
wb&Æ WTTcb/ti^ (W.A 1:A= O-ZVA = O'L'wr f T / s
(X/re. tke f-csisTis/e d l t i o n  o/v.<l Ai-Çv£ir\ *Dvv\e Sc,£x)es .
We can solve (3.18) to (3.23) for the six unknowns
iv\4zi ) ^yca-vR'i ) SxCrk + r') ) Lf\41 ) ) <vvNcl Tn
once we know the values of the Fourier coefficients 
with indices less than these. Any negative values are 
determined by 4"^  ^- ~ for the Fourier coefficients
of the sine series and ■= for the cosine series.
In order to begin the recurrence relations at V\-\  ^it is 
necessary to specify the 2 starting values V^ , Vy, . 
(We already know that B^o ~ f r o m  the .assumption 
that is antisymmetric in y about y = o .)
Cross (1972) also had to devise extra conditions to 
determine starting values when he looked at the effect 
of heating on the T.M.I.
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Following him, we note firstly that the perturbations I
satisfy linear equations so we are free to 
choose one of the coefficients arbitrarily, say |
= 1
Furthermore, from previous work (Furth et. al., 1963)
we know that the time scale of the T.M.I. is very much
greater than both the Alfvenic time scale and, (if yg
I is not too small) the sound speed time scale, so that I
• Ithe fluid behaves incompressibly (see section 1.3) • 4
Until now we have not assumed incompressibility, but we
now do so for the first terms of the Fourier series.
From V. .  y  j  = o  we get
(3.26)
This assumption is justified, in part, by the
computations which show that Vxv^~ for a
converging seri-s of coefficients. A result of this
assumption is that with v\=-\ , (3.23) gives
"n = O . (3.27)
We find from the computations that T"v^  is very much 
less than and j for a converging series of 
coefficients. With the two extra equations, (3.26) and 
(3.27), as starting values, we can find all the coefficients 
of the Fourier series from (3.18) to (3.23).
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The aim is to find the value of w  for which the 
coefficients of the Fourier series converge as 
is increased. Since the perturbation functions must 
have convergent Fourier series, we conclude that the 
value of the frequency found in this way is the frequency 
of the T.M.Ie For general values of oS the series 
will not converge but as w  gets closer to the actual 
value of the frequency then the convergence of the 
series improves and so it is possible to find the growthI rate of the T.M.I. to any desired accuracy.
In Table 4 we show how the sequence of coefficients
g  ■—  __, with &= IO and k = o » converges 
as we get closer to a value ^  c. ^  1842.4120726.
T A B L E  4 
Values of
I
1
\ • o 1 • o t • o I ' O
3 0 3 0-3 0 3 0-3
s 0*2. O • 2 o • 1 0 2
7 o • 1 O • \ o • \ Û- 1 g1
01 OOA O'OA O 04 ?
I 1 - so o oi o on 0-2
(3 DOS o -03 — GO
IS “ %*10^ - 2 0 X X 1 0^ J7
n % >^ \o^ - 2 X ( 1~ I 0 1
-*3x10^ R X lO^ VC I O
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T A B L E  4 (Contd.)
When u3 is far from uS^then the sequence diverges and 
oscillates such that, for values of l3 on one side of co^ ^ 
the coefficients oscillate with A in one sense, but 
on the other side of lo^they oscillate in the opposite 
sense. As we get closer to more terms of the
sequence converge and in this way we calculate 
to any desired accuracy. We find that in order to get 
convergence for the first seven terms of the sequence 
we require Lo^ .^ to fourteen figures, which is on the 
limit of the accuracy of the computations and so we 
are unable to find more than the first seven coefficients 
of the Fourier series. In their case Cross & Van Hoven 
found it much easier to obtain convergence.
Results:
The general shape of the dispersion relation, 83“ 
against k , is shown in Figure (25) page 160, for the 
values I and 1 and/2 = 10^. Since we have
followed the method of Cross & Van Hoven in calculating 
w  it is interesting to compare the similarities and 
differences between the two sets of results.
Qualitatively, the shape of the graph is similar,
with w  - o at k ~o and k % TT and with one maximum value 
of CO in between. For small values of k  we find that the 
value of w  is close to Ik S in agreement with their 
results ( C r o s s  & V a n  H o v e n , 1971) and the original 
analytic ones of Furth et.al. (1963, Appendix D).
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Fi^ u^re (25). The variation of cj, the growth rate of the 
tearing mode Instability, with k , the wave number of the 
perturbation, for several values of S  » the ratio of the 
resistive time scale to the Alfvenic time scale.
161, j
We find that
, t o   ^ 1 o'- a
O ‘ (s>12.- \ S / S -
I S 5°^"' A  =
/s -
results and those of Cross & Van Hoven for small values 
of h , we would find in practice that the frequency at 
which the T.M.I, occurred would, in our case, be faster 
than theirs for a given value of S by up to an order of 
magnitude.
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—  _____ . ~— •As k Increases, co becomes less than C. Vz. S }  ^ |
■Iagain in agreement with Cross & Van Hoven, But our 
maximum value for Co is somewhat larger than their value 
and it occurs at a value of \z , k say, which depends
on/3 but is independent, of S (when /g = (  ^ for instance,
. C ross & Van Hoven find instead that 
kyvLA/y decreases as S increases. The dependence of 
on y2 is drawn on Figure (26), page 162,
For given values of S and y2> there is a maximum value
of to , to say, which has been plotted in Figure (27) â
So that, as /3 is reduced, 1 3 falls equally for all 
values of S> considered, 4
Cross & Van Hoven find that
= ^ - l 4 - S  C S > l o )
'    O '  Sand Furth et.al, (1963) found that 4o c< S , 
which is in reasonable agreement. The frequency that 
is likely to occur naturally is the fastest growing one |
so that, although there is close agreement between our
12
10
8
6
2
0
Figure (26), The dependence of the value of k
at the maximum of an To 
(Figure (25)), as a function ofyQ , the ratio of the gas to the
magnetic pressure.
curve for a given
m ax /3=10
Log S ^10
Fleure (27), The variation of tO the maximum value of wI ,
for a given value of S  > on the CtJ( [^ ) curve, Figure (25) page 160 
with S  > the ration of the resistive diffusion time scale to the 
Alfvenic time scale, for several values o f ^  , the ratio of the 
gas to magnetit pressure?
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Figure (28), The dependence of w  , the maximum value of Xj 
for a given value of S , on the C>(f<) curve, Figure (25), pare 160 
onyS the ratio of the gas to magnetic pressure, for two values 
of S , the ratio of the resistive diffusion time scale to the 
Alfvenic time scale.
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The way in which the value of y3 affects W  wvoyx 
is shown in Figure (28) page l64, for S. - I o'^ and 
we stopped the calculation when ^  i , because
then condition (3.8) is no longer valid, i.e. co 0^.
A possible reason why is an increasing function of
for constant S , is as follows. In the works of 
Furth et. al. and Cross & Van Hoven, ^  is found in 
terms of CS/" , an average value of ^ calculated 
/ from (3.24) using average values of density and 
resistivity. But in our case when ^  ^ \  ^ S ,
defined at the edge of the sheet, is not an average value. 
From the definition in (3.24) we see that S oC 
where is the density at the edge of the sheet and 
is related to the value fo at the centre by
^  /^/c\+/s^ .
Thus , and hence S , is only an average value when 
/3 >\ > while with /cc j the average value ^ S>
is much less than S . The effect of reducing /g 
is therefore to reduce the average value 4. S ^  
and so we would expect from Furth et. al. and Cross 
& Van Hoven, that co would be reduced also. That 
this effect is occurring in our case is confirmed, in 
part, by the fact that it is only when yS I that w  
is reduced substantially from its largeyg results, as 
shown in Figure (28), page I6 4 .
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To summarize, we find that our T.M.I. results are 
qualitatively similar to those of previous authors, but 
that we find significantly higher maximum values of 
CO . The differences are due to the different 
equilibrium magnetic field taken in each case. In our 
work the equilibrium field structure is that of a current 
sheet, whereas the others were considering a sheared 
magnetic field of constant magnitude.
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We have so far considered a simple equilibrium current 
sheet structure, which we refer to as model A and which 
has a constant temperature throughout the sheet. In 
reality, however, the temperature may well vary greatly 
across the sheet, its form being determined by an energy 
equation, whose most important terms may vary 
considerably from one situation to another. The method 
we are employing demands that the equilibrium variables 
have fairly simple forms, but an alternative structure, 
which we can treat and which we refer to as model B, 
possesses a constant density , so that its
temperature varies with ^ in order to preserve constancy 
of total pressure. Furthermore, we are able to 
demonstrate below that model B gives a growth rate that 
is independent o f ^  and is identical with that already 
found f o r ») with model A. In the model we have 
considered, in section 3.1,for the T.M.I. the zero 
order equilibrium variables are
“ C(yv\s"t cx^rv't ,
f. " h / p r C o
h - G ■ s i V. i o Cv ■ K .-pVi
loo
3.2.: AM ALTERNATIVE EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURE ,v'HSH /3 » \__(contd.)
?-Tt IPoIn the limit yS 
to
»
Tk - constant,
these equations reduce':
BSTT ■
t  K / r t „ >
>^ 0 '“ k X- 10II L  K .-T- V7
MODEL A
= G>c I "A
MODEL B
, J o • Cv.
Consider now^the model 
/ "T-o = T.ly,) ,
K  ’ >
- COVNSto/V^ -t ,
Ho " Govx&to/wt. ,
Bo " Ba. ~  ^
We can show that for any positive^ , model B gives the
same growth rate for the T.M.I, that model A gives
whenyS » \ . For model A, the linearized equations (3.10)
to (3 .1 5 ); with the perturbed variables proportional
to 6 ^ ^  , reduce to the following .set, in the limit /3 »  I .
(3 • l&lf  ° ,
X  ~ o  > 
P,  ^<=> j 
° ,
OJ B, = Z/. Cv, ^
(3 3 1)
Ll-ix)
+ 13 33)
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so that (3,32) and (3.33) determine Bj and V., .
An alternative way to derive (3,28) to (3.33) is to 
make the incompressibility assumption, 51 » Y.) = o 
based on previous work. The ^ component of the curl 
of (3,33) then becomes
w  L  i  • [ 2
+ B j j  ) (-3-3V)
wl... ^
and (3 .3 2); (3.34) and (3.35) can be solved for 
B1 , Vlx and Viy.
For model B on the other hand, the linearized equations
w twith the perturbed variables proportional to c 
become
f, = O  ,
+ I y,. 9)-TG = O , C b -3 7)
- R r»T, , C3-38)
~ o , (.11^)
w 6 ,  - V ^  V, ^  Bo') - , U'U-o')
= -I'P, , U - m )
1
I
3.2.: AM ALTERNATIVE EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURE k'HEN I (Contd.)
80 that (3.37), (3.38), (3 .4 0) ahd (3.41)' determine Ti,pi,Bic
and Vi . However, the equations for V, and I
can be decoupled from the rest by taking the % component |
of curl (3.41) and using 2..VL,= o . This gives
w U r e  ° > 13-^3^
j so that we can solve (3.40), (3.42) and (3.43) for 
B\ ) Vix (xvmJl and then solve (3.37) and (3.38)
for T, and . The equations for and V,
in the two models A and B are identical, so the values 
of cvv\(K and the resulting frequency will
be the same. It is only the resulting perturbed 
pressure and density which differ.
The advantages of Model A over Model B are that one 
does not need to impose the condition V .V ^ - o 
and a more realistic value of the resistivity is assumed. 
Model B however holds for all values of ^  .
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In the results of the T.M.I. we found that, as yg 
is reduced from 10^, the frequency falls in value.
The question arises as to whether this reduced frequency 
still corresponds to  the T . M . I ,  It certainly cannot be 
one of the other two resistive instabilities, the 
rippling mode and the gravitational mode, because the 
former requires a gradient in the equilibrium resistivity, 
.and the latter requires a gravitational force, both of 
which are not included on the m odel. However, it is 
necessary to demonstrate that an infinite conductivity 
instability is not playing a part. To do this we show 
that, when ” O , th e  plasma is stable to th e  perturbations 
we prescribe.
We first solved, numerically, equations (3.18) to (3*23) 
with " o f but found no convergence for the 
coefficients of the Fourier series taking several values 
of S> and o ^ w  ^ S . This suggests that the 
configuration is stable to perturbations of the form (3*17). 
For confirmation of this numerical result we next calculated 
o3 analytically when h ~o . Equation (3.11) and 
curl (3*12) become, When the effects of resistivity are—Iignored by neglecting term s of o rd e r  S ;
‘^y-O
o/wck ) “ o , ' k-S)
where a dash represents differentiation with respect to
F  = V < x  •
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Then, using (3.1) for , we find
c5 + -n^  = o , U-^b')
i; - ( . V - t t- W  o.
The solution to (3*47) for “ Vo. ~ - V% with this
boundary condition is
where A is constant. Now in (3.46) at — o 
we have
lü5 +TT'^ ') Bv. =• O ,
s° that ô 5 i - T T " - 0
or - O  cck. - o .
If we take (3>^"=- o at 1^- o as the solution, then 
(3.48) implies f\ ~ O , so that for all ^
in th e  rar£ 3 ^ ^
If we choose the solution = o then (3.46) implies
O in  that range and so we get the simple 
uninformative solution to (3.44) and (3,45). Thus 
more generally UJ = -TT^ . However, this value
In this section we are following the description o f  
section 3*1 as closely as possible to see if there is |
instability when resistivity is ignored. In th a t  
section we assume that 6^ is symmetric about - o ^ So |
/ the boundary condition is
i
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of W does not satisfy ( 3 . 8 ) ,  and so there are no 
instabilities in this model which have tim e  scales 
much less than th e  diffusion time scale and are unstable 
tothe particular perturbations taken.
Although there is no instability in this case, it has 
been shown that a T.M.I, does exist when l| = O 
if we use the complete Ohm's la w . Furth e t . a l .  suggested 
and Cross (1972) has shown, that the inertial terms in 
'^the generalized Ohm's law support the electric field 
driving the current, and th u s , give rise to  a T.M.I,
Our analysis, and the computations, indicate th a t  there 
is no T.M.I. when r e s i s t i v i t y  is zero, that is susceptible 
to the perturbations taken  h e re , so that we are left with 
the conclusion that the frequencies calculated in the 
previous section are those o f  the T .M .I . .r e d u c e d  when yg 
is red u ced . It is possible for instability to occur 
if other perturbations are chosen, in particular if the 
neutral sheet is perturbed by a wave form in th e  3L 
direction it is unstable to the in te rc h a n g e  mode (Uchida 
and Sakurai, 1977).
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In this section we investigate the stability of the 
equilibrium magnetic field (3.1) with a constant 
component superimposed transverse to the sheet, namely
(3.49)
We also suppose that
Tc - Constant. ,
Vjo - k S3, X L
1
To*'’-
o
Oyv^ to = tfo-To .
The equilibrium force balance between the pressure 
gradient and Lorentz force,has components
I to + = o , 1 3 -St')
3
t r  . (3-SZ)
Equations (3.52) and (3.50) imply a density gradient 
in the X. direction. In order to be able to solve the 
equations using the Fourier series technique of Cross 
and Van Hoven, no such gradients of the equilibrium 
variables in the X direction are allowed. However, this 
density gradient is ignorable if in the continuity equation
hf:
^ Xfo »  V 3) Pc l3 S3)
But -L C>X Bo. X ~ \ Bt r STT bx a ^ a
“i ^B-5 2.)  ^ /bo (.3-5 3) I e s
U J— B-t ^TT
1 r
3.U. : T.K.I. IN A CURRENT SHEET a'ITH A TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD
(Contd,)
ËS. EC s k  .Sc %TT
In other words, we are restricted to transverse fields 
so small that the scale for pressure variations along the 
sheet exceeds the wavelength of the instability.
The pressure balance in the y direction, (3.51), then 
gives
where /3 =
%T><x
Also, as before, we require the time scale of the 
instability to be much shorter than the diffusion time 
scale of the equilibrium magnetic field (3.49) so
»  TT*
The linearized equations for the perturbed variables 
are, as given in the first section, (3.10) to (3.15). 
Following the method used in that section we write each 
of the perturbations in the form
where F C. O  is a Fourier sine or cosine series.
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Either ^
r\-o
oo_____________
_  = I  F^Goo T  - S')
n = o
depending whether the particular variable is assumed 
to be symmetrical or anti-symmetrical. The Fourier 
transform of (3*10) to (3.15), together with the 
I equilibrium conditions (3.50) and (3.54), gives a set 
of equations for the Fourier coefficients .
By contrast with the case = O , it is necessary to 
allow to be complex so that (3.57) and (3.56) imply
^ [_Ccok>c kx .
The need for both CcoKx S > t x  variations
when 6^ ^ o can be seen as follows. Previously, 
with j we had which implied
that i^ t^) is proportional to kx. and that
all the other variables are proportional to either 
Co3 kx or kx . However, when O , '
and so an extra CcoF><. variation is needed for
The case can be obtained from the present case by
imposing the extra boundary condition j ^ '
which eliminates either cm- F  ^  .
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The form of the perturbations taken is thus,
00
^  an=.o ^
oo
r\~ù
[jo
c<okx L  C' v\=o
CO
oo "s
+ Swvk>. L  (n~o J
VO n\i^
n ~o
r 0»
'^i>. 1 Ccokx Z. C-VO ^
A- Ss vwk^ 2_ ^ X I %\r\-o
n-o
oo
'-b S vvnW  ^  V^ ,. ^ Bvv\ 1 ). CL A = 0
oo nTTw^f  X)A') = Ocokx I  ?R„ cV n= o OL
CO
zn“ o
nTT K 7
- J
oo
I
r \ - o
'Tr , Cco CX
oo
L  c „  an=o
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iThe equations for the Fourier coefficients are j
^  An " Aj V5c.tvv Ax i c .  L  L v \  “  X )  ^
+ \aA^V^p^y^ 4r n A ^  C Cnti") , l % " 5  8) |
f i v i  ~ A t  Vjcan A x  L ^ > c ( X L v \ * x )  K v x - X ) ~ \
+ n + n , U  • 5 3) |
I
B.cRn - ''^bRl^-C''B,n+l%,(n4.,>"-TA3hBin+\4^AnlB3n 3 C 3 ■ G O) J
r . IB s c L n  L^«^uv^r\i-i) J  n  B,,i * L   ^ +  I ^  ^  C S  ' (> 0  , i
Ac,Vx.^n + C Lv\ +  ^ Cn-i)l ^ f Rn  ^ A-]~F‘Rn*'' A^LTacA+o)
O = Ag + At t-''4cR(.yvn1 '* - k Tcn " A-,TLn ~ -%
0 - ^ 5  t A(,L^^Rin+Rl -t fRn"^^R.n^ H A., L'T^RCn + z) |
%
+To,Ln..%ll LAixn + " %x.R(n-i)lA,xn+ ^ ]  3 t 3 ‘ D 4);;j
o -  Ag + A(, L  ^ In h A,^ 1 A„ [Ttln+IL') i
+ I LLn-3.1^ + Bx.1 (.n^ U L  A,%n - B^cLln-uC A,q,n ’ l3  (oS)
A iH.  ^ R.tni-a') ”“ Cn + 2,') +- C<^+X) TT V  ^  ( nt x')  ^ C'^-Cb') -
A U{* Ft (,n 4r %) ~ “ It 7;»(_  ^y \  +  4- ln + %) u V^tlni-%) ? C3-Cl) -
CoUc^e Cae {'['V.c.iC/vvts A I  To A  lit «Vvool Bin o ^ d  B Oxt
C7Y\ ^ I 5 6 J tW\ci
_ -IT S B t / B _B ^ n ~ —  “” 't "x T~60 + k* + Cnir)
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The Fourier series representations (3.57) are periodic Ï
over a width 2a, but we are interested only in the region 
O C: ^ /z " Conditions of symmetry or
anti-symmetry about can be Imposed, as in the
B-t =- O case, where the effect was to restrict n to
either odd or even values. For consistency with the
= 0 case, we assume that VxLn , 
a n d t a k e  only odd values and only even values
of n .
We now assume that this even or odd nature is retained 
in these terms when ^ ^ • For simplicity we
assume , fin ^nd take only
odd values of a ,
These conditions split the equations (3.58) to (3.6?) 
into two independent sets, one of which can be solved for
Vxl , , fa , T t ,  Bxl and
while the other can be solved for ^ ^  a.  ^  ^^ ft ^
"T'x J cumcl • We shall now solve for the first
group only and, indeed, it can be shown that the 
solution for the other group gives ^ ~ ^ »
while Bxn ■ remains complex, so that it is through B % 
that Bt affects the T.M.I. When these conditions are 
applied to (3.58) to (3.67) we find
^Rn ^  ^ '^1 L I Ln-G'O LA-*a.'> 1
X^RCn-v\') - ^  a f r\-I C a 4 i) (,^ 4
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B x l n  =  V x L n   ^ ) 1 %  7 0 )  ;
o  =  A s  V x i , ,  -»• A t ,  L  ^
■*■ A t T'n.n + Ag L  "T’aCn-i-xl
+ A,[ , U-7'î
o  ^  A s  I
■*■ A,p ' n.A A„ 'n.i.«-iil y^.a.tv\+o t-A:ia
'*' L  A.i,, + , 1 7 . - 7 1 1  :f\4V
Equations (3.68) to (3.73) can be solved for
\.'v.v\-vTO )  ^n.LY\-4'%) ) 7 > BxLv%
once the starting values have been specified. (We
already know that Bxa© ~ ^  because
is antisymmetric in about = O ) . . As ^ in the = O
case we may put ' -- 1 , U - 7  4)
since the amplitude of j
the perturbations is arbitrary. Also the incompressible i-icondition gives |
S rZ  " 5  ■ Lt-7S) j
I 17.13.) ike/v\ wv,p»e^ "Pn'O. ■) .
lei. i
;
■'}I
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Equations (3.68) to (3*73) are then solved for the |.1coefficients of the Fourier series for several values fiof n . As before we search for the value of CO ’I■|at which the series converge, this being the value at |gwhich the instability occurs. I1iResults
,6
4
J'
In this problem we consider only the case yS ~ | O  
but, as shown in section 3.2, it gives the same growth 
rate as model B in which ^ and are both constant, andyg 
takes any value.
The variation of w  with k is the same as in the 6^"  ^  
case (Figure 25) page 160, except that increasing 
moves the whole curve down without changing it in any 
other way. The curves thus have a maximum frequency
which we draw in Figure (29) page 182, as a 
function of B t ; f o r  B <= lo'^. We see that
for a given S , when is small enough (much less
than S ^) tu^ ^^ i^s constant, o3o say, and we find that
 -- , V Ç. O • bCsl = 2.1 S , 1 & 7 G )
the same variation that was found when 8.^  - o ^ 
in section 3.1 . IAn order of magnitude calculation indicates that the tearing
mode instability is unaffected if Bj is small enough. The 4effect of is to allow the transport of energy across 1
the sheet by Alfven waves, so if the growth rate of the ]
tearing mode instability is very much greater than the growth 
rate of the transport of energy across the sheet then B. |■Iwill not affect the tearing mode instability, h
8 9ln ^ 1
7
6
5 = 1 0
5
3
2 4 3 -1-2
F 9 !'1
Figure (29). The variation of 6Jmax the maximum growth rate
of the tearing mode instability in a neutral current sheet 
with a component of magnetic field, Bj., transverse to the neutral 
line, as a function of where the constant, B n  » the'a -'Qvalue of the magnetic field strength at the edge of the neutral 
current sheet.
The curves are drawn for several values of S , the ratio of 
the diffusion time scale to the Alfvenic time scale.
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The time scale for energy transport by Alfven waves across 
the sheet isT ^  and the time scale for the tearingAt 'At
mode instability with o , is, from Furth et al (1963)
"C ~ 1 where tr_ is the diffusion time scale and. T aThv 0 Ao '
the Alfven time scale when - o „ The effect of 
is ignorable if
Vao V VAO
This order of magnitude calculation is confirmed in
Figure (29), page 182, where the tearing mode instability
is unaffected when ^ S
We did not calculate the variation of w^^with 6 1
for ^  ^ 10% because then & I so that
is not very much greater than « and the diffusion of the
equilibrium magnetic field becomes important.
As is increased we find that w  falls in value
until to —  where the method breaks down because the Moot
T.M.I. time scale is approximately equal to the diffusion 
time scale of the equilibrium magnetic field. When
Targe enough, decreases linearly
with B^/ on the log-log plot. Further, the linear 
curve that is approached is independent of S ; it has the 
equation ( f D. /n \ ]
) U - 7 7 1■= Z Ç  ^ 1
6(x. '3.^ /,
and ( 8 t / i  - = o -1 4- from the intersection
of the curve in Figure (29), page 182 with the log^^ % $
(Vxis .
1C4. ^
3
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As 0>i. / a is increased, so co falls in value and the question 
arises as to what value of cr’vb say, inhibits
the tearing mode. The answer depends on whether we want the
value of Bf/ which reduces T3 to a certain fixed value co , 
say, or the value which reduces c^^o a certain fraction of 
say W o  I S)/ n '
In the first case, suppose to, is less than 10 , then the graph 
in Figure (29) is linear, independent of S , and so from (3.77) 
the minimum value of 8.^  which inhibits the tearing mode is given
by -72')
Or, in the limit as oo, approaches I,
OKit / B <x “ Old- .
In the second case, we require the value of 0,^
which makes unequal to '7^ , or from (3.76),
Fi ' (3.79)
Now provided n >  3 we can use (3.77) to estimate co,r*\0/>c
SO (3.79) reduces to 
— O lh " z
3 2 o
Again, when exceeds the tearing mode can be said to be
significantly inhibited by the presence of the transverse field
1 p5.
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U - 2 1 )K + 'è. J ^ > a
V f 8 E  ■*■ C > ^ o  E  1
where B and are constants. This magnetic field 
satisfies the equilibrium condition that
£ a  L  C  2 - S o ' l  K  S o l  •= O
in a piecewise manner. The equilibrium velocity q 
is assumed to be zero.
The linearized equations, from (3.11) and curl (3.12)  ^
for small perturbations V., and j are
- 2  -T , C.B-SO
fc|,C2^y,r3^2A[(,'2.A8,VS,^-UA8>Usl , l.B-23')
Bi ~ Z.y.\ ~ o .
If we next assume V_, and B\ to be proportional to
cOt: 4. L k y. the (^component (3.82) gives
The method used in this section is based on the 
analysis of the T.M.I, by Priest (1969) in which the 
growth rate is calculated for an equilibrium magnetic 
field that has no transverse field component.
We approximate the equilibrium current sheet magnetic %
field by
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while the ^ component of (3 .8 3) reduces (after using 
(2 .8 5) and (3 .8 4 )) to
u  - ' f  %
Bu f è} W  (PIT %y^ o\
-b A "  dTn- " — ;tvTTCof ^
In terms of the diniensionless variables
(3.86)
B j Vu^  " ~ Lkt,p,  ^ k -  ^ uj = u) t:(%. I
Cm ToJ-/,^  ,  ^ I
the two equations (3.85) and (3.86) for and I
become _  / I
1'' :: 1 =» + k U  + -k A  ^   ^ l 3  iL h. o *
7 ^  11 + - I "  V ^ ( |  + q . - )  - c l  S’- i ;  i
7 1 ? - Bio)
- A  L  ) (3 .8 8 )
where a dash denotes differentiation with respect to , 
Equations (3*87) and (3.88) can be solved for 
and for given values of w  , (z and S « Solutions 
are obtained in two regions, an outer region ( ^  ^  ) ;J
and an inner region ( o c c 6.^  ) and then matched |
at the boundary ( "^  %: 6^ ) . In the outer region the
resistive terms are neglected so that the magnetic field 
is ’’frozen into” the plasma, whiJe on the inner region 
diffusion is important.
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It is because of diffusion that the magnetic field can 4
reconnect across the neutral sheet and allow the T.M.I. I
to occur, so that it is in the inner region that the 3
small transverse field component, 8^^ , will have most -I
influence on the instability* In order to simplify |
the analysis, while still retaining the essential y
elements, we shall assume that B^o Ts so small that 
it does not influence the dynamics in the outer region 1
but still remains important in the inner region, %
Outer Region: ( >  <Lo ) 'IIn this region where diffusion is unimportant we |
neglect terras of order VS, in (3,87) and (3.88), which become
B'i ■ Czv I - + v,^  6 ^ 0 + B y  ^
A  liZ “ o k  B y  "o) OJ) — — f 7
- Ü. [v^ 1 B y  A  • ]
In general B<^  and are complex, L say, I
so rewriting (3,89) and (3.90) in their real and imaginary 
parts, assuming o3 and k  are r e a l  (i.e. we are looking for !
a purely growing i n s t a b i l i t y  which is susceptible to  a 4
perturbation-with an oscillatory X variation), we find g
, (3.91) Ik
S’il “ W  t k b  A-  ^ (3.92)
k
^  . V  ^ s ; , !  B y  + ^  I -  B _  - B:o) i
+ \  [ V u  ^ 4  v^. 1 ^ 3 jo  ^ ( 3 . 9 3 )
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I ? ” ’ %  (.o a „ -  %,„)
k L v : .  .Î3 w  J . (3.94)
To ignore the effect of in (3.91) to (3.94) 
we require
, (3.95)
provided the real and imaginary parts of each
component are the same in order of magnitude. But from
(3.81) the minimum value of 8 ,^  ^ in the outer region is j 
so (3 .9 5 ) becomes
B y  A  •
With this assumption (3.91) and (3.93) become
—  tf_______________ _where Exo -o except ^  ~ ^  • They are then
decoupled from (3*92) and (3,94) which Have the same 
forms.
Elimination of between (3.96) and (3.97) gives
The solution of (3.98) which becomes zero as ^ -oo 
is __ _
r (X ^ S v-aK k*f\ ■'* /3, CcoU W u  , 9: ^  ^  I
B, = <
oi e.x 1p> L" ^ ^
where the constants of integration, (X,and yg, are found 
in terms of D(, by the following two conditions at ^  - 1 :
1F9.
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-------r'TRÂNbTûTSË'RÂGNËnTT?^^
(i) Su is continuous ,
O-V V V 0 +
In other words, substituting for cK^ and y3>,
i
I- 5 1Condition (ii) is a result of (3.98) and the definition
of By-c 3.81}  ^together with the fact that ^ ko is 
roughly constant when is close enough to unity.
These two conditions give
cK. I - oC ^ C-coU "* ^
h,
/3 , ~ L  ^ ^ Swvlx w.~i .
Assuming symmetry about the neutral line so that
evaluate the quantity
Û = (^ 5 ^  ) - ( . Z ( ^ ’
/ S ,  i
,s
ik C I - h.- 'g. W x U  h)  ^ (3.99)
k - C. \ tô^L V%.
or, in the limit ^  cc \ ^  • (3 .1 0 0) ^ k_
Inner Region: ( ^ )
Define new variables Vu^  I. h- 6 /dl ^
where
Equations (3.89) and (3.90) then become, with 6  ^
13.102) .
%
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C V',^ 2- ^ ,  (3 .1 0 3)L
where a dot denotes differentiation with respect to .
(3 .1 0 2) and (3 .1 0 3 ) determine and Vv^  in the inner
region, whereas in the outer region the révélant equations 
are (3.89) and (3.90), which reduce when 
to (3.96) and (3 .9 7 ), together with the corresponding 
' equations for the imaginary parts. In terms of the inner 
region variables, the latter become
k"- 6%  (3.104)
(3.105)
At "i^ ^ , the boundary between the inner and outer
regions, equations (3 .1 0 2), (3 .1 0 3), (3 .1 0 4) and (3 .1 0 5) 
all apply. From them we can deduce a lower limit 
for 6 o/£ as follows,
C^*103,') cwvA 1.1' I O 5 ) oX ^  , arÇ. o-|o|o ny-x: im
, (3.106)
and ~  ^  ‘ (3 .1 0 7)
Since (3.106) and (3.10?) apply simultaneously we need
( t ) ' »
(3.108)
and
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If, for instance, we choose - i , then (3.108) gives
lo I  ,
which gives an upper bound on the value of B^ ^^ for which 
our method works.
Now let to = %=r~^  , so that the equations (3.102) and\x(3.103) become
s. ■=• I w  b -V C3 e  , (3.109)
_   » JL _
+ ^  " V  ) ) (3.110)
%  - J ‘A
i\- 'oVtj = I k ’' + V 4.) - y
. ' Îwhich give, after eliminating B«^ , 1
C ( - % )  = I
"  %  k  ^ + V. ^  a  4.S . ;^ 4- t / 3' Z b !
We note that,even although R^ c, can be ignored in the I
outer region, its presence is required in the inner 
region, since at some point there becomes less than B . 
Equation (3.111) is solved for , following the 
method of Furth et al. (1963), by assuming - constant 
across the inner region. The boundary condition for
(3 .1 1 1) are
(a) V(^  is antisymmetric so that o at o ^
(b) is continuous at the inner-outer region boundary,!
8° %  I #  -) - \  I T„ from (3.105)'?
(c) Bu, is symmetric, so that P>v\ - o at u - o  |0 e* o O  ^ 7^
or by (a) and (3,110) \J.^ - O ^  - o  .
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The solution to (3.111) is found as a series
Vw ~
under the assumptions (i) % constant % \ ] )
(ii) \B\ \ j
(iii) 1 UJ> >
( iv ) k  ^Ou) ,
the latter two of which are justified later.
I The result is
(3.112) ]
-  ^ 1 % :  -  3  "  ; I
- K ' % . ' i ^ 1 ) ^ I T  +  T 1 %. - i ^ • ( 3 . 1 1 3 )  ?
Now the inner and outer regions are matched by requiring 
that the quantity , estimated in (3 .1 0 0)for the outer 
region, has the same value here. The real part of 
(3 .1 0 9) gives, using ,
K . ■ .
SO that, from (3 .1 1 2) and ( 3 . 1 1 3 ) ,  we find 
= 2, ( ^  \
-  1C3 6 ./H) i + ib (rO-lbU + ÏÔ r/i.«')]
Z. W
I. "i. i
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The condition that 6 ^ be continuous at the boundary 
between the inner and outer regions means that we must i
equate the values of & given by (3 .1 0 0) and (3.114), 
which in the limit \ gives the dispersion relation
- J s k  (3.115)
/ where to /Cu-h?”S^) from (3.101). We note
that provided ÜS k 1 , the effect of increasing
in (3.115) is to make w  decrease. The maximum value 
of w  atly-o, Is (3 .1 1 6 )
which compares with Furth et al, (1963) who get w  
proportional to .
The solution (3.115) is no longer valid when k is too small. 
In deriving "the growth rate we assumed that is  constant 
in  the in n e r  region, which is true if the length scale 
over which varies is greater than the width of the c
inner region. In other words ?
I
e ”  ' ■ (3.117)
But according to (3.100), when I ,  ^ ^
so the condition (3.117) becomes
wtt/x I a \ ^ “b  ,
Thus k  > 1 6
o-r H  > (. U-ïô/s''-') . (3.lie)
(3.118) and (3 ,1 1 6) imply that
" W  ^ s'''" . b ' l M )
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Thus by (3.101), to -= ^ ^ '
and so we see that assumption (iii) is justified 
provided (ii) is valid.
From (3.116), (3.118) and (3.119) we have
 ^ .
Since S \  this implies that
1 ^ A» CO ^ ^  S ,
so that the instability frequency lies between the 
resistive diffusion and Alfvén wave frequencies.
This implies,from section 1.3,that the plasma is 
incompressible provided ^
SThus we find that the dispersion relation for the tearing 
mode instability in a neutral current sheet with a 
transverse component of magnetic field is
L ' (3.115) ^ Vk e  1-2
where
e" = '= /  Ck.
Thss assumptions made to derive this relationship are
(l) Bwc. which gives the maximum value of
k  So for which the solution is valid!;
( 2 ) k.  ^ \ ^
(3) IÜ3 6? b'i Lit ,
(4) \h'^ \ - 6 )^ ^ ^   ^ )
(5) ~ constant ^ i n  the inner region.
(6 ) h. > X f e  - ( ^ 4 - .  I
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We can see the approximate behaviour of UJ 
with if we assume u> is almost equal to j
given in (3 .1 1 6), and then substitute w  with co 
in the right hand side of (3.115). This gives
I
oqtu %
to 4" \l  ^ V
. ^ " MS J
We differentiate this equation with respect to \x 
to see if there are any turning points
(3.120) §
to s
I \ . X ontuEuol  ^  ^ It ' Buo B% i/¥ to lb VO \ % "k m/K,
-  + ^oUfeS)Ik'/:
j^/ç n Z
i %
so that there are no turning points and ^  ^ O
implying that the maximum value of w , ^ mcvy say, occurs 
at the smallest value of k  . This is, from (3.118)
:/bk  •
or k YV\ W\
I*. UJ /
\ ' z /
Substituting this value of k into (3.120) gives
/ -  W ,
s"/lu
<vva/5< /
so we see that gradually falls as 6 ^^ increases,
but that U5vv\Qyx does not reach %ero for finite values 
of , unlike the more accurate numerical solution
found in section 3 .4 .
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In this chapter we examine the T.M.I. in a current sheet 
and compare the results with those derived by Cross &
Van Hoven (1971) for the T.M.I. in a sheared magnetic 
field of constant magnitude. We find that the growth 
rate can be much larger in our case. We also examine 
the effect of a transverse component, , of the magnetic 
field on the T.M.I. in a current sheet and show that, if 
is large enough, the instability is significantly 
inhibited.
In section 3.1, we calculated the growth of the T.M.I. 
in a neutral current sheet using a method devised by 
Cross & Van Hoven (1971). In the equilibrium current isheet we assume a pressure balance across the sheet 1
with temperature constant, so that the density will vary 1
to keep the total pressure constant. We assume that |
there is no equilibrium velocity, and that there are no j
energy sources or sinks, so that the temperature remains
constant during the instability. The equilibrium magnetichÏ-fielddecays'by diffusion and so we require the instability #
time scale to be much less than the diffusion time scale. !The equilibrium is then perturbed by a small quantity so
that, by ignoring products of the small perturbations, the !Iequations are linearized. The perturbations take the form |
J#
1
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where Ç is represented by the sum of a cosine or sine 
Fourier series, e.g.
Tfje Fourier transformed, linearized equations can then 
be solved to give a recurrence relationship for the 
Fourier coefficients, . After choosing the initial 
terms, , for the sequence of Fourier coefficients, we 
calculate values for larger tl and show that in general 
they diverge but that for a particular value of frequency 
they converge. This value must then be the growth rate 
of the instability since we require the Fourier series 
to converge. We then calculate the dependence of this 
growth rate, OJ , on the wave number, h. , of the 
perturbation, and show that it is similar to that found 
by Cross & Van Hoven (1971) in their study of a sheared 
magnetic field, and in particular that it has a maximum 
growth rate w  . Our value of is somewhat
larger than theirs and it occurs at a value of ^
w^ hich depends on but not on S * Cross & Van Hoven
find that decreases as S increases. We calculate
the dependence of CO on S for several values of A andmotoc /
find that
— — , - o  * fe> ?
G
for the range of yg considered. I
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This is to be compared with o found by
Cross & Van Hoven, showing that our results can be up to
an order of magnitude larger than theirs since S can be 
as la rg e  as 1 0 ^ °- e f f e c t  o f ^  on is  shown fo r
two values of ^ &nd in both cases we find t h a t , as yS is  
reduced, constant until yS I when f a l l s
l i n e a r l y ,  on the lo g - lo g  scale, asyg is reduced f u r t h e r .
In section 3.1 we considered a model for the neutral 
current sheet in which the temperature, , was constant, 
in section 3.2 we compare this with a model in which 
is varying. In order to keep the equilibrium fairly 
simple we keep the density constant so th a t  varies 
across the sheet to preserve a constant total pressure.
We are able to show that the second model gives the same 
grow th ra te ,in d e p e n d e n t of as the model used in 3.1 
does fo r  y S » l «  This is done by showing that the 
perturbed variables, and Vv ^  satisfy th e
same equations in both models.
The f a c t  that LOy^^falls asyS falls may have been due to 
another, infinite conductivity, instability. But we 
show in section 3.3 that this is not the case. We t r y  
to find the growth rate o f  an instability using the te c h n iq u e | 
o f 3.1 with - O , but are unable to find a value of w  
for which the sequence o f Fourier coefficients conve rge.
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Then we calculated the growth rate analytically, of any 
instability which may occur when ^ -O but again we 
found that, for the types of perturbation considered 
(i.e. those used in 3 ,1 ) there were no instabilities 
with time scales much less than the diffusion time scale. 
Thus we show that the T.M.I, in 3,1 is not influenced 
by any infinite conductivity instability; thii does not 
mean, however, that the current sheet is stable in the 
limit of infinite conductivity and, indeed, Uchida & 
Sakurai (1977) have shown that such instabilities do 
occur if the neutral sheet is perturbed in the 
direction.
In section 3.4. we investigate the T.M.I. in the neutral 
current sheet with a transverse component, > of the 
magnetic field, by using similar techniques to those used 
in 3 ,1 , We calculate the growth rate, To , but only for 
y3 “ 1 , and show that the variation of u) with h, , the 
wave number, is the same as in 3,1 but that, as 
increases, the whole curve is reduced. When S
where the field strength at the edge of the current
sheet in section 3 ,1 , we find that does not affect the 
problem and we get the results found in 3,1. However, 
when Ts large enough, W ^  , the maximum value of uJ
in the curve, is proportional to I
3.6.: SUMMARY (Contd.)
As is increased then w falls in value and the question 
arises as to what value of  ^ ortt 8&y, inhibits 
the T.M.I. The value of B^vdiich reduces w  to 1 is
O'Yb . The value of B^which reduces the 
value of w  when  ^ (Uo say, to some fraction of this
value e.g. , is given by
o - vTiT Bck O- -a^ vg
In both cases, when B exceeds Btcrrb > the T.M.I. can be 
said to be significantly inhibited by the presence of the 
transverse field.
Finally, we consider an analytic treatment of the T.M.I. 
in a current sheet with a transverse component of the 
magnetic field. The equilibrium magnetic field is
& %  k \  , \ ^ ck
B X 4. j \^>(X
"* B  ^  ^ j ^ - <x
where B and are constants. As in section 3.4 we 
Ignore energy sources and sinks, assume that the 
equilibrium temperature is constant and the equilibrium 
velocity is zero. Also we assume that the fluid is 
incompressible during the instability, which we later 
show is allowable if >> '/$ «
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The equilibrium is then perturbed by a small amount and, 
by ignoring products of these small te rm s , we derive the 
linearized equations for these p e r tu r b a t io n s .
The solution is found in two re g io n s ; an outer region 
where the field i s  " fro B e n -in to %  the plasma so that 
resistivity is neglected and an inner region where the 
field diffuses through the plasm a. Then the solutions a re  g 
matched at the boundary to establish the dispersion relation! 
between w  and \i with S and 6 ^^ as parameters. In order 
to establish the s o lu t io n  we must make several assumptions 
and in particular that is  v e ry  small^so th a t  it is 
ignored in the outer region but retained in the inner 
region. ;
We find that U) falls as Bu is in c re a s e d , as we found in>40
section 3 .4 , so that the maximum v a lu e , to  !
as found by Furth et al. (1963). A ls o , as k is in c re a s e d
occurs at , where tv L S/ I2,)
we find that W falls, so that the  maximum value, twJ 
occurs at the smallest k allowed by the method, ^ . —
(^L&. w / ^  . .We find that
/ = _______ L ______k 8-0 iviCK/K / Ok 4- B
where a and b are constant fo r  a given value o f  S, so th a t
Lo falls as Bur» in c re a s e s  but does not reach zero fo rVWOvÿC .4^
finite values of  ^ unlike the more accurate numerical
s o lu tio n s  o f s e c tio n  3 .4  where *
iCHAPTER 4
2C2.
■ij
PROMINENCE FORMATION IN A SHEARED MAGNETIC FIELD ^
In this section a simple model is presented for the way that 
prominences may form by a thermal instability in a sheared field. 
The instability occurs for a similar reason to that for thè..heutraj 
current sheet instability, described in chapter 1 . It takes 
place when,
"tu > "tcooi ) (4 .1 )
where ^ ) is the time taken to |
conduct heat into a region, and ^cooi ” /( a f is the I
time taken to radiate heat out of the region, where the -J
constant a = 6.3 x 10^^ sec' (Orrall & Zirker^l96l)
In this case L is the length measured along a field line in a :'Jsheared field. As the field becomes more sheared, so L increases;;
possibly to such an extent th?. ^ (4.1) is satisfied and the :
plasma becomes thermally unstable. !
In the first section we discuss, in detail, the force-free *
magnetic field structure that we will use in this chapter, 4
Such a force-free configuration is valid in the corona only if j
the magnetic field strength is large enough that the gas |
pressure is dominated by the magnetic pressure. 1
In our model we are including the effects of gravity, which, |
in particular, implies that the density decreases with height. j
This reduces the effectiveness witi which the radiative loss !
can try to destabilize the plasma, since the higher a field i
line reaches the larger will be the value of , in (4 .1 ). j
However, for field lines that reach greater heights, the length j:
L increases so that also increases, tending to make the plasma#
unstable. Thus we see that for field lines reaching higher and
higher into the atmosphere both t.., and t : , , increase.'« C-OOl g
' ■ i ■ ■
?(;3.
1
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In section 4.2 we shall, in an order of magnitude calculation, 
investigate the manner in which this ratio changes with height. 
The object is to see if there is a maximum value of 
in excess of unity, which, by (4.1) would imply that the plasma 
is thermally unstable for some height range.
In section 4.3 we investigate in more detail the ideas developed : 
in the order of magnitude calculations of section 4.2. The 
force-free magnetic field structure discussed in 4.1 and the 
plasma are assumed to be in mechanical equilibrium under a s
balance between gravity and a vertical pressure gradient, and |
in thermal equilibrium under a balance between thermal conduction !; 
and radiative loss. We assume the order of magnitude form of | 
this thermal balance that we used when investigating the thermal ! 
instability in a current sheet in chapter 2. For the mechanical 1 
balance we assume that the temperature variations are not !
important, so that the pressure gradient implies that the density 
is reduced with height, thus the density effect discussed in b
section 4.2 is present. The other effect, the increasing |
length scale for thermal conduction^is supplied by increasing i
the shear angle which, as we show in section 4.1, increases the |
length of the field lines. Vve take an aoproximate form for 
the dependence of the length of the field line on the sheer angle |
and solve the equations of mechanical and thermal balance with .1 
the equation of state, for the temperature at the top of a flux g 
tube as a function of h , the height to which that flux tube p
reaches. We show how this variation depends on the shear angle J
and on the value of two other parameters, q and ^ which are defined# 
in terms of the values of the density and temperature at the base 
of the magnetic field region and on the scale length of that region]
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We then look at the same problem in section 4,4, but with 
mechanical heating added to the thermal balance. Again we 
calculate the temperature at the top of the field line as a 
function of the height to which that field line reaches and show 
bov/ this variation depends on the shear angle.
In section 4.5 we examine the problem discussed in section 4,3: 
the thermal equilibrium balance between radiative loss and 
thermal conduction in the force-free field and the mechanical
equilibrium balance between gravity and a vertical gradient
Iin that magnetic field, but, this time, we solve the full 
equations numerically. We are able to find the temperature 
variation along each field line and establish how this 
variation depends on the height to which the field line reaches.
As in section 4.3, we examine the effect of changing the 
shear angle and another parameter of the problem 
In this fashion we are able to confirm, in a more and more 
rigorous fashion, the idea that is developed in section 4 .2 .
;■
2C5.
4.1.: m i_mamni:_Eibmjn:iJicTmE
If, in the magnetostatic equation Z  = 3  
we have
^ ^  \  ^ (4*2)
where y3 -  ^ then it reduces to
(4,3)
This implies that g B B (4.4)
where I SZl  ^ 4 = O ( o< is constant along a magnetic
' field line) . One method that has been used for simplicity 
is to suppose Pi = constant everywhere, so that curl (4 .4 ) 
gives
C B = o  .
In the corona =• X % io“  ^ d^ vAes> ^
from the perfect gas law R Ç T  , ^ i l y. a
and T  “ 1 0^ ^  \< , thus (4 .2 ) becomes B »  o • l (p auss 
which holds in active regions and may also be true near 
quiescent prominences.
Solutions of (4.3), subject to specified shearing motions 
is very difficult in general. We circumvent this 
problem by looking for simple solutions, which have the 
form of a sheared field in which prominences may form. 
Suppose that 6  -- (à 4 x, , then (4.3) may be written
£  C'a B’-') - tg.V) 6 .which has components
(4.5)
4,1.: THE MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURE (Contd,)
Now, in particular, search for solutions in which 
Bx ~ A % €L ” t
flxCco Ky . (4 .6 )
6 j, - So kx e ,
where f - k?" ~ oC" , so that vanishes at X - — h, igand &:g, vanishes at X ~ O as indicated in Figure (30a), page 20? . f 
Also field lines in the X-Z plane are straight lines as 
, shown in Figure (30b) page 202 Thus the field will rise 
if the foot-pointa in the photosphere have a shearing i
motion parallel to the y-axis in such a way that the shear 
in velocity is linearly proportional to the distance 
from the y-axis. Note, however, that we have no guarantee 
that field with such a linkage of foot-points and the 
normal component, , at the photosphere, is unique.
Substituting (4,6) into (4.5) gives
fv, = “(Vk)
a '
In other words, the field that we take is 
Bx Bo Cco Kx e 9
Bi, ~ 6 o(-\- ^/h) Ctrakx e_ ,
B. Sw,kx . J (t.7)
It was first considered by Nakagawa & Tanaka (1974)
(30a)
5-0-4 -0-3-0-2 -0-1 0 0-1 0 3  0 - 4 k k I
(30b)
Figure 30. a constant (K force-free magnetic field structure given 2 
by equation (4.7) where o( = k Sin ^  . Figure (30 a) shows that I
the magnetic field lines in a vertical plane have an arch |
structure with vertical field lines at the edge of the region, #
TT #X - i  '7ÇT' . A field line that starts a distance X from I
r \X = U 6n the x-axis reaches to a height h. Figure(30 b) shows | 
that the projection of the magnetic field on the x-y plane gives 3
a set of straight lines inclined at an angle 
to the X-axis.
the shear angle, |
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We note from %  - curl , thatiprrB T '
'A3^ -- - k U -  B>. ,
 ^ - k U  - G/hjf >
3, - - k U  - ,
X -  w - l l ’j '  ,
s° - i  Coo
and oC - k Sw\ Y .
Thus, as oC increases in value from zero, where the field 
is potential, to k , so the shear angle, X , goes from 
zero to ^ /i ,
The equation of the field line in the X- %. plane through 
(y.ç, 0^ ) is given by the solution of ~ >
namely
\ p f Ccoky. \
£  - b  Gofxoj .
Thus the maximum height of the field line through ( Xo O )
18
t  " Ç tcfTA (. Coo k-Xo) , (4.P)Je
or
-.= “* C.CcoKxo')
u Cco X
so that the field is a constant-X force-free field with >
inclined at an angle,to the x~axis,of §
 ^ k** - Ç, . The field lines in the x-y plane are
,:7V
4.1.: THE MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURE (Contd.)
We plot from this equation, the graph of the dirnensionless 
variable, (K^/tt)? where, from Figure(30 alpage 207, 
is the width; in the X-Z plane, of the magnetic field 
region, as a function of for several values ofTT
the shear angle , in Figure(31a), page 210, This shows 
how the top of a field line, height h, reaches higher and 
higher as the footpoint of the line, at Xg,, gets close to 
the edge of the magnetic field region, at '
The effect of changing the shear angle, , shown in 
Figure (31a), is shown more clearly in Figure (31b), where 
we plot the variation of the maximum height of a field line, 
h , as a function of the shear angle X , for several values 
of Xq the footpoint of the field line. The field line 
rises into the atmosphere as the shear angle is increased 
and the rise is particularly rapid near % - 8 0 , |
Log I lk^10 -fp 210
Figure 31a. The maximum height h of a magnetic field line as a 
function of X^for several values of the shear angle ^ .
Xj^is the point on the x axis shown in Figure! 30a) page 20? 
at which the field line crosses the Z = 0 line. The variables 
h and X are written in terms of the width of the magnetic
field region
10 Ti kx=0 '4  k  x = 0 ' 4 " T T  
k  X = 0 ' j - r r  
k  X = 0  ' 2 i T  
0 %
k  X = 0 ' l T r
-Figure 31b. The maximum height h of a magnetic field line as 
a function of the shear angle K  for several values of X 
The variables h and X^ are written in terms of the width of the 
magnetic field region,-™, shown in Figure l30a),k
2]1.
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Vve are interested in the conduction of heat a distance L 
along a field line in a magnetic structure such as that 
considered above. As one goes to higher and higher 
locations in the structure, so the length L of the field 
lines increases which tends to increase
But, at the same time, the density f decreases which tends 
to decrease the value of /1  cool • It is the 
competition, between the destabilizing effect of increasing 
a flux tube's length and the stabilizing effect of 
decreasing the density therein, which determines whether 
or not the thermal instability sets in. Let us consider 
this competition roughly, before proceeding with a 
discussion of the numerical solution.
In order to balance the force of gravity, the density at 
the top,E-h , of a field line will decrease with height h, 
such that approximately
r - L  e' ,
where the scale height \  - 2, /(_ ox) • Then we
have from (4 .1 ) that 5
=  f i b -  g- Ï
t c o . .  ‘ 1which, once L and ù>T are specified as function of h, i
determines the variation of the ratio "C.. /+- . with height.
For simplicity let us suppose ùs'X is constant and 
L « n k , say. Then
 ^ X \ z. “   h n & ^^Cool  ^Ok I
.JL, /C#
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so that as h increases, t„/ .  first increases from/ Coo I
zero, passes through a maximum value, at k-A ^ of
. \ (X . J -a.' ” — — — - ^
mOs.x^co o l  I
X
n'- /\ e  (4 ,9 )
and then decreases to zero as k approaches infinity.
In order of magnitude, if this ratio exceeds unity we 
expect thermal instability to occur and, furthermore, 
the instability will be first manifested at a height of 
]f\ - f\ .
For the sake of illustration, let us adopt the following
values, characteristic of a coronal condensation from which
- \Ssome prominences form: density - 1*7 x- ^
temperature T  - \ 0 ^   ^\C ^ = 5 x \o^  ^K , the coefficient ■
of thermal conduction along a field line c
from equation (1.22), the constant (X -
e^S ^ sec * (Orrall & Zirker, 1961) and the scale height
/\ ^ 6 ) where Boltzmann's constant
e^ rc^   ^ the mass of a proton 10^^
 ^ and the gravitational acceleration sec7\
at the solar surface. Then (4.9) becomes ?
C ■^ “/■fccooiLh ^Note that away from coronal condensations, where the density r 
is a factor of 10 lower, this ratio is smaller by a factor i 
of ICO so the thermal instability is far less likely to take i 
place. 'Ahen the field is not sheared, so that , we see ;
that ( /t )_ 1 and the plasma is thermally stable,Z
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But, as the f i e l d  becomes shea red, so the length of the  
field lines tend to in c r e a s e .  For a given h e ig h t ,  h ,  
the  field lines th e r e fo r e  have greater lengths than 
unsheared field lines and so h exceeds u n i t y .  If the 
shearing ( and consequently the value of n ) is large 
enough we see that ( t:^  /"tcooi ) may exceed unity,
so giving thermal i n s t a b i l i t y .  I t  i s  the purpose o f  the «
following sections to work these ideas out more precisely.
■Ï
4:
■i.J
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Within the f o r c e - f r e e  magnetic structure given by ( 4 .7 )
■we shall suppose the equilibrium values of density and ^
temperature to be given by the equations 1
4  (RfT) = - n  ^ > (4.10)
Y. I ^  •Ît ') - >  i . (4,n)
Equation ( 4 .1 0 )  expresses hydrostatic equilibrium along 
f i e l d  l i n e s ,  while the thermal equilibrium is assumed 
to  be governed by a balance between thermal conduction 
and radiation, as expressed in  ( 4 . 1 1 ) .  This may arise 
if heat is dumped at some location, say the top  or bottom 
o f  the f i e l d  lines, and then conducted into the r e s t  of the 
structure* The more general case, of significant 
mechanical heating throughout the configuration, will be 
considered in 4,4. We are considering conduction o n ly  
along the field lines because, as shown e a r l i e r ,  the heat 
conducted across the field i s  very much less in structures 
the s iz e  of quiescent prominences. In a d d i t io n  we assume 
that the acceleration due to  g r a v i t y ,  3 > is constant and 
that it equals the value on the solar surface, 3o* for all 
h e ig h ts .  ( 3 © ” ^ 1-7 ) . Over the height of
a prominence ( ) , A is reduced by a f a c to r  of
on ly  0.9 so that the e f f e c t  o f  height v a r i a t i o n s  on A 
is small enough to be neglected.
iil 3
ï
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 l îT " T i i b C C N F Ï G U R À T I O N . ( C o n td T "
In this section the field structure o f  Figure (30) page 207 ' 
is approximated by straight lines, F ig u re  (32),page 216, 
such that in the x-% plane along a field line - h/i_
K: c o n s ta n t .  Then (4.10) and ( 4 ,1 1 )  reduce to
f ^ , (4.12)
gVwhere K, ^  ^  ^ . (4.14)
In  o rd e r  to solve ( 4 , 1 2 ), we further assume that T is 
constant along the field line, i . e .  T«T_^ , the value
of temperature at the to p  of a lo o p .  This gives
r - f. a ( 4 .1 5 )
where the scale height A = 2. k.T" / ,  so that the i
value of density at the top of the loop is
_  A  3-f = f p A c T LJT lo - . Î
.V «
Figure (32), The straight line representation of the magnetic 
field structure drawn in Figure (30a) page 207 ,
With this representation we approximate in section 4 .3  the 
amount of heat conducted along a field line, of length L , from  
the surrounding plasma, it density and temperature T© » to  
the top of the loop, a height, h , above the base of the 
magnetic field region, where the density is and 
temperature .
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where  ^o / c ^ ) . Next, to solve (4.13),
we approximate the thermal conduction term, as in 
chapter 1, so that (4.13) becomes
or, substituting for f from (4.15),
L N /Xp ' o / •
To make (4.16) diniensionless, put
I “ J ~  —  ^o ^ T J V\ — V\ . Vh  ^l_- ”■" 1- O ^h. k
giving
•V r’' ■ '3-Ywhere t7 - fo T  ‘
K,
and
5 =
■o ' o 
IT'
Ac k
We therefore need to solve (4.17) for TZ,. as a function
of V! , with “ l/ ( V\^ ) given below. ;■
According to (4.f), the footpoint of a field line (Figure(33)
page 216), whose maximum height is h , is located a distance -
Cco"' I e/oc|c(^ - ^ kCcc (4.16) !
from the y-axis. We approximate the length of such a ]
field line by the length of the dashed straight line on 
Figiire (33), namely i
Figure(33). A curved field line of the magnet:c structure 
drawn in Figures (30a) and (30b) page 207.
In section 4.3 we .pproximate the length of the field line 
from the foot point at (  ^ ) to the top of the arch
at (0, 0)h )> hy the straight line of length L shown dashed 
in the figure. The angle, , also shown in the Figure (30b) 
gives the amount by which the field is sheared.
m
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= Xo Sec + W- ,
or, using (4.18) for X©j
r.^ -'
In dimensionless form this is
IT
%k'TCCcfoX
Cco €-
 ^ " I -k'-rr (4.19)
which gives L as a function of for a given shear
angle X . So, from (4.17) and (4.19) we have
__ L  ^ e w , , p , , ,
% e^jaC-xK'i^'T-rh h' ^
Equation (4.20) determines the temperature at the top of 
the l o o p , , as a function of the height of the loop, k' , 
with parameters X (the shear angle), X (the ratio of 
radiation to thermal conduction) and g'(thc ratio of the 
width of the structure to the scale height) . In 
Figure (34)^page 220, (calculated numerically from (4.20)), we 
have plotted TZ^ ( V\' ) for coronal values of X and 
{ X “ 3*14 X - O' U- where we have used z S x \ <wn J
the approximate height of a quiescent prominence, ~
^  c/vM and I o Z  x- 10 ^ ) and several
values of the shear angle . These graphs imply the 
occurrence of a thermal instability when % is large enough.
0 20
L o g , o h
”T- ^Figure (34). The equilibrium curves of the temperature 1-^- 
at the top of a magnetic field arch, as a function of 11 , the
height of the top of the arch above the base of the magnetic 
field region. These are drawn for several values of the shear 
angle,^ , and in particular for the critical value of the shear 
angle . For ^  there is a region of in which the only
equilibrium temperatures are very low <10 ) so that the
plasma initially at coronal equilibrium temperatures has become 
unstable.
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Alien 1$ is small there are three equilibrium values of Tl^.
for all values of W  . One of the equilibrium solutions
occurs at T.^ z. ( cT ^  so that the curve of 'TV as a
function of W  is, in this scale of graph, coincident
with the tn' -axis. However, when is greater than some
critical value, say, there is a region of \r\ in which the
equilibrium values have T^- < I o" ^  , so that the plasma
with the higher equilibrium temperatures become unstable
as '^ i^s exceeded. This region of k increases from k
when Y  ^  Y c  until there are no equilibrium values of
at all when Y - . We expect that the initially
hot plasma, in this non-equilibrium range of heights, ;
cools down rather than heats up, because the thermal
conduction has become negligible in the energy balance
as the shear ^ and length scale L  have increased. Thus
the energetics of the plasma are dominated by the radiative '
loss. As in the case of thermal instability in a neutral
current sheet (chapter 2), we expect that the plasma will
cool down locally in about a day, to the third equilibrium
solution and in the process new plasma is drawn up into
the region along the field lines. The temperature of this
third equilibrium is very low ( T-/ ^ ) and is
unrealistic in practice since the radiative loss used in
this thesis (Figure 1) is not accurate for temperatures gbelow about 10 *^1< because of the radiative transfer effects 
that have been ignored in its derivation.
y
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Also, the equations we have used are no longer valid 
for the final equilibrium in whichyS may no longer be 
small.
Solutions at Low Heights »
In the corona this thermal instability occurs when h is 
small, so that we can confirm the numerical solutions, 
and perhaps understand the onset of instability better, 
by looking more closely at equation (4.20) with k small 
When k'c^ and k^^^T^ ^ i , equation (4.20) becomes
to lowest order
Y  (4.21)T ‘T/ Ç
Its solution is given from the intersections of the 
two curves shown in Figure (35),page 223, where we define
F  (j V ') = m f V - T p )  . (4.22)
F vanishes at - \ and approaclas infinity as TV- 
approaches zero. It possesses a maximum of 0,08 at
Ty — —  - 0 % (with (X = - h S from Figure (l)}
In Figure (34) we found only the low temperature solution
for Ty. at small when ^ exceeds the critical value .
This effect can be seen in Figure- (35) page 22 3, /'here, for
   / 1small values of g there are three solutions, one near = o ^ 
one near |  ^ and the other in between.
'23.
T:08
Figure 35. The two curves F ( Hy ) (defined in (4.22)) and 
2.^[SQC K) % j whose intersections represent the
equilibrium solutions , the temperature at the top of the
magnetic field line shown in Figure (32) page 216, K  is the 
shear angle , shoan in Figure (30b) page 20?, and the parameter 
^  is the ratio of radiative loss to thermal conduction at the 
base of the magnetic field.
-‘.I
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As ^ increases, the ^ line increases until,
at , it just touches the maximum of the F ( "T*/ )
curve, where ■:r q  , g .
If '^  •> then the curves only intersect at the lower 
temperature so that there is no , higher temperature solution. |
The critical value is determined by putting Tl/ = O-E 
in (4.21), so that
~ 0-0% (4.23)
KFor coronal values ( f^  = I 7>^ ((f ^ = Z x 10
and = Sx 10  ^Om ) and |
Figure (36),page 225, gives the variation of the critical i
shear angle with ; the other parameter of the problem, 3
has no effect on . A restriction on the validity of i
— S’Figure (36) is that I > (0 ®l< , since we have used the value j
s Îin the radiative loss function. When 10 ® IC j
however, we expect no thermal instability to occur because 
of the shape of the more accurate radiative loss function 
as given for example by Cox & Tucker (1969).
The parameter ^ is defined by
Thus we see that the effect of increasing the scale ( u )
of the structure or of increasing the density, , is to
raise the value of ^ and so from Figure (36) page 225, to 
destabilize the plasma at smaller shear angles .
I
16
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Figure 36. Ih^ variation of the critical shearing angle Xr- 
as a function of the parameter % , which, given by (4.24J, is 
the ratio of the radiative loss to thermal conduction at the base 
of the magnetic field. If the shear angle, X , shown on Figure 
(30b) page 207, is greater than then there is a region of 
height, h ; in which there are no hot equilibrium solutions, as 
shown in Figure (34) page 220.
. . J
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If, for example, the density were a factor of 10 higher,
as it may be in coronal condensations, so that - Llx )0"'^
C/yvC^ then ^  and the corresponding value j
of G3° from Figure (36),page 22$, If, in addition :
to the above increase in density we doubled the scale i
length ("TVii) to 10^^ cms. then X “ 0,15 and the corresponding
value of Xc. is . The value of is also sensitive
  Gto temperature; if, for example, we reduce 'o to 0^ 
then 'ïS ~ \cT^ and the value of is 73^ . 1
Thus we see that much smaller values o f c a n  be found by 
reasonable changes in the density, scale length or ^
temperature,
It can also be seen from Figure (36),page 22$, that if
is greater than ^  0.19, then , so that the
plasma has no hot equilibrium values for all shear angles.
This value, , corresponds, for a temperature T q “
10^^ to a density f ^ o ^ \ Cu/h) / JIf the plasma density is greater than P then the nlasma
is unstable even when there is no shear, X - O . jIf, for instance, Oir/h.') - S x 10^  cw\ , the approximate |
_  g  iheight of a'quiescent prominence, then f % 3- S io" & 
giving a number density X \0 Owi"
We have found in Figure (34),page 220, that for X > »
there is a height range over which only a low temperature 
solution for exists and that the range increases 
with X o
..
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This effect, can be shown analytically, from (4,20) , as 
follows. The derivative of (4,20) is
i f  _ -  & Sac.^ ^  - c\ -C v \1 O ( H)d r ;  H '  - ^ L - 5
where, from (4,22) ,
IT
(4.25)
and ^  O wV^eAA T y  >  'I c .
Thus^if ^  ^
'T'o ” \o^  ® 1< o^ cl 10^  OwA /"TT =0-1
so that we require Sec>> >lo i.e. ^ > g 4.° which is satisfied:
since,in this particular case,we are only interested in ;
near - % 1 ^  ) , we see from (4,25) that
2.
%2.
^  W  . p ^  ^*7“ . > O iT ' T  ^ ^ci h
(^ "Tr D -r' --T- 3 a , '%
and c O i  T-; ^CA V\
so that the graph of - IQ i W) must have the form shown
in Figure (3 7) page 228, The critical height, V\ , below ÿ■>  _/ :iwhich no equilibrium exists is given by putting I ^  - t I
Sec%Y\ c.' c.
terms of order hL ,
in (4 ,2 0 ), Phen e c , (4,20) becomes, retaining j
F t T j  = Y  [. * v ;  t T f c x  - i 1 (4 .26) ^
.    'i
TT
Tr
Fleure 37. The approximate shape of the equilibrium curve T-n- 
the temperature at the top of a field line, as a function of 
the height of the top of the field line above the base of the 
magnetic field region. The critical height, h^, is such that 
there are no equilibrium solutions for 4 , and fc is the
value of Iq- when I"! z: h
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from which we see that if % - $ equation (4.23).
then - O , and that, as increases above , so 
increases so that an unstable region develops extending 
from W  •=■ o up to . The thermal instability thus
sets in at k^~0 in the present approximation and the 
unstable region spreads to larger heights as increases.
Solution at Large Heights.
The numerical solutions to equation (4.20), which we 
have presented in Figure (34),page 220, show the thermal 
instability starts at low heights; but with different 
values for the parameters ^ and ^^ , it is possible that 
stability may first break down at greater heights. To 
test this possibility we consider here the solution at 
large heights such that
b ^ »  (Sec /'XT .
Equation (4.20) then reduces to
f  ') = 5  )
where X ■=. l -y  ^ (.T-r ) “ L ^ \ y )
and 3 e^\> C~ % 3^  x") .
The three possible types of solution are sketched in 
Figure (38) ^ page 230, w: ere the graphs of C%^) and 3 %^'^  
are plotted 0.1 the left hand side and the solu‘t\on ly 
as a function of h is plotted on the right hand side.
x) = x ^ ¥ e " 2 - x g
x = H T
h'
/ I
f
T
Figure 38. The equilibrium equation (4.20) for large h , the 
height at the top of a field arch, can be represented by 
f = g(x) Î these curves are shown on the left hand side of 
this figure and the corresponding solution, , the temperature
at the top of a field line, as a function of is drawn in the
right hand side. If the maximum ofq (x ) is greater than the
maximum of f(l^, ) then a region develops in which there are no
equilibrium solution ; this first occurs when 11 = 1^ and h = h.,X
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As the maximum of  ^ x) is increased above the maximum of
•f C'tV') î there occurs a region of in which there is no
equilibrium solution. The maximum of C”T“/ ')
(namely {(t/ } ~ ( "g ) (. i - T g  ) = 0-0 S')
occurs at "TL rr 0.86 ( K  - -1.8), and^  ST S' - oC ^ 0the maximum of ^ (namely ^ ^ )\ . i    /at >( = - ÿ  = 2.4, Thus the height and temperature 
at which instability first occurs are given by
    / q. S''xh-
and “ "fcTT (4.28)5 ' %
At V\^ “ the maxima of the two curves are equal, so that
t . - T i ) ,
which on substituting for gives a critical value of , 
say , above which instability takes place;
2
/Z O - O S e  (4.29)
By comparison/we found in (4.9) that instability occurs 
when (in dimensionless variables)
> n-^e" ,
SO that (4.29) may be regarded as a more accurate version 
of criterion (4.9)« 4e further note that the parameter
does not depend on the shear angle or the lengthscale'
■^ /i{ •
t ;
0-8
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Figure 39* The numerical solution to the equilibrium 
equation (4.20) for 1-p , the temperature at the top of the 
magnetic field line as a function of » the height of the top 
of the field line above the base of the magnetic region.
This is drawn for several values of the parameter which 
is the ratio of the width of the magnetic field region to the 
scale height . The shear angle is Q and the parameter X 
the ratio of the radiative loss to the thermal conduction at 
the base of the magnetic region, is The critical
value satisfies (4.29) and is sucl that if Q ^  a region 
develops in which there are no hot equilibrium solutions. I
■•Ià
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It is, in dimensionless variables
J. _ V  fô Tj" X 
i f "  '
SO that whether the magnetic structure (4,7) has an 
unstable region, or not, at large U , depends only on the
  fovalues of and I g, «, Fornal coronal values of lo~ 0^ \c
Q oand He - lO owT^ make
-T. = ^ \o  ^ ,; Sso that the plasma is stable at large heights. For -i
lO^^K. one needs > I om"^)
in order for the unstable region to occur.
To show that the unstable region, that we are predicting 
for large heights, can occur we solved the full equation 
(4.20) numerically and plotted TI^  as a function of W  
in Figure (39) page 232 for the case where = o  ^ = IO
and ^^ "= I • S S \ \ • S’^  icT^  and S \o" ^  ^
where ■= 1-SSh io~^ is the value of g'which satisfies
(4.29). Note, however, that this instability is occurring
at very large heights, k — 10^ '^-^  so that it will not 
be relevant with these particular parameters. But this 
indicates the possibility of instability occurring at a 
realistic height for other values of ^ and . From (4.28) 
and (4.27) we see that the height at which instability Ioccurs IS s!____  _ -rr/k jWf -
where a = 1 k T« / . is the scale heipb«
'X 0'%b g 0 86 Ac
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Thus, by choosing suitably large values of ^ 
can be more reasonable. For instance, "/}^“ bb-xio^owv 
makes - O'G so the height at which instability 
occurs is “ % . However, it should be noted
that smaller values of invalidate the approximation 
k »  (. Seci^^ /tt o
4.4.: THE ADDITION OF A MECHANICAL HEATING TERM.
The corona is heated by presumably the dissipation 
of waves that propagate up from below, but the details 
of the mechanism are not yet worked out. In order to 
investigate the effect on the equilibrium solutions of 
a continuous heating throughout the sheared field, we 
assume that the heating is proportional to density 
and is unaffected by the magnetic field. The equations 
for the temperature and density are then
= - n
V\^  ^  f
C  cLi ( k ,T
The constant, (X , can be specified by assuming, for 
instance, that the heating balances the radiative loss 
at the base of the magnetic field, so
^  .
By approximating for the conductive heating term and 
the magnetic field, as in section 4 .3 , equations (4 .3 0 ) and 
(4.31) give us a modified version of (4 .2 0 ), namely
l y  I -Tt ) _ e‘
^  X (4.32) I■3if / ^where L - L (. W) is given by (4.19). The solution to (4.32) !
for TIj. as a function of for several values of the shear 1
a n g l e , , is plotted in Figure (40) page 237, for Y  z 3.74 x id"4
and - O' 4. (which correspond to coronal values  ^ zz j
;j
l-T 10 tî = a.« io“° ■=’K oywA HE - çTx (o'* C/.^  ^k ' '
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4.4.: THE ADDITION OF A MECHANICAL HEATING TERM. (Contd.)
/It can be seen that the temperature Tj increases as the 
shear angle ^ increases, and that there are equilibrium 
solutions for all values of W . It seems that heating 
of such a size prevents the thermal instability occurring. 
This is to be expected since, if the thermal conduction 
is made negligible in the energy equation (4.31) by 
increasing L , through an increase in , then the 
mechanical heating will now be able to balance the '
/radiative loss. We note that this time the temperature 
in the upper solution rises as is increased unlike the case 
vfhen mechanical heating was neglected, where the temperature 
fell.
,
J
0 5
2 Log h' 2
i
Figüre (40a) The solution of (4,32) for , the 
temperature at the top of a field line, as a function of h 
the height of the top of the field line above the base of the 
magnetic field region.
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4.5,: THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE OF PLASMA IN A SHEARED MAGNETIC FIELD.
The equations which give the equilibrium values of 
temperature and density in the magnetic field are, from 
(4,10) and (4.11)» (without mechanical heating^as in 
section 4.3)
i  U t  O  ■ - f 3  , ( 4 . 3 3 1
Where - K » T
and S measures the distance along a magnetic field line.
We will not consider mechanical heating here, because we 
wish to show that the thermal instability found in the 
order of magnitude calculation of section 4.3 is supported 
by a full solution to equatiom(4.33) and (4.34),
We can write (4.33) and (4,34) in terms of x only, by 
calculating ^ Cx), along a field line, namely
% = t i , (4.35)( Cod k><o 3
and by using r W ^  (4.36)
Therefore equations (4.33) and (4.34) become
+ ~  ^  AZ') - -y, .& O.X  ^ B è^v. / J (4.38)
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4.5.: THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE 
oF"PLASMT^N A 'S I% AR ED l\'i\G W nc"lU :EL]rTC ontdl)
Equations (4-37) and (4.38) are next made dimensionless 
by putting ^
T  = T « T '  , , f = f o f  , Z  ' '
^ j Bx " B  ^wV\e^^ pw\ 634 = " CooCti x'>
Then (4.37) and (4.38) can be re-written for computational 
purposes as the following three first order equations 
foi- T, 1= and f :
<kr' /
clK' '■ ^ ' (4.39)
clX
-   4. %'u tew llî x') S
t (4.4 0 )
Î * 3'Sec Y -tôxACTTx'd ,cl  ^ (4 .41)
, .2.where ^ -y- fc T
( O
Equations (4.39), (4.40) and (4.41) are solved numerically 
for f C x^ ) ^ T  C x'l and f C x') subject to the 
boundary conditions that at the base of a field line,at 
X^  = ± Xo , I and - \ and at the top of a field 
line at yj ^  o ~ o .
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4.5.! THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE■ ^ " “ ôF T ï5siirT rT ~M Ê A ïïrD n5A G ïï^ — - -
From equation (4.35) we see that at x'= o the field 
line is at its highest point, say, and that as x' 
approaches X^ , the height of the field line above the 
X-axis, 2. , approaches zero. The parameter or h 
defines a single field line, where from (4,35)
1^' - - ioc^  ^ I Coo C T T x i ' ) )
I T  C o o
which Is drawn in Figure (31a),page 210, for several 
values of ^ , the shear angle.
The temperature along a field line, Cx )is plotted 
in Figure (41) page 243, for several different field 
lines, i.e. different values of xj, and for a shear angle 
z . Also we have taken 'X - Z'lk- V' \d~^' and
~ O • i-s- (which correspond to the values - l*l *>4 ^ c^"
To-0,kIO^°K 0^1 S 10*^  ow\ ) . This shows us that,
when xj is small, then 1 all along the field line, 
but that, as Xo is increased, the temperature at the top 
(i.e. X* --o) of the field line, T4 ? falls and then 
starts to rise again up to *^1 . In Figure (42)
page 244, we have superimposed on the diagram of the 
magnetic field, Figure (30a), dashed lines of constant 
temperature T  , the solution to the full equilibrium
equations (4.33) and (4*34) which are shown in detail in
Figure (41)♦ This shows us the overall temperature 
structure in the magnetic field region and in particular 
that a region of low temperature develops.
Xq=0 8 x»=1-4 X x^=3-6 x»-4’4 xl=5 6
88
U  = 0-<
7^ = 0 9
X. = 0-9
4 0  /(x10") 6-01
Figure (4-1) « The numerical solution, to the full equilibrium 
equations (4.33) and (4.34) for the temperature *] as a function 
of horisontal p o s i t i o n , a l o n g  a field line. The solutions 
are shown for several different field lines which have foot points I 
at X = . This is drawn for a shear angle ^  -89 9 and with!
W = 3 - 7 x 1 0 " 4  fndg''-0-4 (corresponding to Q '
5  n. ,  , -rr r- /lri9T =2x10 K and % r -5x10 cm ) »
gz0
0 - 0 8  - 0  0 6  - 0 - 0 4  - 0 - 0 2  0  0 - 0 2  0 - 0 4  0 - 0 6
Figure (42), Solid lines indicate the magnetic field of •!
Figure(30a)» Dashed lines are contours of constant temperature 1 |
Ithe solution to the full equilibrium equations (4.33) and (4.34). :j 
This is drawn for a shear angle X  =  8 9 ' 9  and with 3" 7  x 1 0  o W
O' corresponding to f 
and •“ = 5 x 1 0 ^  C m S  ).k
"16. : m - 3 , T = 2 x 1 0 ^ ° K
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 /The value of the temperature les at the top of a f i e l d  
line shown in Figure (41),page 243, is plotted in 
Figure (43) page 2 4 6 , as a function o f , the value of X 
at which the field line crosses the x-axis, for several 
values of X , and for X = 3-74 10^' and - O ' 4- »
As X increases, we see that ic i^ reduced at every value/ o /of Xo . Also when the value of %  falls very
rapidly near X^ ~ and there is no solution for
X q greater than this value, but less than  lO , so that 
we expect the plasma in this region to become unstable.o(It may be that there are no solutions for X - when
Xo > l o ” ' ' but this corresponds to heights h^> lOO ,
which is too large to be important to quiescent prominence
formation)# Thus Figure (43) shows that when X is 
increased above a certain c r i t i c a l  value, Xc, the plasma 
in the sheared magnetic field becomes unstable.
The field line which first becomes unstable hns its foot
/ I  /points at X^ -  X^  ^ , which corresponds to  the value o f X^
at the minimum o f th e  6 X^ ) curve which has X - *, / t , /The value of h corresponding to X<- is called h<. and fo r
o rd in a ry  coronal values ( = l-l % q,  ^ -
\o^  ® K and - 5 x \c/Yv% so that X = 3-14 ^  lo“^ and
3 ' - 0 ‘ 4 ) >  we find and . Lastly,
we plot^in Figure (44),page 247, the critical value of the 
shear angle X a function of the parameter X , which, 
given by (4.24) is the ratio of the radiative loss to the 
thermal conduction at the base o f the magnetic field re g io n .
2L6'j.
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(43)* The temperatureat the top (i.e. X  = 0 ) of a
field line (from the numerical solution to the full equilibrium 
equations (4,33) and (4,34)), as a function of X^, the value 
of X  at which the field line crosses the x-axis. .This is 
drawn for several values of the shear angle and with
and g =04 (corresponding to P  =1 "7x10 Q CfTl
).
T = 3 - 7 x 1 p ”^  
T =2x10'^°K
-16 -3
andjCL = 5 x 1 0 ^ c m  k
'4;
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Figure (44). The critical shearing angle as a function of the 
parameter X  » which, given by (4*24) is the ratio of the 
radiative lo s s  to thermal conduction at the base of the magnetic 
field. The critical shear a n g le , X r , is such that if the shear 
angle X  ; is  g r e a te r  than Xc then there is a region of 
in which the field lines with footpoints at have no 
equilibrium, as shown in Figure (43) page 2 4 6 . Part of the 
curve shown dashed, hus not yet been calculated. The critical 
value of "X* is "Xl«„ such t h a t ,  if X > ,  there are no 
equilibrium solutions for all values of shear angle.
'I
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4.5. : THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE
We have not, how ever, because of the lengthy time 
involved in calculating each point, been able to  
draw the complete curve, but we have been able to 
establish its approximate shape. We see in Figure (44),
page 2 4 7 , that as X is increased from zero, the value
of “Sc falls, as it does in the corresponding case. 
Figure (36)^page 2Z5, in the order of magnitude 
calculation, but it falls more s lo w ly . Then we see 
thatywhen X is increased further, falls more r a p id ly .
The curve then goes through a region in which we are  ' 
uncertain about its value. Finally it crosses the X 
axis a t  > which is defined such that if % >
then the magnetic field structure is unstable for all 
values of shear angle. The value of X is 0-0 5 which 
compares with the order of magnitude value of 0.19*
The value of the maximum density, , above which
the magnetic field region will be unstable for all shear 
angles is then
c  -  3  ■
If (if/k ) ^ 5 ^  |0 c/vvv , the approximate height of a
quiescent prominence, then e ^ ,
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4.6.: SUf-mRT -
In this chapter a model Is presented for the formation of 
quiescent prominences in a sheared magnetic f i e l d .  We 
demonstrate, by methods progressing from a rough order 
of magnitude calculated to a numerical solution to the 
full equations, that, in a magnetic arch system in thermal 
equilibrium between r a d ia t iv e  loss and thermal conduction 
and in mechanical equilibrium under a balance between |
g r a v i ty  and a density gradient, thermal instability can 3|
occur if the magnetic field is sheared enough. We expect 1
/ ’ 4that such an instability will cool m a tte r  down since, when thi 
thermal c o n d u c t iv ity  is reduced, by increasing the length «|Iof the field lines through shearing, then the radiative loss |
dominates the energetics which has a cooling e f f e c t .  j
iThis cooling down will then draw in  m a tte r ,  probably along 
the field lines, since condensation across the magnetic 
field is greatly h in d e re d . Such a condensation may well 
develop into a p rom inence.
Vi/e firstly discussed fo r c e - f r e e  fields in general and 
pointed out that th e y  can only occur if the magnetic 
pressure is v e ry  much greater than the gas pressure, which 
is true in active regions. Then we discussed the 
properties of a particular f o r c e - f r e e  f i e l d ,  first 
considered by Nakagawa & Tanaka (1 9 7 4 ) ,  which has the 
property that the h e i g h t ,h , of the to p  of an arch rises 
into the atmosphere as the footpoints are sheared u n ifo rm ly .  
The variation the h e ig h t ,  K , as a function of the shear 
angle is  p lo t te d .
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4.6c: SUMMARY (Gontd.)
In our model we have included gravity so that,for field 
lines reaching higher and higher into th e  atmosphere, 
the d e n s ity ,  a t  the top of the field arch, will fall. 
This reduction in density implies that , th e
-OOl
j
tiraescale for heat to be radiated out of a volume, f
in c re a s e s . However, the length scale for thermal 
conduction also increases with higher field l in e s ,  so 
that , th e  tirnescale fo r  heat to be conducted into 
a volume, in c re a s e s . The instability criterion 
( 't„/, > ( ) is thus satisfied o n ly  if, with
( U cool
increasing height, the length scale is increased more 
than the density is decreased. We know that t:,, /,/ V" C(
has a maximum value at Hci/\^(the scale height of the 
atmosphere) of )^  cy. o . i , where the
length of a field line is L  n Vi . Thus, if n is 
increased enough through shearing, be
greater than unity so that the plasma becomes unstable.
This instability is next investigated in more detail.
We assume an order of magnitude form for the thermal 
b a la n c e . For the mechanical b alance  we assume that 
temperature variations a re  not important so that the 
pressure gradient gives a reduction of density with 
height. We take an approximate form for the dependence 
of th e  length of a field line on the shear angle and solve 
the e q u a tio n s  o f  thermal and mechanical balance for the 
temperature at the top o f a flux tube as a function of the 
height to which th a t  f lu x  tube reaches.
il
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4.6.: SUMMARY (Contd.)
We show how these equilibrium solutions depend on the  
shear angle % , on the parameter ^  , the ratio of
radiative loss to thermal conduction at th e  base of the 
magnetic field region, and on a parameter ^ , the ratio 
of the width of the magnetic field region to the scale 
height. For ordinary coronal values of '6 and we find
that, as K is increased above a critical value , a
range of height d@V@lops in which there is no hot 
equilibrium s o lu t io n .  This occurs first, as we show 
analytically, at K~o, and then spreads to greater heights 
as ^ increases. The value of for ordinary coronal 
conditions is approximately 87? We suggest th a t,w h e n  
the shear angle exceeds , the plasma becomes unstable 
and cools under the influence of th e  radiative loss.
This critical angle for instability at low heights is 
found analytically to depend on % ; as increases, the
value o f falls and, in particular, we find that if the 
coronal density is a factor of 10 larger than the o rd in a ry  
corona so that f - I 1 y. |o" ' ^  owT^ then is  3
increased by a factor of 100 and is reduced to 63 . v?
We also find that if ^ is increased beyond X the plasma
has no equilibrium solution fo r  any shear angles. The
value of 0.19, and the corresponding value of
density, , is 2,-S ^ 5 ( for,-r„ - |
and the width of the magnetic field region S h lo*' ow ) • i
Thus if the density at the base of the magnetic arch system t
is greater than  P , the plasma is unstable even when X  o  i
We then investigate the equilibrium of this system at I
greater heights using similar a p p ro x im a tio n s . %
.J
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4.6.: SUMMARY (Contd.) |
The plasma has a region of h in which there is no 
equilibrium solution if > O ' 1+. .T h is  ratio does not
depend on the shear angle or th e  width of the flux region 
and is purely a function of and T'c, , the density and 
temperature at the base of th e  field l i n e s .  Vve find that 
the height at which this occurs is h o ' % k K'' ) .
With z g X On ; we get h - I 0^A^^diich is too
large to be important to quiescent prom inences; however, 
if "TT/ - 1  ^lo^ ovv^ t say, then U " /\ ^  , and t h is  
permanently unstable re g io n  could be im p o rta n t .
We then extended the above analysis to  include continuous 
mechanical h e a tin g  in  the energy balance. In this 
case, no unstable regions develop as th e  shear angle 
increases and the temperature rises instead of f a l l i n g , I
as the shear is increased. This maintainence of 
equilibrium is to be expected since now the radiative loss 
can be balanced by mechanical heating when thermal conduction 
is reduced by s h e a r in g *
Finally, we solved the full equilibrium mechanical and J
thermal balance numerically. This tim e  we ignored 
mechanical heating and concentrated on the thermal instability 
which the order o f  magnitude calculation had p r e d ic te d . 2
We were able to calculate th e  temperature along each field | 
line and demonstrated that a region of low temperature 
develops. F u rth e rm o re , i f  the shear angle is large enough 
(X > X c ))within the low temperature region there develops 
a region in which there are no hot equilibrium s o lu t io n s ,  
as we found in the o rd e r  o f magnitude case.
4.6.: SUmARY (Contd.)
Again the dependence of the critical shear angle ^ ^ on 
the parameters V and is found. For ordinary coronal 
values of "X and  ^ ? buttas "X is
increased, falls (as in the order of magnitude case)
Again there exists a value , above w hich the magnetic
arch  system is unstable for all shear angles X . This 
yields a maximum value for , the d e n s ity  at the base
of the magnetic field.
Each of the progressively more accurate methods show the 
same feature: that a region, in which no hot equilibrium 
solution can exist, develops if the shear angle is greater 
than some critical value, The o rd e r  of magnitude
calculation indicates that th e re  are two possible s i t e s ,  
one at low and the o th e r  at large values of h e ig h t .
In the numerical solution to the full equations we 
concentrate on the low height range and dem onstrate how 
the parameter '6 greatly influences the problem. In 
agreement with the order of magnitude case we see that 
becomes progressively lower as ^ increases.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
We have here investigated the thermal and tearing mode 
instabilities in the corona and upper chromosphere. The 
effect of these two instabilities has been examined in a neutral 
current sheet, one application being,as suggested by Kuperus 
and Tandberg-Hanssen (1967),in the formation of quiescent 
prominences. We have also considered the thermal balance 
in an arch magnetic field system, showing that such a structure 
can become thermally unstable if the foot points are sheared 
enough, a result which could be relevant to the formation of 
prominences in magnetic arches.
I
In chapter 2 we study a neutral current sheet in thermal 
equilibrium (between mechanical heating, radiative loss, and 
thermal conduction) and in mechanical equilibrium (between the 4 
Lorentz force across the sheet and a gas pressure gradient) ,
With an approximate representation of the thermal conduction 
we investigate the equilibrium and stability of the sheet.
As the length of the sheet increases we find that it passes 
through a series of stable equilibria until a certain value, 
is reached, when the sheet cools down to a new stable equilibriums 
For coronal conditions (temperature T^ , - and number
density h - lO^ov^^), values for L-^^( 6 % lo^ ow,) and the 
cooling time ('L lo^scc when the magnetic field B «-1 Gauss) 
are in .faif agreement with the observed values (height ^ -1
and formation time — 10 sec) for quiescent prominences. ’
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Chapter 5.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK (Contd.)
Apart from the main application of the theory, namely to 
current sheet models for prominences, the analysis may a ls o  
be r e le v a n t  to  smaller sheets which form in the chromosphere, 
provided they are not so thin that ohmic heating and heat 
conduction across the m agnetic field become important.
This work could be extended in several ways. Other energy 
terms such as the release of gravitational potential energy 
or the effect of the particle motions caused by spicules, 
could be considered in the thermal balance in the corona and 
upper chromosphere. One could  also examine the effect of 
changing the mechanical heating law  since the actual amount 
of energy transported by this means is unclear.
The theory of thermal instability in a neutral sheet could be 
advanced by using the technique of Cross & Van Hoven (1971)> 
or by using some other means, to find the growth rate of the 
instability when the structure within the current sheet is taken 
into account. One could then see how the thermal instability 
is influenced by the other instabilities such as the tearing 
mode.
In  chapter 3 we calculate the growth r a te  of the tearing mode 
instability in a neutral current sheet with no energy sources 
or sinks, using the method devised by Cross & Van Hoven (1971) 
to study the instability in a sheared magnetic field of constant 
magnitude. We find that the maximum growth rate can be 
significantly larger in the current sheet than that found in  the 
sheared field by Cross & Van Hoven,
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Also we find, in our case, that when /3 , the ratio of gas to
magneti'c..pressure, is reduced so that the density in the sheet
increases, the growth rate decreases in value. In a d d it io n ,
we investigate the effect,on the tearing mode instability in
a current sheet,of including a transverse component of th e
magnetic f i e l d .  We find th a t  the growth rate, Co , of th e
instability is significantly inhibited if the value of the
transverse field is  large enough. In  particular, w  , is
1reduced to the diffusion rate, %  ^ , if the transverse field
component i-S approximately equal to » where Bo, is
the field'strength at the edge of the current sheet. Also the 
dimensionless growth rate, , is reaucea to Wot: ^ / n
when B-t is increased from zero to - Bo, v/n / ( 3  % >
where S :1s the ratio of the diffusion time scale to tte Alfven 
time scale.
Possible extensions to the above analysis include the effects 
o f  red u c in g  the value of yg and of compressibility on this 
i n s t a b i l i t y .  It was noted that when yS »  the plasma 
behaves incompressibly, but, with thin enough current sheets 
and high enough values of magnetic field, one has S ^  /S 
so that c o m p r e s s ib il i ty  would be im p o rta n t. A nother instability 
which could occur in  a neutral sheet is the infinite 
conductivity interchange instability, so it would be
in te r e s t in g  to  consider its influence, either by the numerical 
techniques of Cross & Van Hoven, or, since the equations are 
greatly simplified when there is no r e s i s t i v i t y ,  by analytic 
means.
J
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK (Contd.)
In chapter 4 a model is presented for the formation of 
quiescent prominences in a sheared,force-free magnetic field*
We demonstrate by methods progressing from a rough^order of 
magnitude calculation to a numerical solution to the full 
equations, that in such a magnetic structure thermal 
instability can occur if the magnetic field is sheared enough*
We assume thermal equilibrium between radiative loss and thermal 
conduction and mechanical equilibrium along field lines with 
a balance between gravity and a pressure gradient* We find, 
for example, that if the density at the base of the field is 
a factor of ten larger than the normal coronal value, as it 
may be in coronal condensations, ( Cz: x \ ^ )
then there is a range of heights with no equilibrium if the 
shear angle is greater than 63^« We expect the resulting 
instability to cool the plasma and draw matter along the field 
to create a prominence. The presence of a large enough 
mechanical heating is found to prevent the instability 
occurring*
This work could be extended by investigating the stabilizing 
effect of the mechanical heating in more detail using the 
numerical solution to the full equations. One could also 
extend the range of parameters examined in the numerical work 
and, in particular, establish in greater detail the variation 
of the critical angle above which instability occurs, with 
the ratio of radiative loss to thermal conduction at the base 
of the magnetic field region*
....
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Also the effect of varying g , the ratio of the scale length 
of the magnetic region to the scale height of the atmosphere 
would be of interest* With an order of magnitude calculation 
we could examine the effect on the equilibrium of having 
the temperature at the top of the magnetic arch, larger than 
the temperature at the base. Such an analysis would fit in
with, observations which imply that the temperature at the top
/of these arch structures is somewhat larger than the external 
coronal value,
■£
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